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INTRODUCTION.

.

To lovers of Nature a desert ever presents peculiar
fascination, and those who have once come under ita
spell can seldom free themselves from the longing to leave
the crowded highways of civilization and return again
to the untrodden regions of the silent wilderness.
In his " Frontiers of Baluchiitan " the author furnishes
us with many choice sketches of the desert and desert
life painted in life-#ke colours, and with a fidelity such
as none but a true child of the desert can attain to.
While one portion of the work deals with the vast
desert which lies between Quetta and Persia, a vilderness
which Nature appears from time immemorial to have
determined should never be anything else, the other
and larger portion describes that strangely interesting
country of Seistan, which Natixre has bounteously
endowed with every gift of water and soil, and which
has become a desert by man's own handiwork and
folly.
The vast ruins, which everywhere in the latter region
testify to a past prosperity and oivilized population,
both long since gone, give to the silence of the barren
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PREFACE.
IF the lives of human beings are shaped by a controlling
and mysterious influence, then I must have been prodestined to be a wanderer all my days, for my travels
began at an age when most pcople are still in the
nursery.
By the time I was ten years old I had traversed two
sides of the triangle which has Calcutta and Karsohi as
the ends of its base and Abbottabad, for its apex. Of
the journey between Calcutta and Abbottabad I have
no recollection, but of the journey from Abbottabad
to Kush&lgarh on the Indus, I retain a very clear
impression, for I rode each day's stage along the frontier
road on my pony, while my mother and a very small
sister travelled in a doolie carried by bearers. At Kushslgarh we chartered two wide-beamed vessels manned
by oarsmen, on which temporary dwellings had been
erected, one for ourselves and the other for our servants
and my pony. The tedium of our long journey down
the river was broken by stoppages a t several points
where friends-and strangers also-extended a generous
hospitality to the small party of voyagers.
Those were the days when the frontier was garrisoned
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PREFACE
politics bulked largely as topics of conversation in the
small stations along our marches. I n this way'there was
laid in my mind the foundations of an interest in those
countries and their affairs which has never been effaced.
As we floated down the Indus, day after day was visible
to the west, the lofty mountain barrier. Beyond the
mountains lay a mysterious land of which very little was
known. An occasional Indian explorer had at times,
with considerable risk, brought back scanty though
valuable geographical information, and the yearly
caravans of Afghan tradqrs alone gave an insight into
affairs " at the back of beyond."
Life in the small frontier cantonments in those days
was full of incident as the homes of the warlike and
independent border clans in some cases lay within easy
reach of our military settlements, and at times when a

influence on my small mind, which was kept alive by
the great camps of Povindah Afghans which we met
on our voyage down the river to the point where i t is
joined by the five rivers of the Punjab. These camps
were composed of women and lads whose' husbands and
fathers had gone further into India on business intent.
As a rule, however, the vicinity of these camps was
avoided by us, as we were too weak a party to accept
any risks from such unruly folk.
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Once on the frontier always on th9 frontier," was a
saying that used to be currant in Anglo-Indian society.
It has been fulfilled in my case. Many years passed
since this memorable journey, and many of my holidays
were spent within sight of the mountaills to the west of
the ~ n d u s . Then, again, later on I crossed the barrier,
and the old fascination came over me with redoubled
strength, and it has held me in a grip which no hardships
have been able to loosen. For a series of years the
Frontier of Baluchistan-and, as my friends of Khitrgn
used to tell me, the desert-was my, " home " for the
part of each year. Though a t intervals this
connection has been temporarily interrupted, yet the
fascination of the desert has again and again drawn me
irresistibly back to it-inexplicable though that fascination has been to many of my friends.
It is not possible to analyse this feeling nor define it
in exact terms. Something is due to the freer and more
simple, if strenuous, existence, and a good deal also to
the fact that when I made the acquaintance of these
tracts they were to a very large extent either imperfectly
or not a t all known. Contact with the rude inhabitants
revealed an utterly unexplored field for research in the
folk-lore and tribal legends, with which I became conversant over $he camp fires, or in lonely bivouacs among
the hills. The presence of an i n s i g a c a n t explorer's
retinue excited no fears in the minds of the people, nor
wm there any object to be gained by the assumption of
"
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CHAPTER I.
BEPOSE BRITISH RULE.

V

Causea which led to the first Exploration and opening up of Western
Baluohistan-The Seistan Trade Route -Early Explorers, Pottinger
and Christie-Sir Charles MaoGrogor ancl Captajn Loclcwood-sir
Robert Sandeman-The old order-Aziid Khan, the freebooting Chieftain-Murder of Mir S,ibik-Spoils from Maiwnnd - Tho famous desert
guides-Ch!hsgai -Logend of Balanos~land the Dragon.

TOWARDS
the close of the nineteenth century the revival
of interest in the extreme western portions of our Indian
Empire led, among other results, to the opening of overland bade re1;ttions with Persia. Since then the trado
route from Quetta ai4 Nushki to -'stnn and Ellorassan
has to some extent. become fashionable among travellers
who seek interest outside the bestten track of a.
winter tour in the Middle East. But though the route
has more than once been described, few of t h e
Europeans who have passed dong it have seen more
of the neighbouring country than can be viewed from
the t~ctualttrack.
I n the course of the hast twenty years participation in
various official survey expeditions has afforded me an
opportunity of gaining a moye extended acquaintance witl1
this region. It has been my lot to traverse in all directions
and to see under all conditions, in storm and sunshine, in
terrific heat and biting cold, this country where three
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empires meet, fascinating in many ways in spite of its
drawbacks, with its varied physical characteristics, its
quaint legends, its stories of fierce hatreds and unbridled
passion, and, in Seistan, its traces of former greatness,
suggesting dreams of revived prosperity in a happier
future.
Lord Curzon, in his monumental work on Persia, has
referred to Seistan as a region cc where a political crisis is
always possible and sometimes acute, and where the Indian
frontier question emerges as a formidable factor in the
situation." The note of warning which Lord Curzon
sounded was mainly designed to oall attention to the
extension of Russian influence southwards, and the
attractions whioh Seistan might be supposed to offer to
that power as a strategic base. In this oonnection the
Persian problem has been materially modified by the
Anglo-Russian Convention of August, 1901, wherein the
south-eastern corner of Persia is recognised by Russia to
be what, for want of a better phrase, may be termed a
British sphere of influence ; but the triple borderland
ernbracing northern Baluchistan, southern Afghanistan,
and parts of Eastern Persia, must always be of importance
in relation to our Indian Empire.
It ia not for me to undertake any discussion of the
problems presented by this region in its political relations.
But a description of the experiences of one whose duties
have taken him off the beaten track of trade and travel,
together with some account of the country and its people
as revealed by those experiences, lrmy not be uninteresting,
and at the same time will, I would hope, form a useful
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addition to the somewhat scanty published records of
information about this corner of the Middle East.
There is 110 disguising the fact that where it traverses
Baluchistan the trade route from Nushki passes through a
most inhospitable and, in some respects, s hopeless country.
Thanks to the improvements introduced by t h e Indian
Government, the conditions to-day along the actual track
zlre vastly better than they were even a comparatively few
years ago. Only those who have crossed a t the heels of a
Baluch guide before the route was established, andwho have
undergone the routine of daily marches along a n ill-defined
trail, with no assurance that an adequate supply of water
would be forthcoming a t the end of the day's march, can
appreciate fully the progress represented by t h e present
facilities for the journey, or can realise properly t h e normal
conditions of travel i n the country.
Forbidding as the count~yis, however, it attracted the
attention of the Indim Government a t least a hundred
years ago. The despatch of a mission to Persia in 1807
by Napoleon Buonaparte roused the authorities i n Cdcutta
to take steps to counteract his designs in tha6 direction.
In 1808 Sir John ~ a l w l &was appointed Specid British
Envoy to the Court of Fath Ali Shah, but before he could
carry out, his task he was recalled, and the mission
postponed till the following year. At the end of 1809
Lord Minto, the Governor-General in India a t t h a t time,
renewed Sir John hlalcolm's instructions, and in 1810 the
mission was duly carried out. For the purposes of this
n~rrativethe point of particular interest about the mission
is that with it were associated efforts to increase our
n 2
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knowledge of the countries between Persia and India and
along the Persian Gulf. Selected officers were deputed to
explore and report on the political and economic conditions
of particular regions, Baluchistan and Khorassan beilig
assigned to Captain Charles Christie slnd Lieutenant
(afterwards Sir) Henry Pottinger.
Performing the journey, so long as it was possible to do
so, in the guise of Mussulman pilgrims, Christie and
Pottinger travelled in company from the coast region
west of Karachi up to Kalat, and thence on tO " Noshky."
At Nushki the two officers separated on March 22nd, 1810.
Christie made his way west and north to the Helmand,
and, crossing the river, continued his march to Herat, where
he turned west and journeyed to Yezd and Isfahan. At
the last named place he was rejoined in June by
Pottinger, who had passed south-west and west from
Nushki, leaving JBlk on the noi-th and visiting both
KirmBn and Xheeraz.
Two-thirds of a century later two other British officers,
Colonel C. M. MacGregor and Captain R. B. Lockwood,
made their way from the cosst northwards, and passed
along the eastern side of the Miishkcl HBmun to near the
eastern end of the Gaud-i-Zireh ; then turning west they
passed south of the lake bed to Shah-Godar, near the present meeting-place of the British, Persian, and Afghan
frontiers. Both officers returned east to Jacobabad, but
by different routes, Lockwood passing through Nushki,
while MacGregor followed a more southerly route.
To this day worn scraps of paper, bearing in faded
character8 the handwriting of these two gallant officers,
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are treasured as precious heirlooms in the families of their
guides. Some fourteen or fifteen years after their journey
I met the guide whose riding camel Lochood had shared
on the r e b n journey. The man told me that he noticed
after leaving ChBgai that Lockwood used to dismount
constantly, and was evidently not at all well; and he spoke
with admiration of the unfailing self-control which .the
Sahib displayed. No doubt Lockwood must then have
been suffering from the deadly complaint to which he
succumbed on his arrival in India.
Sandeman first extended British influence on the side
of Baluchistan in 1884-6, but it was not until after the
demarcation of the boundary between Baluchistan and
Afghanistan in 1894-6 by Sir Henry (then Major) McMahon
that the Nushki-Seistm trade route was planned, and
effective control over the country established.
My acquaintance with the country began in the winter
of 1886-7.' I n the latter year on entering K h k l n , which
lies to the south of the trade route, I found that the people
had still faint traditions of Pottinger's journey. Already
the old order had changed, but the new state of &airs
had not been firmly established, and from the lips of those
who had taken part in the politics .of the country before
Sir Robert Sandeman's intervention had put a stop to the
state of lawlessness that had been in existence, 1 obtained
a very graphic description of the conditions of life that
had not long before prevailed. Those were the days when
AzLd Khan of KbixLn and Barfarlz Khan of Chigai used
to lead organised raiding parties to harry their neighbonrg
in Eastern Persia ; when KIilrZn was the centre of a brisk
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trade in slaves, the unhappy captives taken in the raids
being sold into bondage and taken t o Eandahar; when
the desert tracks were closed to all who had not purchased
the good-will of the two great freebooting chieftains ; and
when the heads of the small tribes which dwelt in the
country followed the lucrative and honourable profession
of guides to the raiding parties, maintaining a far-reaching
system of intelligence, by which they were kept informed
of all matters which affected their profession or could
make their services of greater value to their pati6ons.
The profession of a freebooter was one in which a man
of long and honourable pedigree might engage. Petty
theft was regarded as utterly vile. A few broken men,
outcasts from their tribes, lurked in part8 of the desert,
and were not above pilfering from caravans, but otherwise
there was nothing to be feared, except from attacks by
organised ba.nds of raiders on the war path, The meeting
of fwo parties in the desert was always a matter for
caution on either side. One or two persons from each
party having laid aside their weapons, if on a peaceful
errand, would advance, and after the long-drawn-out
formula of Baluch greetings, state the reason of their
presence, whence they came and whither they journeyed.
To the ordinary observer there are no striking differences
in the scanty dress of the nomads by which it is possible
to distinguish the people of one district from those of
another. Yet such differences do exist, and in the days
before British influence rendered the tracks of the desert;
far safer than the streets of London, it was very necessary
to learn wherein the differences lay. By means of them it
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was possible to h o w where a party of strangers had come
from, and very often this decided the question whether
they were likely to prove enemies or friends.
One thing to observe was the shape of the head-gearthe felt cap of Seistan, for example, being quite distinct
from the fine pointed cap and blue turban of the Barecll
tribe of the Eelmand and ShorFiwak. A t a well or spring
the guide's duty was to ex&minethe ground carefully for
traces of previous visitors. Or on the march, where a
frail crossed the path and revealed the presence of a party
having traversed the former, it mas useful to be able to
locate the place or &strict to which those who left their
traces belonged. This it was possible t o do by the prints
of the sandals worn by the members of the party. By
the spoor of the camels it mas plainly evident whether
those animals had travelled under loads, or whether they
had been ridden-whether, that is t o say, the party was
on a peacoful errand or on the war-path.
It was important to know these details in the old days,
as on such knowledge not only one's comfort, but one's
safety, rery largely depended. Horrible stories were told
over camp fires of revengeful murders in the bdancing of
blood feuds; and of the means adopted to render it
unlikely that captives taken and enslaved should ever
desire t o return to their homes. In 189 1 I saw two pillars
of earth that were declared to contain the remains of two
men who had been tied to stakes and entombed alive.
These men had been the owners of a couple of exceedingly
fine asses which were coveted by the chieftain of their
tribe. The simplest way of sa;tisfying desire was to take
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possession of the animals, and this the chieftain did. But
the owners of the animals had the audacity to resent his
action. They watched their opportunity and made off
with the asses, and being ~ u r s u e dand captured were made
a stern warning to others of the rights of authority. It
was argued, indeed, that the chief had been rather lenient
with them, since just before the pillars were completed
over their heads each of these misguided men, who had
dared to asse1.t their right to their own property, had

I
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been stunned by a blow from an axe handle.
Typical of the conditions that prevailed before British
intervention is the story of AzBd Khan of IFhiirin and
Mir Xiibik, the chief of the Rekis. Azid Khan had long
coveted the palm groves of Mishkel owned by the Rekis.
Mir Siibik, however, did not a t all fall in with the views
of his neighbour, and as he had on one occasion, when
Azld Khan had been reduced to great straits, given him
shelter and assistance, he had no grounds for suspecting
to what lengths thwarted ambition would be likely t o
carry the Khir8n chieftain.
Unsuspicious of evil, Mir Sabik pitched his tents a t a
spring a few miles to the east of JBlk, and there for a
time took up his abode, with only the members of his
family and a few of his household slaves. h i m Khan,
the younger son of the Khiriin Sardar, was informed of
to remove Mir S8bik. One night this party of deaperadoes fell on their victims. A short conflict took
place in which Sibik lost his life, and his family and
surviving dependents, including the young aon of the late
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chief, were made prisoners. Not satisfied with the death
of Mir Sabik, the victors had a grave dug on the following
morning, and the little boy Shah SulemLn waa made to
t JLmok the
kneel by the side of it, and there was s l ~ oby
Luri, the favourite of Azim Ehan.
The feud caused by this barbarous act desolated the
Miishkel district, and closed all traffic in the western
portion of the desert. AzBd Ehan, however, was too
strong for his enemies, who, though numerous, lacked his
energy and ability. The KhBriin chieftain was, indeed,
in many ways a very remarkable man. At the time
of his death, in 1885, he was said to be a hundred
and five years old. I n his prime he had beon possessed
of enormous strength. Men said he could cause the
bars of a new horse-shoe to meet by compressing
them in one hand, or break it by drawing the bars
asunder with both. At the time of his deaiili, owing
to the infirmities of age, he had to be Lifted into
the saddle when he rode abroad. Once in the saddle,
however, he could still ride long distances, and was able
to tire younger men without serious inconvenience to
himself.
With Az5d Khan passed away the last of the Baiuch
chieftains of tlie old school. During his long life he had
seen many changes take place. In 1539 he had taken the
part of the popular party who were opposed to the
nominee whom we had placed on the throne of Ealat, and
had led the forces of the malcontents whicll threatened
>tta
in 1840. The KhBrZn men were present at
Maiwand also, forty years later, and with the spoils of
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that fight, aizd rifles stolen from Kandahar, AzLd Khan
was able to arm pennaaently about a hundred men who
constituted, as it were, his standing army. I n addition
he could count on the loose hordes of brigands whom his
qualities attracted round him whenever he took the war-
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After the death of AzLd Khan, Jimok t'he Luri, who
killed, as related above, the little son of Mir Ssbik,
played a part in another notable act of bloodshed.
Like others of his tribe, he was a skilful worker in
Azim Khan, the younger son . of AzBd, to enlist his
services, and in course of time no one had such influence
with his master as the amenable Jimok. Now when
Azid Khan died there were suspicions in some
quarters that he had been removed by his eldest son,
the present chief, who thought his father had held the
reins of authority long enough. However this mafhave
been, AzZd's possessions were duly ,divided between his
eldest son and Aeim Khan, the former dwelling in the
new fort in Klzkrin, and the latter in the picturesque
mountain stronghold of JBlwar.
As might be surmised from his raid against Blir Siibik,
Azim Khan bas a firebrand. H e resembled his father no
less in lzis .ambitious nature than in his physical strength
and courage, and it is, perhaps, not surprising that he was
.regarded with suspicion by his elder brother, who a t lqst
became possessed with the idea that Azim Khan was
plotting his overthrow and intended to seize the Khan&<
His suspicions, which appear to have had some basia in
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fact, led the elder brother in turn to seek t h e death of
Azim Khan. But Azim Khan was not a n easy man t o
get rid of. He was of great stature, and his courage
and great bodily strength rendered his removal a most
dangerous undertaking. It was necessary to have recourse
t o treachery and to find the traitor. After some time
Jiimok was approached, and in the end he was suborned
to make away with his patron.
The plains outside the gorge in which the forizess of
JBlwar is situated abound in gazelle, and t h e ground being
open and also sandy, the method of hunting them is to
approach on a riding camel and circle round t h e animala
until the hunter arrives within range. Azinl Khan was
passionately devoted to this sport, the more so as time
went on, and the growing influence of t h e British
Government made it more and more dangerous to murder
people openly. One day he and Jiimok (who always used
to accompany him) sallied out of JBlwar on one of these
hunting expeditions. Jimok never returned, b u t later on
Aeim Khan made his way back wounded t o death. The
tale that was told was to the effect that as soon as the two
men had reached the open country and found themselves
alone, JLmok let his patron get a little way i n front and
then shot him in the back, afterwards taking to flight.
Khiirin, of course, was no place for him, and, in 1890, he
was said to be living in Sind or Lsls Bela.
The guides who led the raiding parties in t h e old days
were useful persons to the travellers who explored the
-jksert. Secure as they were in the support of one or
other of the leading chiefs, he would have been a bold

.
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or very reckless person who meddled with a party led
by one of these men. I n 1890, when journeying towards
the Euh-i-Safed, I had two local celebrities in the camp.
One was known as
with the Scar," from a sabre out
that traversed his countenance diagonally from the right
eyebrow downwards; the other was Shah Sawlr. Men
said the success of the expedition was assured when the
services of these gentlemen had been enlisted. One night
two camels had strayed, and the Baluch camelmen (natives
of the country near Quetta) made up their minds that
the animals must have been stolen. Ali with the Scar
and Shah Sawlr looked a t one another, and a faint smile
flickered over their weather-beaten countenances. The
idea of any misguided person stealing camels from a
party which included them in it was most amusing.
'(Go to sleep," said they, '(to-morrow the animals will
be found. They cannot have been stolen." Next morning
the animals were found a Little way off; the camelmen
had only been too frightened to leave the immediate
vicinity of the camp to look for them.
Another of these guides, Ido the Mamasseni, is now a
subordinate official in the Border Levies, and has t m e d
his knowledge of the country and the formidable reputation he acquired in the pwt to a more reputable use,
none being more zealous in the cause of peace and good
government.
But striking as is the change wrought in the conditions
by British rule, the influence of the old lawless times
still survives in many of the present customs. To this
day no Baluch or Brahui camp is ever placed close to
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. springs or wells. The tents are pitched in secluded spots
among any neighbouring dunes or hills, and every day t h e
women fetch water in water-skins carried on long strings
of donkeys or bullocks. The tents are not pitched
alongside the wells, because those are always the spots
for which strangers make-and in the old days s stranger
was more likely than not to be an enemy.
The people used to live in s constant state of alarm.
Often their encampments were disturbed by news brought
in by tlie outlying scouts of an enemy's presence. Then
the Bocks would be hurriedly driven in, and while t h e
women packed up the effects of their household, a n d
loaded the animals preparatory to retreat, tlie men armed
themselves and took up positions suitable for defence.
The women also at times had to take up the arms which
s wounded husband or kinsmen could no longer bear, a n d
take their places in the fighting line.
In these more peaceful times the amusements of t h e
nomads are few. Stories told round the camp f b e provide
their principal recreation, and some of the folk-lore tnles
are of no small interest to the student of ethnology. In
this direction lies a wide field of research which a t present
is almost entirely unexplored.
Many of these tales are connected with personages who
are regarded and worshipped as saints, in whose honour
shrines have becn erected, which are largely resorted t o
by those suffering from adversity or sickness. One curious
tale which circulates in the country round Chiigai bears a
strong resemblance to our legend of St. George.
Once upon a time, men say, there existed a green
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dragon, whose lair was situated in the forbidding tract of
hills to the north-west of Chrigai, not far from the Lijji
spring. This creature was the scourge of the surrounding
country, as it preyed on human beings and demanded
victims every day to satisfy its insatiable appetite. Driven
to despair the inhabitants had recourse to a certain recluse famed for his piety, and prayed him to deliver them
from this scourge. The holy man undertook the task, and
with Divine essistance, but after a severe conflict, he
overcame and slew the dragon.
This saint is styled Balanosh, or the cCRemovt?rof the
Calamity." A shrine dedicated to him is situated within
a narrow and gloomy valley, and the size of the shrine,
and the vast acchulation of s~-votoofferings, testify to

b

the vdue set by the people on his assistance in all times
of stress. A narrow fissure in the hills beyond the Lijji
spring is pointed out still as the site of the dragon's lair.
Formerly, the story goes, it was much larger, but after
the monster Imd been destroyed Balanosh caused the
accursed spot t o be closed and well-nigh obliterated. N1
around the forbidding appearance of the valleys, and the
frowning cliffsof splintered rocks that overlook the waterless ravine, lend themselves to tales of horror, and the
wonder is that more are not in circul~~tionj
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As already indicated, my acquaintance with the country
which witnessed the scenes narrated in the last chapter
began very shortly after the extension of British influence
under Sir Robert Sandeman. Broadly, it may be describecl
as a, desert country, in the midst of which are situated
a few pleasant places whore water is abundan6
where crops are raised, and where the verclure contrasts
strongly with the inhospitable nature of the surrounding
tracts.
The latter are not, however, invariably' sandy wastes,
nor as yet are they generally covered with sand dunes.
These are confined to three well- defined localities,
separated from one another by gravel-strewn steppes,
where the polished and blackened surfaces of the disintegrated pebbles reflect the lpaysof the s u i and dazzle
the eyes of the wayfarer far more than does the sand.
Among the dunes, also, growths of dedert vegetation are
met with which satisfy the needs of a traveller as to fuel
and fodder for his camela. The gravelly terraces, on the
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other hand, for considerable distances may be almost
destitute of both.
It is .not necessdry for the purposes of the aresent
narra;tive to discuss the geography of the country in
detail, but i t should be borne in mind that the desert
tracts of northern Baluchistan occupy a small part only
of a vast depression, more than four-fifths of which forms
the catchment area of the great lake into. which the
Helmand River discharges its waters. I n this huge
depression begin hhat series of land-locked pans or basins
which receive the drainage of the surrounding valleys, and
which are such o feature in the geography not only of
Persia but of Central Asia generally. Chief among these
pans or basins in the particular depression now under
consideration are the Ah-i-Istlda Lake, which is situated
in Afghanistan a t an elevation of 7000 feet, almost on a
direct line between Kabul and Quetta, and about half
way between those two places; the Lor% HBmun,
altitude 2700 feet, which lies just south of the Afghan
frontier; the H h m m of the Miishkel, altitude 1700
feet, on the Persian frontier of Baluchistan; end hst,
but not least, the famous Xeistan Lake, which is the
lowest in altitude of the four, lying a t an elevation of
1600 feet.
At various times and on vzrious expeditions it has
fallen to my lot to see a good deal of the last three of
these lakes. In 1886-7 some early survey work led me to
the Lor5 H a m u down the valley of ~ h eLor5 River,
which flows from the hill cowltry north and west of
Quetta. The head-waters of the river, after draining a
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respectable area, unite close to the village of Burj, about
twenty-five miles to the west of Quetta. Below this
village. the river has cut a deep valley through the hills,
which fall for the most part sheer to the banks of the
stream. Here, about a dozen miles below Burj, is the
Lor& Deae. Great boulders crop up in the bed, and the
river flows in alternate reaches of still, deep pools and
shallow runs. A t every few hundred yards precipitous
spurs descend t o the water's edge, and on Ohis account
it is necessary for the traveller frequently to cross the
river.
During that winter (1886-7) I was camped below the
nmrows, m d one day sent my camp some six or seven
miles down stream, intending myself to follow later.
After several hours on the hills, where I had been delayed
by thc successful stalk of a fine ibex, I and my men
reached the river bank i n the dusk of a winter's day. As
there were no signs of our horses there was nothing to be
done but t o wade. Choosing those places where the water
was most broken, art being shallow, I and my guide, s
stalwart Afghan levy, entered the water, arm in arm,
followed by my men. The loops were small, and no
sooner were we out of the water than we had to enter it
asgaina little lower down. It was the end of December,
and already snow had fallen on the higher summits. The
water was nearly wais-trdeep and icy cold, and after many
crossings one of the men gave up and said it was impossible for him to go farther.
A 6re was lit and a bivouac formed in a sheltered spot,
m d there we dried our garments and prepared t o pass the
0
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night. Before, however, we had settled down we were
hailed by some one across the river. The country bore a
very bad name and much caution vas necessary, bnt as
the shouts were repeated the voices were recognised as
those of the JamBdar of the Leviea. He had brought
horses t o take us into camp. We thexefore mounted, and
leaving the other men with some levies as an escort t o
follow in the morning, rode down stream to camp. The
noteworthy fact is that altogether the river was forded no
fewer than twenty-llhe times in the course of a journey of
only half-a-dozen miles.
Compared with the gloomy defle of the LorE the
'district of Shorlwak, with its open fields and villages
along the middle reaches of the river, was a most welcome
relief. Soon after passing this district, where I stayed
for some'ten days, the Lor; breaks up into a multitude 01
shallow channels, which meander through a wide alluvial
tract to the north m d west of Nushlri before they finally
disappear in the Hgmun, to which the river gives its name,
The Lori Hiimun is situated on a curious plateau, the
exact features of which it is im~ossibleto study, as they
are largely concealed by heavy accumulations of sand.
The HLmun is 600 feet higher than the Helmand at' ifk3
eastern elbow.
In the winter of 1887, and again iu 1889, I visited
KhBrBn and the country around the MEshkel Hlimun.
On the latter occasion, during the winter of 1889-90, the
work extended to the Kuh-i-Safed, in Persian territory,
and on the return journey to Khlrgn a route was taken
which led the party romd by the palm groves of Ladgasht
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and across the salt deposits at the eastern end of the
Hiimun.
Thege deposits resemble very closely those at the
northern end of the Ran of Cutch. The scene they
present, as' fixed in my memory, is a remarkable one.
Imagine a sheet of glittering white siretching away
from your feet into a shcnmering, dancing mirage that
commences a few yards away and which in its turn shades
into the blue sky overhead. At a shoi-t distance a twig
three or four inches long sticking out of the crust Iooks
like a bush, and a collection of such twigs like a plantation
fringing what look like clear blue pools and lakelets of
water. A wandering gazalle crossing the line of vision is
magnified at two hundred yards almost to the size 6f a
camel, and at any range beyond is lost in the mirage ;
head, body sLnd legs are distorted, and, separated as they
appear to be from each other, move as if impelled by a
supernatural volition.
The crust of the deposit is three or four inches in
thiclmess and contains s very large proportion of salt.
Caravans come from long distances to collect the salt, and
elaborate formalities we observed in connection with the
task, the whole tract being regarded as holy ground under
the immediate protection of the Pir SultBn.
%Pir
SultBn Weis, to give him his full title, is a powerful
saint after 'whom has been named the great volcanio
mountain, Kuh-i-Sultln, which rises away t o the north of
the MBshkel H 5 m . The story told to me was that when
the saint's life drew to a close the mountain opened with
a burst of flame and engulfed the holy man. He is
c2
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believed still to ride through the hills during certain hours
of the night on a chestnut horse, and a curious echo heard
at times among the hills, which sounds like the dietant,
intermittent roar of big drums, and which both an officer
of the Geological Survey and myself, occupying camps
several miles apart, heard simultaneously in 1899, is
commonly said to be his state music.
To this saint, then, the salt deposits of the Mlshkel
Himun have been dedicated. Altogether they extend
over an area of several square miles, but the salt is mostly
drawn from a plot about two hundred yards in diameter,
which is regarded and most religiously respected as holy
ground. Roughly in the centre of this plot is a small
group of tiny puddles of brine resting in the inequalities
of the crust, and a rude stake of Tagaz wood marks the
Langar-i-Sultin, or shrine of Sultan. About a mile
away is a larger aiarat, or shrine, where the caravans
halt, and this also has the advantage of being cC Bast,"
that is, a sanctuary-a most useful place in that country
not so very long ago.
When a party of traders come to fetch salt they first
perform their devotion4 at the shrine, and propitiate the
saint with offerings, and then proceed to draw lots to see
which of their number shall be privileged to enter the
sacred area and collect the salt. The leader, or some
other member of the party who is looked up to as being
pious above hie fellows, holds the twigs by which the
choice is determined, Pir SultLn being supposed t o guide
the right (that is, the shortest) twig into the hands of
the most fitting man for the duty to be perforined. None
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but this man may enter the reserved space. It is he who
breaks up the salt crust into pieces, which are then piled
into' baskets, or are carried away in the cloaks of the
favoured man's companions-though neither baskets nor
cloaks can be brought inside the sacred area.
All the rules governing this procedure are very strictly
observed, and on the journey on which the deposits first
came under my notice, the dea.tl1 of two or three camels
m d a horse belonging to me, before we reached KhBrLn,
was generally attributed to my having removed lumps of
the deposit in an impious and unauthorised fashion.
By the time I reached Khirin, and from that place had
journeyed to Kalat, the summer had set in. The change
from the arid snd blistered plains of Ehiran, to the upland
valley of Kalat, was most welcome. The fruit trees of
the orchards,were covered wit11 masses of blossoms. In
the fields, lucerne and cereah were sprouting, and the land
was green with verdure, and gay with wild flowers. The
air was delightfully cool and pure-a vast change from
the dust-laden and parched atmosphere of the KhiirLn
plains.
A queer character 1 met with on this journey (that of
1889-90) was the commandant of the so-called army
maintained by the ruler of KhirLn. He was also ex-officio
bandmaster, the musicians being slave boys, who played
their instrulnents in the intervals between other duties.
This officer of many parts enjoyed the title of Major. He
was, I found, a native of the United Provinces of Indiaand, I shrewdly suspect, a converted Hindu-one of the
very few who s a ~ e dtheir lives by abjuring their faith on
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the battlefield of Maiwand. The Major was a very humbleminded person, and a present of a value equivalent a t that
time to about 10s. sterling sent him away quite happy
when I wished him goocl-bye at KhiirHn.
I was half-way up the pass which led to the plateau, on
my way to Yalat, when I was joined by one of the slave
musicians, who had deserted from the Khlrin "army."
He had been followed by two or three men-several bands
had been sent in all directions to capture him-ancl joinecl
my caravan, imploring my protection, as he had heard
that any slave entering the camp of a British officer was
free at once, Knowing what the unfortunate wretch
would have to face if taken back to KhLrZn, I refused to
give him up to his pursuers, saying I would hand him over
to the authorities at Quetta. This refugee had queer
stories to tell of life in the desert and in KhBrlin, but a~
he was a, hostile witness these needed to be largely discounted, Even if half of what he told was true, deeds
were commonly committed of the blackest description.
The lad was very anxious to visit India, and when I gave
him a few rupees, as we were nearing Quetta, he took the
hint and conveniently disappeared. I never flaw him
again.
This chapter of stray experiences would not be complete
without reference to the fine strain of hunting-dogs bred
by one or two notable characters in the KhBrHn country.
As a rule, game is far from plentiful. A Baluch or
afghan graveyard, or ziarat, is usually a very good guide
as $I the game that exists in the neighbourhood. Trophies
of the chase are the usual ez-voto offerings at these places,
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and are pleiitiful when game abounds. The ziarate in the
desert are ominously free from such offerings. The
pe'o~le,moreover, are too inert and too poor to be keen
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hunters. Powder and lead originally were very costly and
used to be reserved for serious occasions, so that in generd
there may be said to h w e been neither the opportunity
nor the means for indulgence in sport.
Ido, the Mamasseni, the ex-guide, of whom mention has
been made, is, however, zl, very keen' sportsman. ITis
position now-a-days as all officer in the Border Levies
gives him the command of a certain supply of ammunition,
but even in his unregenerate days he was famous as a
mighty hunter, and his hounds possessed and still possess
a very fine strain of blood, ancl are as celebrkted as their
master.
In 1899 I was met by Ido a t Amir Chih, as he wished
t o show me what his hounds could do. About sixteen
miles to the west of Amir Chah tliere is an extent of
gravel-strewn desert where gazelle are very plentiful, and
thither Ido and I made our way wikh a ragamufh dependent of the former leading the two hounds, one of which
was a bitch. There was nothing in the appearance of
the animals that was a t all striking. Covered with
tattered felt coats they slouched along with their tails
between their logs, looking just an orElinary pair of dogs,
if anything a trifle undersized, but with clean-cut Limbs
and muscles clearly visible under the h e skin. The close
coat, which at a distance was barely visible, was a dark
ashen grey, shading off inside the limbs and along the
belly.

.
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The method of hunting was very peculiar, and appsared
to demonstrate the fact that, in addition to a very great
turn of speed, the dogs had scent to enable them to follow
the fresh slot of a deer. When we were close to Zeh, the
slot of a buck gazelle crossed our path, which was
pronounced to be only a few minutes old. The dogs were
stripped, and Ido's ragged dependent led them away on
the trail on leashes, one in either hand. When the tracks
seemed to indicate that the gazelle was not far off, the
dogs were slipped and, having made good the scent, roused
the quarry.
I n the meantime we pushed on, till on the outs k i r t s of the plain of Zeh a halt was made on a low
dune t o await the chase. That was the only galloping
ground, and Ido assured me the deer would head for it
as soon as he fourid he could not shake the dogs off in the
sand hills. Sure enough, shortly after we had taken up
our position the chase came in sight. The gazelle, with
its horns laid back on its neck, was racing for its life, with
the two dogs level with its shoulders, the bitch on the
near and the dog on the far side. As the three animals
flwhed past, about two hundred yards away, the dog made
a feint a t the buck, which swerved slightly to avoid it.
111an instant the bitch had seized it, and deer and dogs
were hidden in a cloud of dust on the plain. Before the
deer could rise or struggle the dog also gripped it, and
between them both the animal was pinned to the ground.
On our arrival the dogs were taken off. The deer was
killed and rendered lawful food by its throat being cut.
Coats were prolnptly put on the dogs and the latter were
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allowed t o lick the blood wlzicll had formed a little pool
on, the thirsty gravel. They could not have had more thau
the 'merest taste. When the caravan had overtden us
the dogs fell in a t t h e rear of the camels, and it was
almost impossible to recogniae them as the same animals
that had a short time previously run down a young fullgrown buck gazelle.
Pieces of unleavened bread and a, little skimmed milk
with occasional bones composed t h e diet on which the
hounds were kept, CCF~l;77
ssid Ido, ('if I fed them as you
gentlemen do your dogs, mine would soon be fat and useless." H e onli kept a pair a t a time, The 1iti;ws ho
destroyed. He had a high opinion of lzis dogs, and any
person to whom he gave a pup acquired no little pseebige
in the country, since the recipient
of such a gift must
obviously rank very high in Ido7s estimation.
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CHAPTER 111.

ALONG THE AFGHAN FRONTIER,

The Afghan Border-Indo-Afghan Bounclary Cornmiasion under Major

A. H. TvfcMahon-Experiences during progress of dalimiCation acroes

t,

the desert-The Mslak Dolrand-Herds
of wild asses nt SaindallrNight March to the Shela-We lose our water-A trying oxperienceExtremes of temperatures at Gudar-i-Shah-A dasert formed by a
change in course of the Helmand-Brine pools, due to continuous
evaporation-Comparison between tho Shela and tho Luni River in
Western Rajputana
ah-i-Malilc Siah - Neza-i-Sultin, one of
Nature's curiosities-Famous spring, pools a t Nanzil-A desolate and
repulsive spot.

As a result of the Durand Mission to Kabul i n 1893,
various boundary commissions were set to work t o delimit
what; has come to be known as the Durand Line-the
frontier between India and Afghanistan as defined in the
agreement which Sir Mortimer Durand concluded with the
Amir Abdur Rahman. To Sir Henry (then Captain A. H.)
McMahon was entrusted the task of surveying and demarcating, jointly with an Afghan Commission, the southern
section of the frontier, stretching from Domandi, a village
on t h e Gomal River due w e ~ of
t Dera Ismail Khan, westwards to the Malik Sinh Kuh, t h e southern, limit of the
Perso-Afghan frontier. The length of the boundary to be
fixed was something like eight hundred miles, and the work
occupied altogether more than a couple of years, from
April, 1894, to May, 1896.
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The Commission was of an imposing character. During
the &st portion of the time Sir Henry McMahon was
accompanied by Captain R. J. Mackenzie, R.E., as survey
officer, and four other British officers acting in various
capacities. A military escort numbered a hunhed and
fifty infantry and sixty cavalry, and the total British
following, including contingents from friendly tribes,
amounted to little if anything short of a thousand men
and six hundred camels, horses, and ponies. On his side,
the afghan Commissioner, Sardar Gul Mahommad Khan,
a near relative of the Amir, enjoyed the support of an
equally numerous following.
Between April, 189& and June, 1895, the demarcation
of the frontier was carried from Ilomtndi to Ghwazha, a
distance of about three hundred and sixty miles. The
traverse of the desert country further to the west, nlwaya
an arduous and dangerous task, offered peculiar difficulties
during the summer months, and, accordingly, operations
were suspended for a time, and the members of the British
party returned to India. Many changes in the staff had
taken place when the Commission reassembled in January,
1896. Sir Henry McMahon was still in command, but
most of the other officers were required elsewhere, and to
me fell the duty of replacing Captain Mackenzie as suwey
officer. When work was resumed the British following
numbered about six hundred and W y men, with seven
hundred and B t y camels and a hundred horses, the large
number of camels being due to the desert character of
much of the country waiting to be surveyed. The Afghan
Commission was as large as before.
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From ShorEiwak, the open district along the middle
reaches of the Lor; River, which I had first visited in the
winter of 1886-7, part of the British Commission
ascended the plateau to a small village named Iltiiz
Karez. On this plateau the cold was extreme-greater
than we experienced during any other portion of
the work. Soda water not only froze hard as soon
as the bottle was opened, but it also froze inside
the bottle.
After a brief sojourn a t the Iltiz Kmez, we descended
to the warmer tract a t the foot of the plateau, and here
our camp was reformed, close to a settlement belonging to
a ShorBwak, named S J a d Bus. At this time, owing to the
rain which had fallen just before we left Quetta, there was
water in the shallow beds of the Lorg, forming pools
which were the resort of large numbers of wild fowl. The
halows among the western sand hills also in many cases
he1 water, and one of these, an irregularly shaped
depression, formed a pretty lakelet with indented shores
and islets covered with tamarisk bushes. The foliage and
stems of the bushes had been cleansed of the dust and
sand by which they are usually disfigured, and looked
delightfully fresh by contrast with the s,urromding
sand hills. Small flocks of gadwall also enlivened the
scene, either resting on the surfiice of the water
or circling round the miniature bays, in whose
calm surface every detail of their figlit was clearly
mirrored.
after Sir Henry McMahon had received from the
Afghans possession of the Fort of Chiigai, on the western
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shores of the LorB Hiimun, the Mission followed the
southern of the two ancient routes which led from Nushki
t h e Helmand. One night during the mosch, camp was
pitched a t e spot called DuganBn, where a plentiful
supply of brackish m t e r made its way out of an extensive
and lofty bank of saline eartl~. This bank was clotlled
with a luxuriant growth of kirt grass, and the camps of
%heBritish ancl Afghan Commissioners were placed among
the tussocks of the grass, which a t that time of the year
was in a highly flammable condition. Just as every one
had retired to their tents to dress for dinner an alarm of
fire was raised, and the crackling of the ignited grass,
clouds of acrid smoke, and tongues of flame, speeding like
snakes from tussock to tussock, very soon revealed the
extent of the danger.
The stores of the Mission m d the tents of the camp
appeared to lie directly in the patli of the fire. No
supplies and no tents had been despatclied in advance, and
a s our base a t that time was Quetta, from where all
supplies had to be drawn, even the partial destruction of
our stores would have been a catastrophe. Happily the
slight wind that had prevailed during the day had been
succeeded by a calm evening. Every man turned out to
oppose the progress of the flames, and our effortrr
were seconded very opportunely by a light breeze which
sprang up from a quarter nearly opposite to that from
which the wind had been blowing intermittently during
the day. I n the end the course of the flames was deflected,
a n d the fire passed our camp and burnt itself out
in the moist ground a t the source of the spring.
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From DuganBn to Rabat, at the foot of the Mllak
Dolrand Peak, the Xission pursued its course without
mything to break the even current of its existed<
after s very painful march along the' dry bed of a
mountain torrent we emerged in a small upland valley
known by the name of Bahrim Chgh, where we enjoyed a
brief but welcome respite from the heat that by this time
(towards the end of March) was becoming unpleasant oil
t I ~ elower ground. Thence our route led by the foot of
the Samuli peak, a mass of naked porphyritic rocks
which is dwarfed, however, by the superior elevation of
MElak Dakand. The latter mountain show8 with great
effect. It towers high withbut a rival, :and its severe

miles.
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At its foot the Mission was encamped for several

At some time in the remote past someone had established at RabLt a post, to which the place owes its name
--a name originally appQed by the b a b s to outposts
on the frontier of the in'fidel races, and later on to the
posts and " sarslis " along the trade routes, This particular
Rabiit at the foot of MEhk Dokand is famous for a moat
excellent water supply. There is a deep stream-betl, which
i~ g e n e d y dry; but in place of flowing water the subsoil
water from a very considerable catchment area collects
above an outcrop of travertine which acts like a dam.
When .'the eibsoil water is plentiful it makes its
appearance in the bed of the stream and forms a
small meadow, the lush green colour of the sedges
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and coarse grasses that thrive in the damp soil
appearing all the more beautiful in contrast with
the drifts of d e s e ~ tsand which fall into the stream
bed, and which for some considerable distance conceal
the steep bjnks.
At places the height of the banks is as much as fifty
feet, and one night I had a narrow escape from a nasty
accident. After having been out on the hills all day I
started late in the evening for the camp a t Rabiit.
Delayed by rain showers and dust stoi-ms, I reached, as I
thought, the Mission camp, at that time of night a blaze
of fires and light. Urging my camel, which seemed
dazzled by the light ahead and loth to go on, I was
surprised and nearly thrown by the animal baulking and
swinging round allnost at the same time. As it was
impossible to see anything the only course left for me was
to make the camel kneel, and then to dismount and shout
for a lantern. When it axrived it was a matter of some
~ c u l t tyo find a way down the bank, until a convenient
sand drift allowed of a slide down the steep slope of the
loose material. Next nlorning I saw the place where the
camel had swerved, and it was not more than six feet
from the edge of the bank.
While we were encamped a t RabBt no one could escape
from the dominating presence of MBlak Dokmld. The
mountain consists of a vast wedge of porphyry, the strike
of which is from north-east to south-west. Instead of
forming a hatchet edge, it is slightly hollqwed in the
centre, the summit, in profile, resembling a crescent.
Four thousand feet of naked rock rise in a sheer precipice
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FRONTIERS OF BALUCHISTAN
a few gentle mouldings break the even surface of th5
wedge. Nowhere has any wind-borne deposit found a
resting-place and allowed vegetation to spring up. The
pale colour of the naked rock contrasts strongly with the
darker hue of the strata that form the hills among which
it stands pre-eminent. These hills are not more then two
hundred feet above ground level, and they form a most
effective foil to the sheer outlines and vast size of 1\18lak
Dokmd. As long as it is visible, no matter at what great
distance away, i t rivets the attention, and detracts from
the other mountains that form the backbone of the watershed. Some of the summit8 of the latter, such as Miilak
Naro, rise actually to a slightly greater height than
Dokand, but none can vie with it in the effect of colossal
size which its appearance produces.
-The travertine obtainable a t Rabiit from the outcrop in
the bed of the stream is famed throughout the country.
A very beautiful pale sea-green variety, highly translucent,
is the best of all. The Baluchis use it largely for decors,
ting the graves of their dead. It is used by them in the
rough, but in Seistan fragments of inscribed tableta were
frequently discovered the material of which must have
come from Rabiit.
The rainfall during the winter of 1895-6 had been
scanty-much below the normal for the winter season.
As far, however, as RabBt the camps of the British Commissioner and the Afghan representative had been able to
march and halt side by side, and no inconvenience worthy
of mention had been experienced on the score of water.
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Beyond Rabiit it was no 10ng.e~possible to continue t h e
-joint march without greatly reducing the strength of t h e
retinues. Further to the west it would be necessary to
carry water for the use both of men and animals. Only
the strongest of our transport animals could be depended
on for the journey, and even these needed s rest. Accordingly as RabSt mas a pIace where water was plentiful and
forage not very scarce, and as it was along t h e line of
frontier, a fairly long halt was made there, while a special
party was organised to continue the line of frontier t o its
termination in the Kuh-i-Malik Siah.
When all was ready a start was lnade with a party of
about a liundred and fifty men and two hundred camels
on the British side, while a party of about half the size
attended the Afghan Commisaioner. With Sir Henry
McMahon were Captain (now Colonel) Maynard, I.M.S.,
the medical officer and naturalist of t h e Mission, and
myself.
The task was to tzace the boundary line for a distance
of nearly two hundred miles through some of t h c most
desert country imaginable. The worst part of t h e work
was beyond Amir Chiih. Prom that point onwards t h e
Mission followed a very badly-marked trail which had
a v e r before been trodden by Europeans, and was scarcely
known even t o the guides, Water was obtainaljle in a very
few places separated by long stretches of desert. Where
it did exist it was fairly plentiful, though the qudity was
indifferent. Between whiles it had to be carried for aJl
our saddle animal@as well as for our own use. Camels
which carry loads and travel a t a walk can, at a push, go
I,
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without water for some time ; but riding camels which

1

travel rapidly need to be watered frequently, and in: t h k
respect are little better than horses.
After leading us across the sand hills t o the west of
Amir Chiih, across the waterless plains of Zeh, under the
rocky hills of DrBnakuh, and over the wide slopes beyond,
the faint trail brought us eventually to the spring of
Saindak, which a t that time was the haunt of herds of
wild asses, Of these we soon had evidence. We had had
a long night march, and after breakfast were all enjoying
a well-earned sleep when we were aroused by a clatter of
hoofs, which made us fear for a momeilt that our animals
had broken loose. To our relief we found that the noise
was made by a herd of wild asses which had come to drink
a t the spring, and finding our camp in poseession of the
water had been seized with panic. One animal which
had become involved among the tents, was responsible
for most of the disturbance, stumbling over ropes and
peqs and making a great clatter in its headlong flight.
The next day I was in a detached camp beyond the
hills, and very early the following morning another great
mob of wild assee roused my camp by the noise they made
galloping over the boulders. They swept past towards the
sand hills almost hidden in a cloud of dust, and their noisy
progress could be traced long after they had passed out of
sight. Tha troop must have numbered fully a hundred.
From Saindak the Mission proceeded to Eirtiikgh, a
spring a t the foot of the hills, whence a magnificent view
was obtainable to the north. The ground descended very
rapidly for about a dozen miles towards a great mass of
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A MAGNIFICENT VIEW

sand dunes. Beyond these again stretcl~ed a sandy
-.plateau, ending in a low but decided cliff overlooking the
vast depression known as the Gaud-i-Zireh. I n the western
pocket could be plainly seen an expanse of wnter, \~hich
lnust have been the remains of the supply which hacl
flowed over from the Seistan Lake by way of the connecting channel of the Shela, on the occasion of the last great
flood in 1885, supplemented by smaller flood supplies
received in 1891-2.
The sloping ground immediately in front of the spying
appeared to be an extensive plai~leasily traversable in
every direction, the beds of the streams that have ploughed
a net-work of channels across it and the boulders stre-
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by the wnter being alike l~iddellfrom view. The steep
slope caused a peculiar optical illnsion, for as we looked
down the country beyond appearecl to be inclined towards
us. Through this country pmsed the straight line of the
boundary, and we were soon to become only too familiar
with it.
From KirtGlriih the camp was moved to a well at the
foot of one of the peaks of the Kacha Kuh, in tho bed of
a, stream that forces its way throug.11 a succession of defiles.
Here was discovered a small community of Bduch shepherds, who were enlisted as guides.
At the request of Sir Henry McMahon I proceeded in
advance of the others to the Shela, leaving camp after
dark one night accompmied by a few followers. There
was no moon, and out in the open a gale was raging which
we had not felt in our sheltered camp. It was the one
hundred and twenty days wind of Seistan, or a forerunner
:
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of it ; only a t that time we were unable to recognise it as
such. Afterwards some of us were destined to b o w i D better. It was impoasible to keep lanterns alight, and
after one or two narrow escapes from heavy falls everyone
dismounted, for neither our animals nor ourselves were,
able to see the ground ahead, owing t o the darkness and
the sand which the head-wind blew into our faces.
course by the Pole Star, while we followed him as best we
could. On foot, and leading our unwilling animals in the
teeth of the gale, our progress waa slow. Sometinzes we
fell over boulders, and a t other times into the water
courses, which foriiunately were not very deep. Within
the channels deflected too much from our course. Then
with reluctance we climbed out and resumed our painful
course over the boulder-strewn slope.
Early in the jowney we met with a great misfortune.
The camel which carried the water-skins stumbled and
fell, the skins burst, and practically all ihe water was lost.
As the dawn broke we pushed on more rapidly, and t h e
further we descended the less stony was our path. But
notwithstandii all our effortg when the sun rose we were
still some two miles short of the sand dunes. In addition to the causes of delay presented by the bad going, it had
been imperatively necessary for us t o make frequent halts
to close up our party, in the endeavour to prevent anyone
from straying. Even so we had not been successful.
Owing to the noise of the wjnd it was impos~libleto make
oneself heard a t any distance over a yard, m d after mid-
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A TERRIBLE MARCH.

The sand dunes, wheii we got to thorn, proved t o be
of the worst description, lofty piles of loose material into
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night two of our number were missing. When it was
..light enough to take stock of our company, we found that
the rnissillg men were two Afglian lads, both camel men.
We could only hope they had been able to get back to the
hills, and would find water.
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which both men and animals sank deeply. after making
an attempt to cross them we were forced to retrace our
footsteps and try again about six miles further to the
west, where the dunes were not so formidable in size nor
so plentiful. Between nine ancl ten o'clock we roached
this spot and made a short halt, finishing the little water
we had kept as a reserve in our bottles. 011restarting we
found it just possible to get on by dodging the larger sand
hills, but progress was very slow. By this time the guide
was suffering badly from thirst, and we had a great deal
of trouble to prevent his leaving us and straying after
illusive mirage effects in search of wate~,.
After three or four hours, of this work we left the sands
behind, and then had before us only the gravel-covered
plateau which we did not take long to cross. Having
descended the cliff we found ourselves on an alluvial p l ~ n ,
covered with withered alkali bush, ancl shortly afterwards
" entered a tamarisk-studded belt. A dark line of vegetation on ahead marked the position of the Shela, and on
our right front we saw what had all the appearance of
cliffs.
We had feared a t first that perhaps we might have
overshot our mark and passed the Shela mhere it was

I
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buried in sand, and as soon as the sand hills had been
traversed, I had mounted my mare and cantered on to- ,.
wards the tamarisk thickets. Riding through, these I
found myself not far from a bend in the ancient river-bed.
On either hand, for i~ long way, it was dry and partially
choked with sand and stacks of dry tamarisk, but when I
rode up to the edge of the high bank, a sheet of water
some hddred yards long and about twenty yards wide
became visible. The water was of beautiful translucent
green colour, darkening into purple in the depths, and as
the wind ruffled the surface the tiny wavelets broke ,with
a gentle splash on the clean sandy margin. At the upperx
end there was a small patch of freshly-sprouting reeds,
the vivid freshness of which was very grateful to the eye
after the glare and heat of the day.
The others were soon assembled on the bank, and a way
was quickly found t o the margin of the pool. The water
proved to be little better than brine, but by scooping
shallow holes in the sand along the water's edge, we
obtained a fairly good supply. At any rate, we were not
iliaposed to be f9stidious. Men and animals quenched
their thirst, and the latter were then tmned loose to graze
in the reeds, while we sat ourselves down in tlie shadow
cast by the steep and high bank and rested after our
exertions.
To the west could be seen the goal which we had been
striving to reach-the Kuh-i-Malik Siah-its
outlines
clearly visible against the western sky. Up to that time,
owing to the accident which deprived us of our stock of
water, none of us had cared to taste any food; but in
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the shade of the bank, after we had satisfied o w tlliyst,
.-we broke our fast, and loitered in the welcome protection

afforded fi.0111 the sun, watching tlie shadows gradllauy
creep across the pool and then slowly advance up the
sandy margin of the opposite bank, until at last they
reached the belt of tamarisk beyond. Then we caught
our animals, and ascending the bank followed the bed of
the Shela towards the east until we joined the rest of t h e
Mission party.
It was getting on towards the middle of April, and
during the march in the early part of the day the fierce,
dry heat had seemed to drain our bodies of moisture,
causing a raging thirst which might have become serious
had we been obliged to go on for any length of time.
None of us had more than a mouthful of water when we
made our second attempt a t crossing the sands, and
although we wore in no danger, the experience was not by
any means one that any of us would have cared to repeat.
The two Afghan lads who had strayed from my psrty
- were discovered the next afternoon by the Commissioner's
followers, who were orosshg the desert by the right track.
Senseless and exhausted, the poor fellows were found
lying on a, low mound, almost in a dying condition from
want of water and exposure to the sun, and it was many
'
days before they completely recovered.

It must not be thought, however, that the desert was
like a furnace a t all times, even a t this season of the year.
Uthough the maximum temperature in the shade rose to
llsO and 1164 the nights were very pleasant, and one@
the

had set the iemperature fell rapidly,

tin in t h e
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small hours of the morning a blanket became very
w~lcome. The cool nights enabled us to defy the heatduring the day, rendered tlie riiore trying though it was
by sand storms that made it necessary to wear a hat even
inside our tents.
We were very much struck with the signs of the
country having been once inhabited. It was not until
after our sojourn in Seistaa some yews later that the
mystery was solved, when we obtained confirmation of
the statement of the Bduchis that the Shela had been
once the bed of the Helmand. At that time, not so very
long ago, the present dismal expanse of the Gaud-i-Zireh
was covered with water. Along the edges of the lake
there were groat beds of reeds, where tall swathes,
surmounted by their graceful flowering plumes, formed a
very different landscape to that which meets the eye at
the present day. The banks of the Shela were inhabited;
the land on either side was cultivated, and a numerous
shepherd population must have spread themselves over the
southern desert, within easy reach of the lake.
Traces of the former occupation were found in the
objects we had mistaken (during Lhe hows of greatest
refraction) for cliffs, which we discovered to be really
two mournful ruins, themselves built on two mounds
which were the remains of yet more ancient buildings.
I n one of the ruins, where a single ,arch was standing,
there was a shrine dedicated to Hazrat AX (the son-in-law
of theProphetM~~hammad),whowas
said to have crossed the
Shela here. Hence the name Gudar-i-Shah, or the Saint's
Ford, The vegetation a t the '' ford " was the same as that
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along the Luni River in Western Rajputanlun, below the
.flouiislling town of JBsol, only here we did not ha,ve the
nim trees that are such a feature in every village on the
banks of the L n i . At Gudar-i-Shah the CcpiluJ'or Salvadorn persica was plelltiful, this being the only place in
Baluchistan in which it has been found. The alkali bush
was in great profusion, but, parched by the sun and want
of moisture in the soil, it contained barely any sap.
Tamarisks, on the other hand, flourished exceedingly.
The pools in the river bed were beautifully clear and
pleasant to the sight, though, owing to the density of the
brine, no living oreatwe existed in the water. In tlie
lower part of the Luni in Rajputana the same thing
occ~~rs.Fish are brought down by the floods, but as the
water in tho pools that are left turns into brine, the fish
perish. The water that*was still in the Gaud-i-Zireh in
1896 had alao t u n e d t o brine, and by 1899 it had
evaporated, and the gaud was one great expanse of salt
desert.
The labours of the Mission of 1896 were brought to a,
close by assigniilg a position to the Kuh-i-Malik Siah,
and selecting a nite on it that would be suitable for the
trijunction point of the boundaries between Afghmistan,
Baluchistan and Persia, The final pillar, No. 186, was
erected at the northern end of a ridge which ovei*looked
the wide-spreading plain of Seistan, not far from the
famous shrine of Malik-Siah Kuh. "Malik " means an
angel, or sprite, less than a Pir in the celestial hierarchy,
but reverenced by the Baluchis ; and probably denotes a
pre-Islamic belief sanctioned by the animistic tendencies
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of a corrupt form of the faith. The shrine of Malik-Siah
Kuh, or the "Sprite of the Black Hills," is by the aide ofthe present trade route from Nushki, not far from the
custonls post a t Chah-i-Diwfin (or Divgn) the "Well of the
The view from the meeting-point of the three frontiers
was one to be reAernbered. To the north there stretched
away the hollow land of Seistan as far as the eye could
see. Across the Shela a cemetery crowned a low rise on
which some ruined mausolea were dimly visible. I n the
remote distance, lifting itself out of the Seistan iake area,
the level outline of the Kuh-i-Khwija hill was to be seen
d i ~ t i n c t lwith
' ~ the naked eye, its shape's0 like the outline
of a modern warship that, as a powerful telescope was
brought to bear on it, one almost expected to see the
funnels and masts. Eighty-five miles intervened between
us ancl that remarkable isolated hill. Beyond the Shela,
for forty miles, the country was covered with vestiges of
human occupation. Some of the party who were gazing
on Seistan that afternoon were destined to become
familiar with that desolate tract. I, indeed, was t o enter
it three years afterwards-though only for a short timeas well as in company with the subsequent Seistan
Mission.
On our outward journey from Rabet to the Kuh-i-Malik
Siah no attempt had been made to examine any part of
the country, owing to the imperative necessity of fhishing
the task of delimitation and of demarcation before any
change in the weather which might have delayed the
compIetion of the work. On our way back, however, we
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turned aside to devote a day to the examination of a very
remarkable feature in the Kuh-i-S~dtinMountains, knolm
far and wide as the Neza, or the "Iron-shod Staff of Pir
SultLn." This landmark had beell seen first by Sir Charles
MacGregor and his travelling colnpanion, Captain Lockwood, in 1877, and fifteen yeers subsequently I had
sighted it from the heights above JBlk, very nearly a
hundred miles to the south of the Sultln Group.
Alnir Ch5h was the nearest p'oint from which we could
visit the Neza, and on the afternoon followiiig the night
of our a~rival at +he wells we started on this side
expedition. Our route lay up the stream which drained
the mesternlnost of the ruined and weather-worn crarters
of whioh the Kuh-i-Sultan is composed. The head of this
water-course
a catchment area, the limits of wliich
aTe formed by a series of remarkable cliffs and pinnacles
of volcanic agglomerates, which in tliemselves are veyy
striking natural features. Everything else is dwarfed,
however, by the presence of a monolith of vast size. The
cone that a t one time enclosed the chimney of the vo1ca1.10
within which this great mass of agglomerates was cast has
complehly disappeared. The softer and more fi-iable
~naterialhas long since been eroded by the action of the
elpents, leaving the cast of the chimney almost unaffected
6 by their ravages.
The Neza towers to a, height of 670 feet above the low
watershed, on the crest of which it rises es from a
pedestal ; the hills that form the watershed being, in their
turn, about 250 feet higher than the floor of the ancient
crater, which stii forms a circular bowl pierced by the
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stream up which we marched. Ln plan this giant's
Cc staff ,' is roughly a right-angled triangle, the two sides
facing west and south, while the base fronts the northeast. This last face of the Neza shows very clearly the
effect of the action of the elements, being seamed with
longitudinal fissures as if the material on that side had
been less able to withstand the long-continued exposure to
the climate. On the other two sides many of the included
boulders have become loosened, and have fallen, leaving
empty c a ~ t i e which
s
pit the surface of the rock.
After a very toilsome journey, lasting till neay midnight,
we reached a point about a mile from the Neza, and there
we dined and formed our bivouac. It was a brilliant moonlit night, and the shaft of the great mass of agglomerates
standing out against the dark blue sky oppressed our
minds by its towering height and vast dimensions. The
description we had read of this stupendous natural column
in Sir Charles MacGregorJsbook entirely failed to convey
the impression we derived from our visit to the Neza, and
it would have been a misfortune if we had not availed
o~uselvesof the opportunity of seeing it. 0111long and
wearisome ride up the Gami Chah Nullah and back to
Amir Chiih was, we considered, amply recompensed by the
sight we obtained of what is certainly one of Natuq's
L
curiosities.
On our return march towards RabBt, where the bulk
of the British party had been left, we retrieved almost
every day one or more of the camels which had fallen
by the way under their loads, and which we had been
cornpelled to abandon-as we thought to perish. A little
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rest had enabled many of them to regain their feet and
for the nearest shrub which offered a few mouthfuls
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of food. Owing to a little rain that had fallen the herbage
of the plains provided a s d c i e n c y of fodder, and the
twigs of the bushes being full of sap the animals were
able to exist without water. As they regained their
itrength they instinctively turned theb* heads towards
RabBS grazing as they went along. Our experience on
this occasion bore out what the Rekis of MBshkel had
told me of the periods for which camels could go without
water when the herbage of the desert had been revived
by rain.
Before we reached our destination we passed a day a t
the wells of Darband, which we had cleaned out on our
outward journey. These wells provided us with a sufficient
and good supply of water, which in the vicinity is not far
from the surface. From this place I took advantage of
the halt to pay a visit t o a famous pool of water named
, Manzil, or C C The Halting Place."
The pool lies a t the
bottom of a narrow valley between two low ridges of rock,
one covered with sand and the other partially covered.
The pool is about a hundred yards long by about thirty in
width, and would be as useful as it is curious if it was not
qw e the most Elthy place that can possibly exist anywhere. For centuries-for thousands of years p~obablyit must have been the resort of travellers and of shepherds.
The floor of the,narrow valley is now a compost of ancient
dung of aheep and goats, caktle and camels, to a depth of
very many feet, and the bottom 'of the pool isl of the same
/foul nature.
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and repulsive that can be imagined. In a country whezemdesolation reigns supreme, I have seen only one place
more depressing than the Pool of Ma.nzil. he rocky
hills, the drifts of sand, the absence of vegetation save for
rt ragged growth of tiigaz, the great bed of dung on
which nothing whatever grows, the dull oily surface of
the water, edged with yellow scum-these unite to form
a scene on which no one who has gazed once can wish
to look a second time. A few poverty-stricken shephe~de,
belonging to the N5rui tribe, haunt the margin of t h e /
their flocks come to drink at this place, and then for a
short time the solitude that broods over the narrow valley
is dispelled by the animated forms and cries of the animals
and their attendants.
Tlie Man& valley is about half-a-mile long, and runs
from east to west. As the traveller rides out at the
western end he passes over a low col into a similar valley
which is even more desolate and wild than that he has
left. A thick crust of nitre clothes the bottsm of the
glen, and it is full of blighted tamarisk nibout five feet
high. The leafless withered branches, and the stems
from which the bark hangs in shrgds, combine to form a
a,
landscape compared with which the scenery round the
Manzil pool offers a cheerful and smiling prospect.
All around the country is regarded as within the area
under the especial protection of the Pir Sultiin, and this
Saint is believed to have rendered innocuous aU the snakes
in the district. His influence prevents them, it is firm121
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credited, from biting human beings, and if t h e y ' d ~bite
-*- % Y oill effects need be feared. There are a good many
T
snakes about, but they belong principally to that variety
of the viper family known as the Echis carinc~tu,the bite
of which is by no means fatal ia every case ; and in this
way we may perhaps account for the orig-in of one form
of the legend about the Saint's influence over these
.
reptiles. I n Seistanj afterwards, we found that tho bite
of the Ec7~is carimnta was never followed by ill effects.
k
There were two cases of snake-bite, in neither of which
+ 1
h.
did.
the patients experience ally real suffering nor did any
ill effects follow.
Other stories justifying the Saint's reputation are not
lacking. On one of the low hills in the vicinity of tlie
Pool of Manzil men point out an upright stone, which,
they say, once upon a time was a man. Two impious
lng*;krttl runt3
wretches set out to sted some camels belonging to the
%
r t u t ; ~ tlte
t
Saint. Having arrived on the scene one of the tliieves
~ i l l i i l i k tlklllej
went out t o 1.econnoitre the position of the camels, so as
ahtx
IIM
to lay his plans well for stealing them, while his coinrade
~ a ~ f i r r acaf
~ r the
remained in the bivouac in order to cook the day's meal.
.-?~ t ~ diva*
f e fwt
The Saint, of course, h e w dl about these men ancl tlieir
nefarious designs. He frustrated them in a very simple
~t'f t h 4 ~ t e m e
way, by turning both thieves into stones-the first while
w*
fc~rraa
*k.
on a, hill he had ascended in order to locate the Saint's
ry rtnr~rrilt l ~
camels, and the other in the bivouac where he vas enhl[n*.l*k,
gaged
in preparing the meal. If any sllould doubt-are
f f a i u r 114~UW
not the rooks still in existence, ready to be pointed out to
tdtr, c r i ~ t ltilie
all who may wish to have some evidence on the point?
allk llre anruka
, - Manzil, therefore, is a, place which is in some degree a
i t i8 firmlys
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sacred locality, notwithstanding its filth. A shrine dedicated to the Pis Sultiin stands on a low knob overlooki&q
the pool, but it is distinctly a poorly furnished shrine, and
the only approach to the usual offerings are one or two
goats' horns suspended on the straggling branches of s
withered tiigaz tree. The air of poverty, however; that
characterises the shrine is not due to any lack of reverence ;
it is merely typical of the country and its few inhabitants.
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CHAPTER IV.
ON THE ROAD TO SEI$l'AN.

Roturn to Quotta, 1902-Accompany Colo~lolMcMahon on a Second
Boundary Dolitnitation-Leave Quattta--Estensive viow from ICishingi
ovorlookklg Knshlri-Recro~s old ground-Christie's Routo in 1810Webb-Ware, Pioneer of the Trade Route-Cross the desert in several
parlios-Experionco severe weather a t Arbu-Desert highway marlred
by grnvos of victims to thirst-Make tho IIolmand-Colonel Pollock
and Dr. Bollew-The wind of Seistan, terrific gale and dust-stormExparionces of march in tho teeth of tho gale-Mda IChXu, ruined
fort and tornb-yattinson'~ Irrognlars garrison it in 1842-Death of
Pattinson-M. Ferrior in 1846-I<hw.ija Ali-Guzellos.

AFTERthe delimitation of the afghan fi30ntier,as described
in the last chapter, I was again in Eal~~chistan
in 1899,
and a t the same time managed to get s peep into Xeistan.
Then came an interlude of three years, during which I
was stationed in China and Burma. TIie end of 1902,
however, saw me once more back in Quetta, preparing to
take up work as survey o&cer of the large and importmt
mission which was being o r g ~ ~ i ~ i sby
e dSir Henry (by that
time Colonel) McMahon, for the purl~oseof laying down
afresh the boundary between Persin and Afghanistan in
the Seistan region.
The history of the dispute between Persia and Afghanistan as to the ownership of Seistan, is both long and
complicated. A t this date the trouble chiefly centred in
q~estionsrelating fo the division of the waters of the
1
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Helmand between the two countries. Thirty years previously, in 1872, a British Commission, under General Sir
Frederick Goldsmid, made as caroful an examination of
the country as was possible in not very favourable circumstances, and w~bsequentlySir Frederick Goldsmid delivered
at Teheran an award, the effect of which was to divide
Seistan between the two claimants. From Baud-i-Seistan,
a great weir not very far from the mouth of the Helmand,
the boundary was defined as following the main channel
of the river to the shores of the Seistan Lake, which was
then traversed by the boundary so as to leave the northein
portion of the lake t o Afghanistan and the southern
portion t o Persia.
As usual in such cases, the award gave satisfaction to
neither party. The boundary as defined by Sir Frederick
Goldsmid was never properly demarcated, and i t is easy to
see how, when in 1896 the Helmand began to pour the
bulk bf its waters into the lake by a different channel
from what had been the main bed in 1872, grumblings and
disputations over the interpretation of the award began to
arJsume a serious character. TO cap all, in 1902, the
Helmand ran nearly dry, and Persians and Afghans came
almost to blows in their efforts to capture the scanty
supply of water that descended the river-bed in September
and October of that year.
Once more the British Government, at the request of
Persia and Afghanistan, assumed the unths~nkfulrble of
arbitrator, and to Sir Henry McMahou was elltrusted the
task of investigating the question of the water-supply and
its uae by the two countries, his instructions as regards
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the boundary being to lay down a line thai; should conform
as cl.osely as possible ill the altered circumstallces to that
defined in Sir Frederick Goldsmid's award. The fact that
the execution of this task involved nearly two and a half
years of field work on the part of a mission that included
twelve British officers and comprised in all nearly fifteen
hundred persons, affords some idea of the magnitude of
the work.
It was on the 12th January, 1903, that I rode out of
Quetta to Girdi Chah to join the camp of thc Seistan
Mission. There had been a slight fall of sliow earlier,
and there was every prospect of more to come. It was
imperatively necessary to get away to the lower ground at
Nushki before this fall took place. The weather was
bitterly cold, and it was an unwelcome task to rise at
5 a.m. and face the piercing wind ill orcler to allow of the
baggage being loaded and despatched. Midway between
the posts a t Mur6d KhBn and KisKngi the long-threatened
downfall commenced ; but we pushed on till we Izad got
beyond it, and after a halt for lunch by the wayside
reached Kishiagi without difficulty. The Mission followed
the trade route from Quetta to Nushki, and this was
the last oppol-tuity any of us had of doing so, for
by the time we returned the rd.way to Nushki was
almost complotod.
Kishillgi is on the last step, or ledge, of the plateau that
overlooks the plains of Nushlri, and as we reached the
crest of the last descent into the low country s
wide-spreading landscape was presented to our sight.
Immediately opposite and close to us, providing an effective
n2
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foreground, were the steep cliffs and shoots of a massive
bed of conglomerate, with rounded western spurs sloping
gently down towards the villages of the plains. I n the
middle distance the yellow plains of Ahmadwil and Nushki
merged into lines of sand hills and low heights, beyond
which again the wide plain of the DhLk receded and was
lost in the haze of the r e i o t e distitnce. The extensive
prospect was closed by the great liinestone mountains of
KhLriin. The massif of Slieikh Husen, the striking
summits of the Chjkar Kohin, the imposing bilk of the
RLs Kuh, and the precipitous KambarLn provided a background worthy of such an extensive landscape. Xtanding
alone, and rising out of a blurred mass of insignifica.ilt
ridges, the clear outline of the cone of Palchota was
plainly visible, while above the western horizon appeared
the clistanli su~nmitsof the guh-i-Chagai. It took many
d q s for our camel trailla to plod across the country which
we thus embraced iY a glance.
Our immediate destination was the new town of Nuahlri,
which had sprung up within the three years that had
passed since I reliurned from Seistan in 1899. What a t
thzt time had been a wide and stony plain was now covered
with houses. At Nushki we experienced warnier weather,
which was most acceptable after the snow and frost of
the plateau; but the rise of temperature proved only a
symptom of a cllange, and within a few hours of our
departure from Nushki, on the 20th January, heavy rain
surprised us on our way across the Dliiik to tlie campirrg
ground at Ziiru. The rain had one advantage, in that
it softened the hard soil, which previously hacl been very
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trying to both man and animals ; but it was followed by
storms of wind that raised great clouds of dust, and two
or three days later there was a recurrence of wintry
weather, as many as ten degrees of fi-ost being registered
on January 24th, on which day the nlaximum temperature
never rose above 49 degrees. Yet at Nushlri, only a few
days before, the thermometer had registered over 8 6 O
(Pal~renheit)
Prom ZBru to KGni we were on ground which the Afghan
Boundary Commission had traversed in 1806. On the
present occasion we found that the wells at KLni had
fallen in, and but for our advanced party we should have
fared ill for water. I n this con~iectionthe cold weather
was of the greatest assistance, as tlle transport animals
were not thirsty and their small requirements were easily
satisfied. On the other hand, the marclles had to be
made in the teeth of an icy wind from tlle north-west,
which made travelling very painful. These conditions
continued dl the way across the desert.
Shortly after leaving Karii the Mission struck Christie's
route of 1810, and followed his line of march till it
became necessary to break up into detachments in order
to cross the worst of the desert country, which it was out
of the question for so large a party to s~tternptto negotiate
i n one body. The first detachment to leave was a column
under Webb-Ware, the Pioneer of the Trade Route.
Three days afterwards a second colutnn, under the coinmand of Major Douglas and accompanied also by Captain
R. C. Bell and myself separated from the main body
it the pools of Salihin.
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A t this place there was quite a respectable populatioil
for a desert encampment, but the tents of the nomads,
being placed in the bottom of shallow ravines, were not
a t all easy to find. One or two herds of undersized camels
wandered over the plain, and one enterprising inclividual
had even attempted to raise a small crop of barley. About
half-a-dozen plots had been sown and the poor soil had
been irrigated from the spring. When we arrived the
barley was sprouting. Sn~allas was the area and poor
the crop, yet it made a most welcome break in the
rnonotollous scene of desolation through which we had
been travelling.
A t an early hour of a boisterous and bitterly cold
morning, we of the second column moved of€ i n the
direction of the Arbu peak, a t the foot of which we were
told that a small supply of water would be obtained. The
stage, in ordinary circnmstances, would have been easy,
but in the teeth of a blizzard it became a severe trial of
endurance. Even this extreme cold, however, was in some
respects not without its advantages. Our water-skills, filled
overnight a t Salihiin, had frozen solid by the morning, and
only the contents of those skins which received the sun%
warmth during the day were partially thawed by evening.
Outside, icicles six inches in length formed a fringe along
the seams. Those of us who were mounted pushed on i n
advance, for our only escape from the blizzard was the
sheltered side of the hill for which the column was making.
There, under the lee of the rocks, three very chilly persons
spread their rugs and gradually thawed, the process being
aided very materially by copious draughts of warm tei,
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and by the lunch we had brought with us. TVe were
fortunate also in discovering a bay in the rocks for our
tents. The soil was composed of ancient camel dung, but
owing to its age it had lost its offensive odoul; and i t
proved moet useful as fuel.
Everyone was up before daylight the next morning, as
we were anxious to be moving on our way across the
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desert. Our water had again f~ozehhard, and there had
been barely any demand on the supply at the camp. The
animals, owing to the cold, showed hardly any signs of
thirst. Pools of rain water which we found by the side of
the track were solid masses of ice as late as nine o'clock
, in the morning. This, however, was an unusual state of
affairs, for we also came across graves, sometimes singly
and at other times in smdl groups, which marked the
places where unfortunate wayfarers had succumbed to
thirst. One of these memorials seemed doubly sad. Only
a short distance from the well at which we had passed the
night some person had sunk down and had died almost
within sight of water.
About half-way across the desert we rested for the night
in the wide bed of a stream which, rising in the southern
hill4 had ploughed a course through the terraces of the
desert. The ravine was almost a quarter of a mile wide,
and the Bed composed of shingle. I n this wadi there
were signs of recent floods in the shape of a narrow ribbon
of fresh soil meandering in loops within the bed of the
dream.
Continuing our way across the terraces, every now and
'again descending to a slightly lower level, we arrived a t
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the principal scarp, down which a well-trodden pat11 led
us. At the foot the ground was cut up into sha,llow
ravines, and we found kwo pools of rain-water wliich our
animals showed no desire $0 touch owing to the cold.
The cliffs and the ground a t 'their base showed very
clearly t l ~ eeffects of erosion. The exposed ~ n a t e r i ~ofl
the lofty terraces from which we had descended was a
pale red colour, streaked and flecked with bands of
gypsum, the general effect being highly suggestive of a
freshly-skinned carcase. Beyond tho pools the +rack
passed between two wind-shaped cones, and beyolid tliese
agzin we crossed a broad valley descending from the
Khinishin hill, wliicli lay to our left. Across this was
the last terrace of the 'desert, overlooking the valley of
the Helmand.
As we progressed on our journey +he KhLnishin hill
had become more distinct. Streams also-or rather the
channels in which streams sometimes flowed-wcre Inore
numerous. To the right stretched the low ground over
which the Grst column was marching, and though we could
not see them they had seen our camel trains crossing the
high terrace. Through the thick, dust-laden atmosphere
there had been ~noment~ry
glimpses from our car:Lvan of
tho tamarisk trees growing in the low-lying alluvial tract
of Bh~~kiit,and of the extensive area covered wit11
sand hills farther away ; but it was not nntil we
had reached the line of cliffs which forlncd the last
descent into the valley of the Helmand that tlle lands
around the settlement of Muhammad Amin Khan were
sighted.
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I n tlie waning light and through the dust rising before
the wind i t was just possible to recognise the outline of a
fort, with t h e slender forms of two trees outside its walls.
The land was clothed with the coarse kirt gmss, looking
more yellow than green, though round the settlement a
flash of purer and lnore vivid colour indicated the presence
of cultivated land, where young wheat or barley had
already sprung up. To the left a low-lying spur of
Khltnishin closed the view, while away to the north could
be seen the level outline of the'waierless plateau beyond
the Helmand valley. The position of the river, as it
swuiig in a bold curve towards its final destination
in the west, was suggested by the light glancing as from
. a naked sword blade whcre i t caught tlie surface of tlie
water.
Probably we were the Grst British officers who had
looked on the Helmand so low down in its course since tlie
days when Colonel Pollock and Dr. Bellew passed along
it on their way t o Seistan nearly thirty years before.
Although we were properly alive to our privileges in this
respect, yet d t e r a long and very cold day, and after
h a d g been b d e t e d by s n icy wind on the lofty terraces
of the desert, what interested us more than anything else
was t h e comforting sight of tents rising in quick succession
behind the fort, which showed us that the first column
had made the rendezvous and had taken up ground for
the camp.
Riding through the kirt grass was slow work. Not
only were the tussocks numerous and thick, but the soil
/
had been very much torn by the wind, and it was im-
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possible to travel rapidly over the broken surface.

In

other ways it very soon appeared that distance had lent
enchantment to the view. The fort, which had stood out
so boldly, we perceived, as we drew nearel; to be welladvanced in decay. There were great breaches i n the
curtain walls, while the flanking towers were riven, in
some cases, almost to their foundations. The village was
almost deserted. For the most part the houses were in
bad repair, and only a very few families of Berech
remained. The Baluch section of the population occupied
temporary huts of tamarisk boughs and sheaves of grass,
which they hacl put up for themselves a t a little distance
from the village, on the bank of the Helmand. Cultivation was almost entirely in $he hands of the Barech, who
carried on the work as the rnktayers of Amin Khiin, the
Popalzai landlord.
There call be no doubt t h a t the Helmand River made a
much bolder curve a t this place in the past, and may have
even flowed a t the foot of the gravel-cowred terrace t o
the south of the camp. The absence of ruins i n this
direction confirmed other evidence on this point, for
the alluvial soil would surely have tempted human
beings to settle on it if some drawback had not existed,
and such drawback could only have been a fear of
the river.
For a long distance above Landi Mullammad Amin
KhBn, where we had now arrived, the plateau to the north
comes down close to the right bank of $he river, whereas
on tlie left extend the sandhills of tlio lower-lying desert.
lh
Below Lanili Alnin EhBn, however, the CCdasht"or plateau
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over which we travelled from our camp a t Asbu to the
Helmand closes in on the river, which afterwards flows in
a trough-like valley with cliffs on either hand. Owing to
the absence of a plateau along the left bank higher up it
cannot be assumed that the Helmand has worn out by
erosion the trough in which it lies below Landi Amin
3[(hLn. It is noticeable, however, that the course of the
river below Landi conforms to the outlille of the great
depression of the Gaud-i-Zireh, which lies iio iihe south,
and the theory suggests itself that the successive subsidences to which the Hollow of Z i ~ e hand the present
delta and lake of the Helmand have been subject have
resuliied in a fracture of the plaiieau into which iihe
ECelmand has been drawn.
of the old
If such be the case, there ought to be
bed somewhere, unless the country to the east of Landi
was a lake. It is possible that this supposed former bed
of the I-Ielmand may exist further to the north ; but the
country in that direction is almost entirely unknown, and
owing to its inhospitable nature offers no inducements to
anyone to enter it except for purposes of science.
Abreast of our camp at Lmdi Amin KhBn the river
flowed in three channels, separated by low but extensive
islands on which flourished tamarisk and ldrt grass. The
mltin channel lies under the left bank, which is steep and
about fifteen feet in height above the water. Here the
Helmand forms long reaches of apparently deep water,
with a smooth unbroken flow, separated by bars or
shallows where the river rushes over the coarse shingle.
/
This is the general character of the Helmand above its

'
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delta, and the bars of shingle, or "kim," serve as fords
when the river is not at a very high level.
For purposes of cultivation the land at Lanai Amin
Khiin was irrigated by flood-water canals. The soil, we
were told, is broken up and seed is sown in October. The
fields are unprotected, and when the blades begin to
sprout sllimals are allowed to graze on the tender shoots.
By this novel procedure the people say t l ~ a ttlze crop is
saved from destruction during the severe winter. The
aftergrowth is dso said to be inoro vigorous; tlie ear
forms better and the quality of the grain is improved.
Goats are not permitted to enter the fields, as they are
said to pull up the plants by the roots owing to their
mnnner of jerking the leaves when nibbling ; but it is a
common sight to see horses, cattle, and sheep grssing on
the growing crop.
The change to the milder region of the Eel~nandaEts
np11~ecia;tedby all of us after the bufEetings we had
endured for many days previously. The morning of the
1st Februr~1-ywas calm and bright, and the great landmarks of the desert were distinctly visikle, the Ehgnishin
hill appearing to be only two or three miles distrmt,
instead of about fifteen miles, the actual distance. From
a communicative Afghan we gleaned a good lnmy f d s
regitrding the climate and the prevailing winds. TIie
south wind, called the wind of KhSriin, was nlw'tys warm,
and in surnmey became a scorclling blast. The awt wind,
known as the wind of ShorBw,zlr, was ale0 mild or hot
accordiliag t o tho season. Tlic north wind had no special
\
designatiori, and it wns alwngs a cool or o, cold wind,
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according to the time of the year. The west wind was
t h e wind of Seistan, cold in winter, but warm in the
summer; i t brought with it clouds of dust, and ushered
i n a thick haze.
It was not long before we had a n opportunity of verifying this last item of information. The wind that had set
from the west gradually freshened as the day wore on,
and though the sky was cloudless the air became chilly.
There was a n ominous darkening of the western horizon,
and soon afterwards we were able to distinguish a great
bank of dun-coloured haze advancing in our direction.
The under portion of this bank shaded into a deep leaden
hue. It he~aldedt h e approach of the wind of Scistan,
, laden with its burden of dust.
First one and then the other of the landmarks which had
been so plaiilly visible ih the morning were blotted out from
view, aiid about five o'clock in the afternoon a few violent
gusts of wind set everyone to see to the fastenings of his
tent. By this time we had been obliged to put on heavier
clotliing. It liad been arranged t h a t an a d ~ a i ~ column
ce
should push on that evening, and a start was duly made ;
b u t i t wes with feelings of grave apl~rehensionthat we
watched the long train of camels disappear into the
gathering storm. By six p.m. we were involved in a
hurricane. Darkness set in before it mas due, omhg to
t h e clouds of dust in which we were enveloped. The
upper canvas of our tents filled a t every gust, and bellied
and tore a t t h e pegs to which the ropes were fastened,
threatening every moment to leave us without s shelter.
The shrieking of the wind drowned all other sounds, and
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was varied only by the thrashing of loose ends of rope, or
the flapping of some tent curtain which had become
unfastened.
I n addition to the discomfort due to the gale the cold
was intense, and the scarcity of fuel was severely felt.
After an early dinner the little party in our improvised
mess-tent so011broke up, and each one sought refuge from
the cold in bed. What with the noise of the wind and
the straining of the tents, however, sleep was almost
impossible. All night the gale raged, and the dust, blown
in through every crack and crevice in the canvas, covered
our persons and all our belongings. What must be the
plight of our transport party we were afraid t o thiuk.
Had not the movements of the Mission been carefully.
pre-arranged, the votes of the whole party would have
been given with one accord against proceecliilg on our
journey on the following day. As it was, we had to
adhere to our programme as closely as possible, and since
Deshu, our next destination, was distant a long day's
march, an eal-ly start was necessary. Fortunately with
the arrival of morning there was a lull in the gale, and by
eight o'clock we moved off in the teeth of the wind, which
increased again as the hours pzssed on.
W e had decided to follow the bride path that led over
the skirts of the Khgnishin hill rather than the track
along the river, as the latier would have involvecl several
crossings not only of the Hellnand but of tlie irrigat,'lon
cuts as well. We did not seem, however, to have saved
ourselves much labour.
The KhLnishin hill is a ridge about two miles in length,
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and in the course of ages drainage lines have developed
and furrowcd the skirts of the hill wit11 deep ravines,
sepai.ated from one another by narrow water-sheds like
the bars of a gridiron. For the greater part of that day
we mere involved in the broken ground, the track crossing
every feature in a most relentless manner a t right angles.
The skirt of "kim" was five to six miles wide, and
though it ended in a well-deihed cl% overlookiug the
river valley, with deep embrasure-like exits to the r a ~ n e s ,
the ground was so broken that we saw next to nothhlg of
the valley, beyond momentaq glimpses of alteruate
atretches of kirt grass and tamarisk jungle, where
occasional columns of smoke revealed the preseace of
human abodes.
Late in Che afternoon we found ourselves a t the rnoutli
of a wider ravine than usual, and obtained a view of the
valley through the exit of tlie stream. I n front was a
Lithle block-house on a promolltory overloolcing a bend of
the river. The river itself was just visible, with a dense
growth of tamarisk fringing the opposite bank, above
wl~ichwe could dimly see through the haze the level
outline of the plateau beyond. We passed the deserted
block-house as the sun was sin1~ing,while we had still
some distance to have1 before reaching our destination,
but i t was cheering to know that we should no longer be
t r a v e l h g oTer ground such as we had passed, since in
front the track ran dong the foot of the plateau to the
south of the river.
There was little else to cheer us. The absence of inhabitants and the numerous cemeteries placed on the low
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cliffs above the reach of floods combined to form a scene
of desolation very different from what we hail expected to
fincl. Riding a t a steady pace, we passed a promontory of
the cliffs that projected t o within a short distance of the
river, and beyond this point the valley appeared to open
out. To the right of t h e path there was ail ancient
cemetery colitainbig the ruins of pretentious builclingstlie tombs of people of distinction and wealth who, in days
gone By, Bad probably been the owners of tlie soil and of
the fort (now a great mass of ruins) which stood on an island
in the Hehiand further away. This was the ancient stronghol.clof M5la K h h , once upon a time an important position.
W e were, however, more conce~medjdst then about our
advanced canlp tlmn with the scenery. W e had found
no traces whatever of tlie transport calliels as me came
along ; nor, on our arrival at Deshu, co~lldwe gain any
tidings of the missing party. Hurrying Back to the river
bank we decided to bivouac opposite the ruined fort, as here
we could obtain fuel a d our riding camels a mouthful of
foe$ from the alkali bushes on the plain. It was a cheerless spot and the cold was severe; and we were just
debating whetller we should not fare bctter if we took
shelter within the ruined to111bs when above the murmur
of the watel; as it rusbed over a bar of shingle, mere heard
the faint somlds of calnel bells. At once we fopgot about
the tomnbs. Mucll to the relief of us all. the trallsport
train proved to be close at l;hal~d. N1~tu~:~lly
thcro was
much t o inquire ~ n ~nucll
d
t o sea to. A1re:~dyit m s very
late, and before ilia ci~mpsettled down after an unusuelly
long and trying day it was well pas.1; miclnighf.

TOMBS AS SHELTERS
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From the native officer in charge of the transport we
learned that the little company had barely deared Lmdi
when it was caught by the gale. Men and animals
struggled on for some time, but as they were making
a laden Camel offers a large
very little progress-for
surface to the wind, and a strong head-wind is as much a
hindrance to the ship of the desert as it is to ships that
sail the ocean-itwas wisely decided to halt for the night.
A fairly sheltered reach of a wadi was selected for the
bivouac, and there the night was passed under conditions
that may be judged from the fact that six camels died
from the cold, while several others were rendered unfit to
carry their loads.
The next morning broke comparatively calm. The sky
was clear, and we were able to make a start in comfort.
It was bitterly cold, but the absence of a strong wind
rendered the low temperature bearable. By daylight we
saw thaf we should have fared ill if we had resorted to
the tombs for shelter. The walls were riven from top to
bottom, and the de'bris of their domes, which had fallen
in, formed a mound inside that would have proved illadapted for comfort. It would not, however, have been
the first time that the tombs had sheltered human beings.
M. Ferrier and his travelling companions in 1845 hid
inside a t night from the Mamasseni Baluchis, who had
chased them all day from Yhinishin along the Helmand,
and since his time, if one migM judge from the signs, the
ruins had been occupied by other wayfarers.
Before leaving the neighbourhood we took a good look
a t the old fort of Mkla Kh5n. The R e h a n d flowed
P
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between us and this ancient stronghold, now in an aavanced
atate of decay, and the water was both too cold and too
deep to make it worth while to cross to the island on which
the ruins stand. It was evident, however, that in days
gone by the position occupied by the fort must have been
one of considerable strategic importance. Not only did
the fort command the valley for a considerable distance
both above and below the island, but close at hand the
valley was traversed by routes which led across the waterless tracts on either hand.
h 1842 a detachment of irregulars-levies we should
oall them now-was stationed under Lieutenant Pattinson
at Mlrla Khln to keep tlie border country under surveillance. Sir Henry Rawlinson (then Major Rawlinson)
was at that time in political charge of Kandahar, and
that distinguished Orieiltalist had deputed Pattinson and
Dr. Forbes to examine the valley of the Helmand and
Seistm. Forbes, as we h o w , lost his life through
his ill-placed reliance on the SanjarBni chieftain,
while Pattinson was shortly afterwards killed in the
turmoils that followed on the untoward events in
Eabul.
The march down the valley from Mlla Kh8n was
performed under much more favourable climatic conditions than we had previously experienced ; and although
the breeze freshened in the afternoon it never attained to
its strength on the previous day. The path lay close to
the foot of the plateau, with the river about a mile on our
right hand, until we approached Khwlrja A.li, where once
more the valley began to narrow. The cliffs on the right
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bank of the river were not broken by drainage, with the
exception of zt large stream which seemed to emerge from
the plateau and join the river a little below Deshu. On
the opposite side of the valley we found the cliffs pierced
by several exits, which were the mouths of important and
wide nullahs rising in the distant hills to the south and
passing through the terraces of " E m J Jbetween the hilla
and the river.
On the way from Mila KhLn we passed one or two
Baluchi hamlets where the fields were green with the
sprouting crops. The emaciated forms of the inhabitants
showed how they had suffered from the famine that had
prevailed in the previous year. Men, women and children
were wandering dong the edges of the fields, plucking the
wild spinach and even blades of wheat and barley, which
they ate on the spot.
As WQ continued our journey the tamarisk thickets that
had first been confined to the bed of the river began to
form a wide belt beyond its banks. Cultivation became
less as we proceeded, and the soil was covered with a
growth of camel thorn and alkali bush. Shortly before
we reached our destination a t the lower village of Khwija
AX we fell in with a part of the transport animals
belonging to the main body, which had followed the route
of the Mission of 1885. This column struck the Helmand
some distance above the village, and we learned from them
the sderings that they had undergone on the terrace of
the desert plateau during the wind on the 2nd and 3rd.
Two men, both afghans, had died from the effects of
exposure to the cold. The severe weather had told also
r2
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on the transport, and weakly and overworked animds
succumbed to its effects very rapidly.
At the present day, so far as we were able t o judge, the
river to KhwZja Ali hugs the right hand side of the valley;
but it is notewortilly that on the left side, which we were
following, tliere were traces of old beds, which gained in
prominence as we descended. I n the vicinity of the lower
hamlet of Khwija Ali these ancient watercdurses were
used by the inhabitants for cultivation, and we found in
them several fields of wheat and barley.
The tamarisk jungle at KhwZja Ali lzarboured a few
black partridge, and some were shot by members of the
Mission along the edges of the cultivated patches, as the
jungle itself was too tall and too dense for shooting. On
the river and an occasional back-water a few duck were
picked up, but game was undoubtedy scarce, very much
more so than we expected.
On the plateau t o the north, the Dasht-&Margo, t h e
Baluchis told me that gazelle were plentiful, and that a
few wild asses were also t o be met with. It was, however,
out of the question to make an expedition far into t h e
waterless plateau for the purposes of sport, though a t that
time of the year it would have been perfectly easy to have
moved about. After rain the Baluchis of the Helmand
valley regularly move into the Dasht-i-Margo, and frequently are able t o stay there until summer i u a t hand.
Rain-water collects in t h e wind-scours and forms pools in
ravines, and as grass springs up also in the springs these
hardy nomads have everything they want both for their
own support and for the suatenance of their flocks. The
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plateau is therefore well known t o them, and until summer
has dried up the pools of rain-water it is an easy matter
to traverse it in any direction.
There are two varieties of gazelle to be found in the
desert. One is slightly smaller than the other, and closely
resembles the Indian gazelle, or chinkgra. The other is
a taller animal, and its horns are longer than those of the
former. Instead also of the horns curving back and then
slightly forward again, the horns of the larger variety curve
inwards and are shaped like a lyre. Some of the heads of
the large variety are very handsome, as the hoins are
longer than those of the smaller variety. Some Gne heads
are occasionally met with a t the shrines dedicated to one
or other of the Saints between whom the desert is partitioned, but they are very rare. The only chance of
shooting game open to a Baluch who is armed with a
matchlock is to wait over a pool of water on a bright
moonlit night in the summer. I n the circumstances it is
not a matter of surprise that the trophies at the shrines
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CHAPTER V.
DOWN THE HXLMAND.

Treeless Country-Mulberry trees introduced previous t o 1839, Captain
hamlets and cattle shelters-Necessity for the
lattcr-Representative escort of Afghan troops a t IChwLja AliOsgood boat and raft of slrina on the Helmand-Trough
of t h e Holmand-Landi, or Colony, of the Barech Afghans.

E. Conolly-Baluch

WE had earned a rest by the time we arrived a t KhwBja
Ali, and there we remained for five or six days while the
transport animals recovered from the effects of the journey
across the desert from Nushki.
During these few
days we became more familiar with the country, and
found it was not nearly so wild as the jungle made it
appear.
The feature that strikes the spectator most forcibly in
the valley of the Middle Helmand is the almost complete
absence of trees. I n this respect it resembles Seistan.
The variety of tamarisk that forms the jungle along the
river is not a tree ; it is merely an overgrown shrub.
Captain Edward Conolly, who visited Seistan in 1839,
mentions that afew years previously, a chief of the country
had imported twelve hundred young mulberry ixees.
They must have died out, for we saw only three or four
near Deshu, and a few others a, long way below
Khwiija Ali.
KhwLja Ali itself is a cd~lection of wattled huts
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daubed over with clay, situated on the site of an ancient
village of which vestiges still remain. When Christie
entered the Helmand valley in 1810 the place was
unoccupied. At the time of our visit it was the home of
a colony of the Mamasseni Baluch, a tribe with settlements distributed over a wide area. The huts were of a
type which we found to be common along the banks of
the Helmand and in Seistan. Mats and hurdles of
tamarisk twigs are placed over a framework made with
the branches of the tamarisk, and the whole is then
plastered over with wet mud. The roof is rounded and
the structures resemble the tilt of a wagon. The plan is
rectangular. A small hole in the roof lets out the smoke,
while a larger hole in one of the sides serves as a
' doorway-though the only Cc door " is a hurdle placed
against the opening a t night. On the outskirts of a
settlement of Baluchis proper there will always be found
a collection of black blanket tents, the true home of the
nomad.
Cattle, which are scarce and costly, need ahelter as well
as men from the fierce north-west wind which is the great
enemy t o life in all this country. They i r e generally
penned in chambers dug out of the soil and roofed over
for protection, a sloping ramp affording means of egress.
Cattle a i d donkeys are moreover clothed with quarter
pieces made of felt, generally much the worse for wear
and very much patched. Sheep and goats, being amply
provided by nature with a protection against cold, are
herded in pens surrounded by a fence.
At EhwBja A l i we met the complimentary escort, con-
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sisting ,of detachments of cavalry and infantry, that had
been sent to do honour to Sir Henry McMahon, who,
with his suite, became the guests of H.M. the Amir till
we crossed into Persian territory. These troops were a
part of tho garrison of Kandahar,and appeared to be a
very serviceable body of men. The officers were dressed
in very effective uniforms, resplendent with gold lace.
A civil officer who accolnpanied them, his attire a grey
suit and his head-dress a grey helmet with a flowing
puggaree, served as an excellent foil to his brother oficers
in their martial array.
While at KhwZja Ali we noticed for the first tima that
the Hellnand had begun to rise. Below this place the
raft on inflated skins, brought from the Punjab, and the
collapsible Osgood-pattern boat were in daily use and
proved invaluable. The latter was probably the first boat
that had been seen at so low a ioint of the river's course
for very many ceilturies. Almost a thousand years ago
boats sometimes came down the river to Seistan during
the floods, but boat traffic has ceased for nearly that
length of time; not because the river llas ceased to be
navigable, but owing to the fact that t11e bent of people's
minds lay in other directions.
To the officerswho sometimes accompanied the Commissioner by water, the Osgood boat afforded a pleasant
change from the routine of marches perforlned a t the
head of a very large and noisy cavalcade, when a ceremonious interchange of platitudes with the leading
persons met by tho way was all the conversation possible.
Landi (or the Colony) of the Barechis marks the end of
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the first stage below KhwLja AX. On the way we crossed
what from KhwLja A.li had looked like an island splitting
the valley in two and having a river channel on either
side of it. Bearing in mind the stories that had been
related to the Afghan Boundary Commission in 1896, to
the effect that the Shela had once been a bed of the
Helmand, we had been on the look-out for any point at
which the present channel might seem to break off from
an older bed, and the view down stream from KhwLja Ali
raised hopes that the discovery was near at hand. But
we were doomed to be disappointed. Closer examination
showed that the supposed island was an under-feature of
the terrace on the left of the river-a h-like wedge
which projected across the valley and thrust the river
against the cliffs on the right, leaving only a narrow
passage, This projecting under-feature is of importance
as a land-mark, for not only does it indicate the limit of
the Khwija Ali district, but it is also the limit of the larger
&strict called the Garmsis, which extends from this point
up stream as far as KBla Bist.
Pulalak, which we passed on our right a little further on,
is only a small hamlet. Before we arrived at Landi of the
Barechis rain began to fall and drove us into shelter, where
we remahed for the rest of the day, As far as we could
see, the valley appeared to widen, but we had no opportunity of looking about us after arriving in camp. The
rain continued through the night, and the next morning
the valley was filled wit11 a dense mist or fog. which clung
to the sodden earth and hung about the cliffs on either
hand. It was impossible to see more than a few yards
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ahead in any direction when we started. We saw nothing
of the habitations of the Barechis, nor of the people, and
for all we knew to the contrary we rniglit have been
passing through a deserted region.
As the day wore on the mist began to disperse, and by
the time we reached the viciility of our camp at Rudbiir
the last of it had vanished. Ahead of us we saw what
looked like an enormous pile of ruins, but the appearance
of great size was only another instance of the refraction
wllich magnifies the most commonplace objects. Villages,
houses, ruins, which appear a t a distance to be of the rnost
imposing proportions, nearly all shrink to insignificance
on closer acquaintance. This illusion affects everything
Persian, and gives rise to a sense of disappointment when
the illusion is dispelled.
Our camp at Ruclbk was placed in a wide plain covered
with a growth of kirt grass, near two h111arisk trees of
the Kora, Gaz va,riei;y which are conspicuous landmarks.
Here we saw cattle grazing and groups of agriculturists
at work. Scattered over the plain and rningling with
the huts of the people were numerous ruine, It was a
type of landscape with which we bew~nevery familiar in
Seistan.
The afternoon of the 11th February, 1003, was mild
and cletll; and as there was nothing in particuhr to be
dona in omp, I obtained porlnission to cross tho river and
ascend tlla bluffs that rose from tlie water's edg,ra on tho
opposito bank. The raft of inflated skins wi~sput into
commission and we were soon adcrosstlio Eelmand, which
had begun t o ~ 2 1 the
0 ~ effeci; of the rain tlilnt liad f d e n in
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the increased volume and heightened colour of its &scharge. A sudden rise, followed by an equally sudden
subsidence, had just taken place, and the stretches of
shingle and pebbles which divided the channels in which
the river was flowing had been covered with a thin coating
of red silt brought down by the water. d gently sloping
col connected the bluffs opposite to the camp with the
main terrace of the Dasht-i-Margo, which lay about forty
yards further back from the river. The bluffs and the
terrace rose to an altitude of inore than two hundred feet
above the river bank, and from the summit of the former
a very extensive view was obtained.
I n the valley below, the friable sandy loam had dried
very quickly d t e r the sun had dispelled the damp mist
of the forenoon, and the freshening western breeze was
already raising the dried soil in tiny whirligigs of dust.
These formed a thin veil over the landscape up and down
the river, and i t was not possible to see much more than
the silver ribbon of water in the western reaches, fringed
with belts of tamarisk. To the east the river bed lay in a
straight line, enfiladed by the bluffs, wiih the water
channel lying hard against the foot of the Dasht-i-Margo.
The view in this direction was interrupted by another
heaillbnd round which the H e h a n d made a gentle bend in
its course, and when the river again appeared higher up
the vdlay, the fading light and thin films of dust rendered
its position barely visible.
Below the bluffs, just across the river, lay our great
camp, the white tents spreading in orderly blocks on either
side of the wide main street, closed a t one end by our
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imposing mess-tent, before which a tall mast supported t h e
Union Jack, blowing stiffly out from the staff in t h e
freshening evening breeze. On the outskirts of t h e
main camp were the less orderly bivouacs of t h e
transport drivers, where 2,300 camels were grouped
in densely-packed masses. Though the distance must
have been between one and two miles, the hum of
voices and the cries of animds ascended faintly over
the water.
It was a perfect evening, one of those which even in t h e
clear and rarefied atmosphere of the desert are not very
common, and which are long remembered by anyone who
has witnessed them. The rain that had fallen recently
had laid the dust and dispelled the haze with which t h e
atmosphere had been charged for weeks past, and t h e
colouring of the scene gave t o it added beauty. Overhead
the sky was a soft deep blue, the depth of its colour being
heightened by a few scattered rags-of fleecy clouds, shaded
on their under sides by varying tones of warm and pearly
grey. Along the western horizon the blue of the sky
gradually paled and finally merged into a delicate rosy
flush. To the south, beyond the camp, the terrace t h a t
intervened between tlie Eelmand and the Hollow of Zireh
showed a rich dark brown, while the slopes that rose from
the farther side of the J-Iollow towards the soutli wero
covered with i~ wide expanse of sand, tlie p d e red colour
of which was flecked by long cool shadows cast by the
sand dunes. Upstream the view was closed by tha peaks
of tho KhZnisl~in,b ~ t h e by
d the rays of the declining sun
in a glow of crimson light.

HILL ON HILL
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Beyoncl Khiinishin and across the desert, stretching
round to the south and west, extended a succession of peaks,
the steely blue colour of which was sharply contrasted
against the softer hues of the sky. Every crag and
pinnacle of the Malak Dokand, and the MZilak Niiro,
even the low hills at their feet, were plainly visible. The
pinnacles of the Kuh-i-Sultln, flanking the central summit
of the Miri peak, could be plainly recognised. Even the
Neza-i-SultLn was distinctly seen. Then in succession
followed the peaks of DLm-o-D-m, and to the west again
of it the Sork Kuh, a range of low hills among which
was visible the cone of the Kuh-i-Dalil. Thon followed
a confused blw of lesser hills, and to the west again of
these rose the more distinctive peaks of the Kacha Kuh,
just visible above the desert.
Although some of these mountains were more than a
hundred miles distant, yet their summits were clearly
recognisable. The panorama spread out before me contained the record of many years spent in travel. math
peak and group was connected with events i n the past;
and old associations and memories were recallcd to mind
which had been partially forgotten and tl~rustout of
sight by the events of more recent yews. There was
nothing t o interrupt the ideas, or to distract the &d,
for the calm of the evening was, if anything, heightened
by the faint sounds of life m d movement i n the great
camp below; till a t last the echoing bugle-calls of the
escort, marking the dose of the day, brought the mind
back to the realities of tinle and place.
During the two and a half years the Mission tarried
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in the land of Nimruz there were evenings as clear as that
at RudbLr, but except on one occasion, almost two years
afterwards, never again was there a'standpoint so favourable for an extensive view, and few scenes have more
definitely impressed themselves on my memory.
While the Mission was at Rudbiir a strange sequel was
revealed to a skirmish that had taken place in 1899. I n
February of that year a party of men, all notorious
thieves, stole across the Afghan frontier from the Rud
into British territory; and carried away some camels.
Three or four mounted Levies under Adam Khan, the
Sarperah Jamadar, were sent in pursuit, and came up
with the raiders in the sand hills near Gudar-i-Shah. Two
of the thieves took up a position to cover the flight of
their comrades with the camels, and as soon as the Levies
came within range these men opened fire ; but they were
armed only with matchlocks, while the Levies had either
Snider or Martini carbines.
The skirmish soon ended, and when the Levies went up
to examine the position they found-as they ~houg1i.C
two dead men. They gave these a very hasty burial i n
the loose sand, and returned to the Webb-Ware's camp.
But one of t l ~ ethieves was by no means dead. He had been
shot high up through the shoulder, and when the clean
sand staunched the flow of blood he regained consciousness. The wind blew off the sand wit11 which he had
been partially covered, and t h ~ r etlie dead and the living
man lay on the sand hill, side by sido. The skirlnish had
taken place on one of the desert highways, and presently

a party of travellers happened to pass. They buried the

.
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A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE a M I R

-t*-*rar Lha

dead man and took the wounded thief to Rudbir, where
he soon recovered. But he had had enough of raiding,
and thenceforward engaged in agricuiltwe as being more
profitable and leas risky. On our arrival at Rudblr in
1903 he was brougsht into camp, displayed the scar of his
wound, and was publicly reconciled to Adam Khan. Every
Baluch in camp probably gave him a feed, a,nd for the
time he was quite tlie lion of the place.
On the 13th F e b r u ~ r y the Mission continued its
progress, and we began to look forward to the time, now
close a t hand, when the non no to no us routine of daily
marches would give place to more leisurely movements in
a country where we anticips~tedmuch that would be novel
and interesting. About five miles from our camp at
Rudbir we were met by tlie Governor of Chalrinsur, who
had been appointed as the representative of His Majesty
the A&.
The Governor was an old friend. He had
participated in the Commission of 1896, and had been one
of the party who had set up Pillar No, 186 on the
Kuh-i-Malik Siah. H e had come sixty miles from his
seat of government to do honour to Sir Henry McMahon
in his double capacity as British Commissioner and an old
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friend. This was not n light undertaking for an elderly
person, such as was the Governor of ChakBnsur. As a
member of a priestly family he possessed the hereditary
title of Akhundzida, and to all appeamnce was a man of
liberal views and benevolent disposition.
His al-rival had the effect of greatly increasing our day's
march, as he was very anxious that we should go on to
the place where the Afghans had collected supplies, and
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not camp a t the point (,about half-way) where we had
intended to 'halt for the night. This was a great blow
t o many, as i t made any deviation from the track impossible, especially as no one had the vaguest idea
how much farther than our intended camp we should
Shortly after meeting the Akhundziida, we passed
through a cultivatecl area where, in the midst of fields of
young wheat, we saw fragments of old walls and some
strange looking mounds, each of which mas crowned with
a tamarisk bush. The ground for many acres was covered
very thickly with the fragments of broken pottery, and
at some period in the past-probably, as I found out afterwards, not more than three hundred years sgo-the locality
must have been very thickly populated. For some time
we passed through a succession of formless ruins, which
t o me were chiefly interesting because they afforded
evidence of the position of the river three hundred years
ago. Most of these ruins were the remains of manor
houses, paytially fortilied, which stood on the brow of a
low cliff six to eight feet high. Where the buildings
faced the terrace on which they stood, moats had been
dug which had defended the buildings on three sides,
and the ends of the moats formed well-defined exits. It
was plain that when the houses were built the moats rnust
have beell fed by the rivel; and at that time all t h i ~
tract,
now a waste of ruins, was ftn~ousfor its pasturage.
Once only did me approach the present bed of the
Helmand so closely as t o look into it. At that point the
river made a marked bend, and a bur of shingle sepa-rated
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two great pools which were fringed with the Padag (SaZyrc
ba'bylonica) or Babylonian willow.
Over the bar
the rushing water broke into a thousand ripples, and
although it was only one of the channels in which
the Helmand flows, the scene was one which an artist
would have loved to depict. But with a m a ~ c h of
an indefinite length in prospect, we could not even stop
to get out a camera, and after a lingering g l a c e had to
hurry on.
The afternoon was drewing to a close as we urged our
riding camels along the path, and we began to overtake
the rear sections of tho transport column which had been
sent on ahead the previous night. Both the drivers and
their mobs of camels were evidently tired out. We were
in better condition, and some striking ruins and an interesting bit of country almost tempted me to turn aside.
But more prudent counsels prevailed, and soon i t became
evident that we were not far from our destination. I n
the distance we saw a great cloud of dust rising, and a
little later we could see that it W ~ L Sstationary and knew
that the end of our journey for the day was close a t hmd.
Half kn hour later we reached the brow of a low cliff,
m d there in a little bay down by the Helmand we saw
two or three tents standing, while on all sides unladen
camels in long strings were being led away by their drivers
towards the river, where they would be able to pick up
food in the jungle. by the water's edge before the night
closed in.
Our camp was pitched close to a ruined fort, and across
the river, hidden by the belt of jungle, was a small towna
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ship called Jin Beg, where a Sanjarfini chief of that name
had established himself several generations ago.
Nearly a century before, in 1810, Christie had passed
along the banks of the Helmand at this point. The
records of his jouriiey, performed in very different circumstances from ours, are extremely scanty, and we could not
help wishing, for purposes of comparison, that lie had
been able to draw up a fuller narrative. So far as we
could judge, however, the valley of the Helmand in this
particular section of the river's course has changed very
little in the interval. The names of the townships situated
oil the bank opposite to our camp on the night of the
12th are the same now as they were in 1810. The only
change that has taken place is in the position of the river
itself. Although he does not say so, Christie's narrativeimplies that the river flowed close to the cliffs on the
left-hand side of the valley. Now it flows on the righthand side, hugging the foot of the Dashbi-Margo
plateau, from Landi Wali Muhammad to the hamlet of
A little below JZn Beg, on the same side of the river,
there is a township called Huseniibicl, and from this place
Christie's guides took liirn over the plateau by a short cut
which brought him out close to the banks of the IIelmand
again, a good distance lower down. This short cut stiU
exists, and is used a t the present clay, but it is not road
we could have followecl, and we' continued our way along
place much further down stream.
But before the narrative is resumed, mention ought to

EFFECTS OF EROSION
b e made of the breaking up of the liitlierto continuous
plateau of tlle Dnsht-i-Margo, '~111dto a curious feature in
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FRONTIERS OF BALUCHISTAN
the whole scheme of human existence in Seistan will have
to be altered to suit the new conditions.
About half-way between our camp a t Rudbiir and that
opposite to JLn Beg we observed that the wind has
already cut to a slight extent through the top of the
narrow strip of plhteau that separates the river valley
from the breach on the other side. When we marched
down the Helmand there was a gap in the outline of the
plateau on the other side of the river some four or five
miles wide and some fifty feet deep. Through this gap

But if the wind cuts into the plateau it also brings into
the opening formed vast quantities of sand from the
plains of Seistan, I n this sense the breach in the plateau
is Nature's giant dustbin for the Hehnand delta. From
near the south-east corner there are visible only great
billows of sand. Some of the drifts must be a hundred
feet cieep. No living thing can exist there, and not a
sound breaks the silence except the moaning of tile wind
as i t eddies in the narrow shoots and gorges wliich have
been cut in the surrounfil~gplateau.
It is this which is the Jehannam-the Inferno of
Seistan.
No one is so hardy as to enter the Inferno from the
south-east corner, but close to the entrance on the west
there are two small pans or depressions where rain-wrL
collects and forms srnall pools. I n one of tlie pans thoro
is a clump of tamarisk, and the pan is named the CCPlace
of ~ m a r i s k s . " I n themselves neither of these pans ie
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wortliy of notice, but -1;llcy :~ppcarto llwo been, in a way,
tlio ciluse of L: terrible clisavtcr wliicll took placu on the
Dasllt-i-M:~rgo in coliricctiorl mitli tlie Mission, wliicli mill
be relatcxl in its pl:~ce. Sonieti~nesa shepllerd will enter
t h InEcrnr>
~
after tllo rains aid place liis ca111p close to the
wdxr, but hc leaves nu soon as the cold woather is over,
anti glo011iyIlorror broods u~idivturbodover a tract wllicll
is the cmboiliment of the desolating, sterilising forcea of
N~ture.

CHAPTER VI.
A LAND O F OJJD RENOWN.

Charactere of t,he Helmand-Camp
opposite Chahiirburjak-Tho
useful mulberry tree-Shortage of fuel-Introduction of Akllundzada
to the Miasion-Break up camp-The Rucl-Kamil
Khan's mud fort
a s a market-Memories of the Rud as a granary-Rustam's
Weir and
clever camel-Dangerous fordsits destruction by Timur Leng-A
A meat diet for fast camels-Infuriated camels-A narrow eecapeAlbino camels-Bandar-i-Kamiil Khan-Remains
of a Zoroastrinn
T o w ~ of
r Silence-The City of Rustam-A WQBTy night rido.

APTXRour exceptionally long march on February 12th to
the camp opposite JBn Beg, the start on the following
morning was of a more leisurely character than usual.
The next stage was to be a short one, and it had been
arranged that we should encamp near to a little town
where a formal reception was to be held for the purpoae
of presenting the members of the Mission t o the
Akhundzfida.
Below the camp opposite JEn Beg we found that the
Helmand deserted the right side of the valley, making a
sweep t o t l ~ eleft as it approached the p e a t bend where
it turns towards the north. The culti~ableland :md the
townships were all on the right bunk, and tho river drove
us to keep t o the toe of the last terrace on the left bank.
We saw a good deal of the river, but here its appearance
was commonplace. In a wide bed, consisting of sand
and shingle, a broad stream of water curved from one
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bi~nkto the, otl;hcrj someti~nesflowing i n one channel, : b i i i l
i ~ otliers
t
broken up by the presence of islands into two
or more stre:t~ns. Stunted ta,~n:~riskbushes grew :~loi~g
tlie bilnlis, and lnorc stuntcil btzslios 011 tlie shingly ixlnnile,
wliilo beyond khc river roso tlie slopes of the Di~sllt-iAfh2ur;ki, scarrcd :lnd worn byilie action of the wct~therinto
:L r1etworlc of r;tvines. Here :%nilthere a rl~pidbroke tlie
uvc11 ilow of tlic wi~tcr,where a bar of shingle or of cckinl"
atrutclioil across tllc river.
Clamp t h a t d t ~ ywas pitched opposite Llie little town of
C ~ l i r u r j : . The Bo~zndnryCormnission i n 1885, on
tlicir way to Uerat, had cro~sedthe river slightly 11iglit.r
up :lnd pitched their camp to the weet of ClinhrErbul.j:~lc.
This place, as likely as not, ~ : L ~ C Eite
J nalne fro111 the four
litide pepper-box tower8 a t the corners of four v~i~llls,
wl~icllerlclost! :L r c c h n p l a r space co~ltainingtlie dwelliligs
t h a t ttnlakc u p tlic town. Sorile of t h e popu1:~tionseenlad,
l~owuvcr,to I~ILVZ!ov~rfluweil the vallr;, and there wore
group of mud hut* :IS well as g:lrdene s c ~ t t e r o dround the
town likc: srrlnll sttburbs.
Ilere wti N ~ L W~ n t l b e r r ytrouq perh:~ps a ilozen in i~11,
bare of lc:lvc!s, but ~ t i I rl e d trccs. Sinca leaving Dcsllu,
wc! 11:iii n(!eri : L ~ O Ut.Iirm
~
~ v i l l o wat
~ Lunili of tho 13weclii~,
srid two ICora Usz tree8 at Rudbf~r,0~licrwi8(?
I h ?t$~llliLri8k
w,rs tlw olily tslir~rblarger that11 the ulki~liburill %lint we h:lrl
tattt. I4ven tvhsta in l e ~ ~kf~!t n a r i ~grows
lc
~nonotanou~
after
r t titlug, l ~ u t in
, Cllu winter, wlicn nrueh of its folir~gt?l l r l ~
' t ~ ~ ! e~lrc!d,
~ i Ici~vingL t ~ r brtlrlcllm
~j
of n ili~rkwpia colour,
it al~viky~
lookfl uil!tLtL, It fiupplit!~,~ICITVUVCI:, a~lklost
the woorl itvuilabh?, and i~ ~nitdcto servo JniLriy twid useful
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p~~rposes
by the inhabitants of the country i n which it

'r

grows in such profusion.
Tlle only other timber is the wood of fruit trees, and of
these the mulberry is the only one that attains t o any
size. Being so scarce, its wood is much too valuable for
ordinary purposes, and it is only used when articles of a
special nature are required. The general use t o which it
is put is to make gun-stocks. The ingenious wooden
locks, by means of which the Seistanis close the gates of
their gardens, are also made o% mulberry wood, as something heavier and more durable than tamarisk is needed
for this purpose. It is, therefore, not t o be wondered a t
tliat a mulberry tree that has died in the ground is
valuable. Such trees would never be felled for timber
unless they were the property of some proscribed individual.
It may, therefore, be due to the state of anarchy t h a t has
prevailed for so many centuries in the past that the valley
of the Middle Eelmand has been denuded of trees. I n
8eista;n it is different. There the raging, tearing cc Wind
of 120 Days" is the cause why trees, as a general rule,
cannot thrive. The one tree which will grow in Soistin if
it is very carefully looked after, the Babylonian willow,
is of no use for timber. It is, however, a' handsome tree,
and might be grown more generally than it is-for ~ l l n d e
as well as for its foliage and shape.
W e were uncommonly glad to have even tamarisk fuel
witill which to keep ourselves warm, and curiously enough,
while our eyes were gladdened ~ l ChahBrburjak
i
with the
sight of trees, it was precisely a t that place that we experienced our first shortage of fuel, The disti*ictsupported a
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fairly nurnerous ngricultwal population, and there mere
also ;L good rnaily ~louiailahi tilo townships i~rldon the land
genert~lly,so tlia;t tllerc llnd been great dozntnds made on
tlie local ~upylicsfor firing. Tho lallds also across tlie river
had beon u~iilertile plough, so that wliatever fuel supply
thrjro wau existed in the liver bed.
On the 14th February the ceremony of introducing the
Akhu~clzGdato the Mission generally took place, but as
my services were required alsewllere I was unrtble to take

part ill the ceremony.
On the 15th ws broke up our cmnp and proceeded on our
way. Tho path led along the foot of a eliff for some
dietttnce, and then througli a succession of ravines till we
roached tlie western elbow of the Helmand, where there
wus a t one time a fortified post of wide reputation.
From the track we could see the ruins of this place,
wllicll had l~eenbuilt by one Earn51 Kl~an,a chief of the
Sulijariini Baluch. For cerituries past the valley of the
I-Iolm:~~~d
up to and blcluding the diatrict of Rudbiir has
beell known sir~iplyas the IZud, that iis, the River Valley,
and within tliu Ilud, KiLmZil K11mJs forhlico and Rudbiir
ditltrict wore tho two 11lor~t
falz~oulrplaces. Hi-I;hcrresorted
trui~luof dorikays i ~ n dcamels, mliose pusvir~gfeet have morn
tho well-iit?fined t r t ~ o k1e:~Sing
~
wross tliu gravel-covored
tarri~cus~ ~ converging
n d
on tllu Bud. In yoiLrs of fa~nino,
and even of acarity ruinft~ll,thoso dosorb liighways uf~adto
bo tl~rongreilwith traders goi~igUP to fobh gr~.in,and
ftudbiir r~nd B~~nilar-i-Hn~iiil
Klim hcctLme I~ousehold
words ~ E far
I
soutli t l k ~conets uf tho porsirtn Gulf, and
om$ as fur trs Kirm&n. KamGl Khuti9s littlo mud Port,

'I
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indeed, obtained a fame quite disproportionate to its size.
It was redly less of a fort than a market-hence the
name Bandar-where salt fish from GwEidar and Pasni and
piece goods from Bandar Abbas and GwLdar were
exchanged for p a i n .
To this day Bandar-i-Yamil Khan is a well-known rime,
though chiefship and authority have passed out of the
hands of &mi1 Khan's descendants, and the fort is now
partly hidden by sand hills. From tlie south, ca.ravans no
longer make for the Hehand, as Quetta and its outpost
of Nushki have supplanted Rudbiir slid Bandar as trading
centres ; but there still cling about the Rud memories of
its former proud position as one of the granaries of this
remote corner of Asia.
Before we arrived at Bandar-i-Kamil Khan, about five
miles from our camp opposite Chahiirburjak, we passed
the ruins of a small building on the edge of the cliff, overlooking the valley. This is said t o have been a s m ~ l l
fortified post named Rodin-one of two wllicll guarded
the famous weir across the Helmand on which for nine
months of the year, according to tradition, tho irrigation
system of Seistan used to depend for its s~lpplyof water.
This was the famous Band-i-Rustam-Rusta~~l's Weir,
Rustam of course being the legendary Princo of Seiatan
of whoso exploits marvellous tales are told all over the
oountry. I n the neighbouring channel of the present
river there was a bar of "kizn," which would bu n suitable
foundation for such a worlr, but no truces of i t are fo be
found to-day. There can be no doubt eitbor that ~ u d ai
work existed or tliat it was one of considerable magnitude,

A CLEVER CAMEL
since there are historical records of its destruction by
Timur Leng (Tamerlane) in January, 1384, and since it is
recorded that the famous conqueror halted his army for
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The cultivators of the lands at Bandar have dug a canal
which takes off from the Helmand above that place. The
track we followed crosses tlie canal just before ascending
the terrace on the far side. In making the crossing a fine
camel which I was riding showed how handy an animal a
well-trained riding camel can become. The canal had
steep banks, and these had been liberally splashed with
water after the transport carrying our advance camp
had crossed it. It was easy enough to slip into the canal,
but not an easy matter to get out on the other side;
however, the riding camel was not to be beaten, and as he
came up to the bank, he gently sank on his knees and
pushed himself up with the full strength of his hind
quarters. Then as soon as his knees reached the top, he
rose and came up the bank with a rush.
afterwards we learned that the leading sections of OW
advanced transport had come up to the canal in the dark,
and every camel had fallen in getting in or out of the
water. Loads had to be taken off and the men in
attendance had found it a long task to get the loads across
and on the animals again. Hence the bad condition of
the bank on the far side.
The real crossing of the canal lay about twenty yards
to the left. We had not become used to the peculiarity
which prevails in Soistan, that a crossing is rarely
practicable where a track &st strikes a canal. It is

~
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also advisable to be careful how one enters the water at
such places, for when canals are low the inhabitants &g
shallow wells in the beds of the irrigation cuts, and no
place is so convenient as the side of the path that crosses
it. When the canal fills again there is nothing to show
the position of these wells, and though a bole may be
shallow regalqded as a well, it m:~ybe a very nasty trap for
the unwary traveller to fall into.
Many a time I have been headed off by a n excited
Seistani, who has left his plough or spade work, to stop
me from crossing by some apparently broad and well-used
ford, and has directed me to a place which looked barely
practicable, but where no traps existed under the water.
It struck one very forcibly that this anxiety to warn unwary travellers was a mosi; praiseworthy trait in the
'character of the people of the country. I n course of t h e ,
however, those persons whom duty, or s restless disposition,
or an inquisitive mind used to lead abroad-greatly to
their own benefit-becamo very accomplished guides themselves, and acquired the knowledge that in Seistan, as
elsewhere, the broad and easy path, however tempting it
might appear to be, very often led those who followed it
into an ugly predicament.
At Bandar-i-Ka1n5l Khan, ' altllough the head of the
community is a Balucli-a Sanjariini-yet his cultivators
or me'tayers belong t o the Afghan t s b e called Rarec2ithe same that occupies the lands a t Landi of the Barech
and in ShorBwak. The cultivators at Wali Muhu~nuzad
Kllan also belong to this tribe, who seem to possess a
hereditary aptitude for agricultural pursuits. I n Shoriiwak

.
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they raise also or used to raise camels, and the femali
camols of that district used to be very highly esteemed in
tho dttys wheiz raiding was regarded as an honourable
calling, if not the only professioli open to a gentleman. A
man's life might depend then on the speed and e n h a n c e
of his xnount, and camels used for riding on a foray were
c~refullyprepared for idle work to be done. A meat diet,
the flesh of i~ sheep with the fat of its tail, and " ghi "
marked the last stage of the preparation, and followed a
course of feeding on grain. By the time a camel llad
eaten a, whole sheep it was supposed to be thoroughly
ready for hard and fast mork lasting over a loug period of
time.
The c:~inelsof the Rud were likewise held in high
estimation. But though there are extensive desert tracts
all arounrl, tlie cainels generally found in this region a17e
of little or 110 value for sustained hard work. Tlie

T.

bs

CAMELS

p

courltry is so poor and the veget~ation,even in years of
good rainfall, so ciuicldy withers under the influence of
the sun, tliat i t does not supply enough nourishment,
conscqucntly the animals are ~veedy,and quite unsuited
for tran~portpurposes; and even &a riding :tnimals they
are of very little good. They die in Scistan with the
s:~mc!p;~r;~lyzing
rcadinoss di~pli~yed
by camnels purcllased
in foreign parts.
I n pavsirlg i t IntLy bo, nohd t h t ~ tin Khdr&n camels
ill grw'tt n u l r ~ l ~U ~R C? ~
~to~ b~ raised wllicli were of R,
useful type, but thuso were cclcbru,,tad for their bad
temperd, In 1887 1 1~1ic1i r ~ yordorly, whilo oul; sllooting,
were r'tttackud by fi male camel which wns in u, furious
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condition. To shoot the beast would have been a
ve1.y extreme course to pursue and might have led
to complications, and certainly would have entailed
paying any price that the owner demanded. With
great difficulty we hove off the infuriated brute. I t s
attention was then attracted to some children who
were playing neaT a t hand. Sudclenly it charged a t them
and was almost up to them before they rioticed it and fled
towards the tents. Some of the little mites would
certainly have been caught had not s boy torn off his
ragged sheepskin cloak and flung i t before the raging
beast. The camel stopped a t once, seized the coat in his
feeth, and after worrying it for a time threw it down and
knelt on it, working his knees till he had rubbed it to
bits on the ground. The children escaped.
Some time afterwards I knew of a case where a male
camel treated its owner in the same way in the rutting
season, pressing with its knees till the man's ribs and
breistbone were crushed, and the life squeezed out of
him.
Albino camels are by no means rare among the animals
bred in the desert. For instance, to return to the Seietan
Mission, Webb-Ware's Jeznadar of Chap~assia rode a
white camel. The latter was about the size of an ostrich,
and the owner of i t was a man of a fine presence. Some
pe~hapsmight have even said he was
Mount;eci on
his little white camel, which was atlorlied nloat lavi~lhly
with tassels and bands, a ~ l decluipped wi-1;li a pair of well
at tho head
worked srtddle-bags, the Jemadar used to
of Webb-Ware's transport a t t1ie comniencement of overy

CHANGES I N THE BELMAND
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marcll, but :LB the little animal had a curious gait, with a
IligIl action hut no speed, 110 was very soon a t the sear of
the c:w:tvnn. This man and llia cllarger made s curious
~poctaolc, but by some unfoi.tunatc chnnoe he was one of
tlia few objects that either was not photographed, or the
pllotogrspli of wliicli nevor mol-ked out.
Bandsr-i-K:~1n51Khan to-day is a collection of three or
four Iit~mlotusituated in a slunll patch of sand d u e s , but
altbougl1 tlie soil is sandy there were most excellentlooking crops growing a t the tinie of our visit. Although
tho importance of this place as a trading centre lias long ago
departed, i t occupies a very important position geographically, and a t one time, only some two or three lnmdrecl
yci~rsago, stood a t the lien4 of the then ilelt'a of tlle
Eclmi~nil. At t.lie present tilne a wide bed of the
l[lol~nand,now quite dry, continues in a strnight line from
13n1iilt~rto~y'~,rds
the west, under the name of the Rud-iBiy~11511-tlie Rivcr of tlle Desert-:L rnost appropriate
n:~~ne.
At 13:~nili~r
wo erncrgecl froill tho narrow valley of the
Eciltnand. Abreast, of tlio l~sinletu, the terrace that
fonned the wi~tcr~11~d
Fctwee~it.liat river and the llollow
of Xireli t+!rminutun tibruptly i11very 11lucll wos~ipinnnclcs
n11d clifl's fully :L huntlrcil id fifty feet t~bovcthe lowor
torri~cc!tll;~I;strutclic?~;LTY:L~ i'ronl tlioir buso. At Ui~~iilar,
also, the? ITt!lnl:~litlturils c o ~ r i ~ ~ ltomt~rds
~ i ~ l y tho north,
1ii~vi11gon its right bank tho Didlbi-Meski, and on its
luf t IL low g r ; ~ ~ ~ ~ l - ~ o vt(?rrtkc~,
o r o J . OX ten(li11g tow~~rcls
the
arid 1l(~rth. T l l i ~termoe ends abruptly on the wt?ut,
ett eonlo distnxlcc froxn the busin occupied by the ~noclcrn
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' lake of Seistan, in a line of boldly projecting headla,nds,
separated by wide and deeply indented bays. To the

north i t terminates in a low cliff overlooking the present
delta of the Helmand.
The terrace is not a level expanse covered with gravel,
but is broken into steps which are %heresult of a n unequal
subsidence in the beginning. It has been severely used
by the wind in subsequent ages, and as a result its surface
is torn and pitted with curious cup-like hollows. It is
capped with a stratum of conglomerate which in every
respect is similar to the cong10mer;~tewhich covers the
loftier terraces higher up the river.
We did not stop a t Bandar-i-KamLl Khan, but pushing
on camped 011 ,the 15th a t a place called PLdzalok, so
named from an old memorial pillar a t a little distance
from our camp, marlring the site of a battle. To the west
of the camp the low heights forming the edge of the
higher terrace could be seen, and t>lle surface of the
terrace itself was marked by a low rise, crowned by a
cairn. From the top of this h e at.sunset I and another
officer of the party, Mr. T. R. J. Ward, saw in the
distance towards the south-west a pile o! ruins, evidently
occupying a very commanding natural site. Tliis, we were
informed, was TrBkun, or the " City of Rust,t~m" (the
national hero after whom the Great Weir was named).
Across the liver, there projected from tbo face of the
Meski platenu e remarkbble promontory known as the
Headland of NirCbSicl, on which we aftelwards discovered
the remains of a Zoroastrian Tower of Silenco, surrounded
by more recent graves, showing how some community

VISIT THE CITY 03' RUSTAM
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converted to Islam had used the neighbourhood of the
tower to bury their dead.
As it had been decided to halt a t PBdzalok on the Nth,
Mr. Ward and myself determined to visit the site of
TrLkun. From Sir Henry McNahon we obtained not only
permission but the use of his own riding camels. In order
to incur no risk of missing the site, we returned first of
all to Bandar, and from that place followed the channel
of the "River of the Desert," close to which we h e w
the ruins were situated. It mas painfully tedious
travelling. We were compelled to go slowly as the
wind had cut the long-deserted river-bed into a maze of
shallow ravines. About mid-day, after covering some
twelve miles from Bander, we halted for a short time to
rest our animals and to refresh ourselves with foocl.
A Baluch lad, attracted by the fine camels, left his flock
to its own devices and entered into conversation with un,
and volunteered ihe very useful information that if we
kept to the river-bed we should have even worse ground
to traverse than we had hitherto met with. W e decided,
therefore, to abandon the river, and to keep to the terrace
on its north bank.
Once we had reached this we were able to push on a t a
good pace, but, notwithstanding our diligence, the sun
was low by the time we found ou~selvesupon the brow of
the plateau, looking into an extensive loop in which
the river lay to our left. The wreck of a civilisation of a
not very remote periocl was spread out before us. About
A

four miles ahead we could recognise against the evening
sky the silhouette of great pile (as we thought) of buildH
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ings, t o the south-west of which a series of undulating
heights, resembling mounds of d d r i s , looked like the
remains of a great city.
Descending to the plain, we made our way as fast as
we could past ruined buildings and over the traces of old
canals, threading our way through a labyrinth of wind scours,
until at last we found ourselves in the long shadow cast by
Tr5kun. That which we had believed to be the acropolis
was the town itself. The mounds of de'his beyond proved
to be a chain of natural heights, less than a quarter of s
mile from the town. The north-eastern and southwestern ends of these heights were crowned with old
buildings.
The town, or fortress, was built on an isolated ridge of
rock, oriented ahnost due north and soutli, about a '
thousand feet in length and some five hundred feet in
width, sl.oping upward from the east. The ruins lie on
this slope. To the east, at the foot of the slope, the
fortress was protected by a high wall, while the other
side and both ends are protected by a precipice. This
C C City of Rustam " is said to be of great age, but it was
evident that i t had been inhabited recently. Previous
io the invasions of the h a b s , it is said, there was a t
this same place a famous Pyrcoum. On our ride across
tlie wind-scoured plain, closs to TrBkun, wo saw plelity
of bivalve shells, similar to those which now are found in
tlie Lake of Seistan. Those we gathered near Tr&kun
were very oltf and fragile. It would (~ppet~1'
as if tho
wide loop in which these ruins are situated was at some
remote period permanently under water.

,

A NIGHT RIDE
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A very desolate landscape unfolds itself from the ridge
of TrBkun. I n the foreground every butte and headland
ie crowned with old tombs-domed buildings sometimes of
considerable height. In the plains below the ruins weye
the remains of vegetation, parched m d withered by
prolonged drought, while in the background extended a
panorama of noble mountains, beginning witdl the Kacha
and Lar Kuh on the south and ranging to the PalangBn
Ed1 on the west.
O w time was limited, and we had a long may to travel
over an unknown country before we could reach our camp,
so after a very cursory examination of the ruins we
hurried down to our camels, which had found a pool of
raiu-water below and were nibbling the less pnrched twigs
of the alkali bush and desert tamarisk. A short mile
from Rustam's city the plateau country sloped gently to
the lower-lying lands along the old river-bed where we
were riding, and we pushed our animals up this natural
ramp a t a rapid pace. I n laying our course across the
plateau it was necessary to get back as far as we could
from the edge of the terrace, so as to avoid becoming
involved in broken ground, as we might do if we kept too
close to the edge. The night being dark, we should have
been compelled to bivouac if this had happened. A great
number of well-marked tracks led over the plain towards
a village on the Helmand called EalaA-Path, but none of
the~lewere of use to us, as our camp was some twelve
miles higher up stream.
At last, having laid our couree, we took a certain star
as our guide, and everybody was ordered to keep it before
H 2
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his face. It was not ~ossibleto ride very fast, owing to
the cup-like llollows worn in the ground by the wind. I n
the darkness it was impossible to judge how deep were
these hollows, or what their banks were like. But we
pushed on, and as we emerged from one of the hollowa,
suddenly there shot up a tiny poilit of light. A beacon
had been lit by Captain Ramsay for our guidance, on the
mound from which Ward and I had seen the ruins of
TrLkun the night before.
It was a weary ride in the dark. It appeared as if we
cold, and at times all of us had to dismount and walk to
restore circulation. Fortu~latelythere was no wind. At
last we saw a figure .pass across the light and knew we
were close to it, and shortly afterwards we were hailed by
the men who were attending to the fire. We arrived in
camp a t half-past ten, having ridden during the clay a,
distance of fifty-seven miles-not perhaps a long ride in
point of distance, but still a satisfactory day's work,
because we had looked at a large tract of country.
A long night ride through " new " country is a very
trying experience. There is nothing by which i t is possible
to judge of the progress made. 111 even the poorest
country in daylight curious t].ihgs aktract the mind and
afford occupation which is impossible after tla,~knesslias
set in. When the distance is known, one may judge from
the time and rate of travelling wEiat portiori of tlio joul*ney
has been covered; but when this is not the case, the
monotony of a lonely night ride bocornes almost insupportable,
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CHAPTER VII.
THE PAUSAGE 08 THE HELMAND.

,

,

ABOUT
five miles 'below our camp at Pldzalok were two
very striking crags rising out of the river-bed. The
material in these crags-the universal " kim "-appears
to have been harder than in the surrounding strata, and
in consequence they have withstood in a very remarkable

feet above the bed of the river, the other to a height of
about seventy feet. The larger crag is fortified up to the
summit, where s tower crowns the short hatchet-like
ridge. Every detail of a mountain stronghold is worked
rather than of an actual stronghold.
This miniature fortalice is named Dik-i-Dele-Dela's
Peak. It is said to have been built by one Dela, who was
the Satrap of this country under NaushirwLn the Just, the
served to protect a weir that was built across the river.

. .
Below this pinnacle an old branch of the river takes off
from the Helmand and traverses the plateau in a northwesterly direction. Alter meandering through a wide and
well-jefhed valley i t terminates in a deep indentation of

I

the plateau near the hamlet of ShamsLb5cl, in the present
delta of the Helmand. This branch is called by the people
the Sena Bud, and the deep-water channel is still clearly

shingle that covers the plateau on either side.

to Afghan soil quickly and without attracting much
attention; in other words, it had degenerated into a
thieves' trail. The nomads who dwell on the Persian
side of the frontier are kin to those who live on the banks
of the Helmr~nil,near Dik-i-Dela, in Afghan territory,
and an illicit traffic in cattle is carried on across the

I

Each man in these parts is his own po1icema.n and
looks to his own exertions to safeguard his property.
No matter how poor he may be, he possesses arms of
some sort, and has some knowledge of using thern.
When cattle thieves have become over bold and their
depredations a nuisance, the inhabitants of villages in the
neighbourhood of a place where robbery has talcen place
combine and form an organised pursuit. It very soon
becomes evident whzt route the tliieves have taken, whore
they will probably enter the dnsht, and what will bo their
probable line of flight across the terrace. Tlio pursuers,
I
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therefore, hurry on with the intention of outstripping the
robbers and intercepting their retreat. Cattle travel
slowly, and i t is quite possible to get in advance of the
rdders even when the latter have had a considerable
start. Thanks to their intimate knowledge of the desert
by-paths the thieves often manage to escape with their
booty, but sometimes they walk into a trap and then the
silence of the desert is broken by the sounds of a fierce
conflict.
These struggles are made the occasion of settling many
old feuds, and are fought out with a great deal of vindictiveness on both sides. Matchlocks and percussion
muskets are discarded and the question i~idebated, hand
to hand. When one party or the other has beell put t o
fight the dead and the wormdod are carried away. For s
time the strong-winged ravens and vultures, drawn t o the
spot by the smell of blood, hover in wide circling fligl~ts
over the scene of the struggle ; but blood soon dries up on
the thirsty gravel, and signs of the combat quickly
disappear. A cairn or two is built to mark the spot, constituting a memorial which endures for centuries. Such
memorials are to be found everywhere on the clasht, by
the side of the paths that seam its terraces. If some
notorious person should lose his life in one of these
struggles, then the scene of the event is named after him,
and Muhammad Kushta or AbbSs Kushta, or the place
where Muhammad or Abbiis was killed, becomes widely
known in the country around.
Brigandage or cattle-raiding, indeed, are secretly
regarded as honourable professions, implying in those who
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follow such pursuits a strength of character which in
bygone days has raised maliy who comrnenced life as
ordinary reivers and highw'lymen to tllrones and widespread do~ninions. I n these more prosaic times such
gentlemen sh~nda much better chance of having the
tendons of their legs separated as a punishment ; and even
if the offender is too useful a tool to be dealt with in this
summary fashion, lie generally succurnbs sooner or later
to his enemies.
Beyond the Dik-i-Dele fort the route followed by the
Mission led for some distance tlirough the commo~iplsce
sce~ieryof gravel-covered terraces and tamarisk jungle.
We marched along the edge of the cliff overlooking the
Helmand, which was now a wide expanso of rushing water.
The weather had suddenly become milder, and the rise in
the temperature had brought wit11 it a dense bromi haze,
which concealed everything beyond the river and gave to
the landscape the tones of a sepia drawing. It was just
possible to make out the strong outline of the Moslri
plateau, loomilig faintly through the thick atnlosphcre. .
Our destination, on the 18th February, 1303, was a
locality named Miishi, where our camp wuu pitched in an
irregular fashion on low-lying ground which W:LY subjcct
to inundation, an4 ~vl~ich
in consaquelice of the ~noiuturo
it received was coverod with IL jmlglo of i;t~ln:~rislibud1cs
of great size. The lattcr intoi-fcred wit11 tho orderly
arrangement of our camp on this occtbsion, but afterwards
the jungle proved most usuful when wo carrlc to l~ouse
ourselves in Soidan. Our standing cs1np wag only eight
or nine miles from this place, mil WG wero hble t o get
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beams from ten to eleven feet in length to roof the huts
that had to be erected.
About two miles to the east of the Behnand in this
section of its course is Kda-i-Path, the most modern of all
the former capitals of Seistm. It was here that two and
a half centuries ago the K a i ~ nPrince,
i
HsL111za Khiin, was
compelled t o take refuge from an Indian arniy that
invaded Seistan during the reign of the Grand Mogul,
Shah Jahan. Since that time Lhe detachment of Inclian
troops that formed the Missioa's escort was the first body
of Indian soldiers that had penetrated so far into the
country.
When Christie passed through Seistan, in 1810, he was
told that the fortress and pdace of Kala-i-Fat11 were in
some sort of repair, but he was not able to visit them.
Since then -the process of decay has been going on
unchecked, and the Kala-i-Fath of to-day, in striking
contrast to its name, which means the Castle Victorious,

i'
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OF KALA-I-PATH

presents a mels~nclloly spectacle of neglect and ruin.
The citaLal, within which the palaces are situated, retains
some semblance of the original structure, and horn a
little distance it might still be thought an imposing pile
of buildings. Closer acquaintance soon shows that here,
as elsewliere, the forces of decay have been busily at
work ; but even in its ruin tlie fortress is of great interest
as a genuine relic of medizval arcl~itecturo,with an
authentic history dding from its foundation. Beneath
its walls have been enacted some of the most stirring
scenes witnessed in Seistan during the past five hundred
years.

,
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Originally tho citadel must have been of great strength.
The outer walls are of enolmous thickness, and have
suffered less than ally other part of the ancient capital
from the ravages of time. They rise t o a lieigllt of fully
forty or fifty feet, and would show t o even better advanb g e than they do were they not dwarfed by the great
Plateau of the Dashbi-Meshlri, a t tlie foot of which the
castle stands. Altogether, this stronghold is a very h e
cxaxmple of the architecture of rneilizval times, when the
people of Seistan rnisecl vast structures in which baked
bricks were sparingly used, and then chiefly t o elaborate
details of arcllitectural ornamentation. Tlle builders of
those days obtaii~edmost excellent results with sun-hied
brick and clay mortar and rammed earth or pis&. Tlle
latter when worked thoroughly sets well, and is practically
indestructible i n a country where the rain and snow-fall
are both insignificant.
A t the time of our visit a squalid and miserable
collection of ruinous dwellings, inhabited by n few
poverty-stricken people, surrounded the citadel, which
itself was garri~onedby a detaclllnent of Afghan troops.
Beyond these hovels, in the midst of the putclles of
c ~ ~ l t i v i ~land
t e d wllicli provided the villngcrtr with the bare
means of existence, might be sertn fragment3 of the outer
lines of the ancient city wr~lls,aqhueising tlie inlportilnco
of the place ill the past. Kala-i-Fatll, indced, is but one
indication tllut tho arid m d desolato trnct whicll now lies
t o tlio east of the Lower EIellnnnd was oncc tllo honlc of a
considerable population, l?.igllii
from tllo nortllern
foot of tlie Di~~libi-Me~llki
to the shoree of the &istan
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Lake tlie slowly descending plain .is stuilded wit11 the
rernainv of manor houses znd fortresses whose csulnbling
wdls now afford a resting-place only for the sands which
are humied by tho fierce north-west wind towards tho
Jeht~nnam-the Inferno of Seistan.
One great series of ruilis in l~articula~,
known a s Snrotll;
extenits flqoin near Kala-i-Fath northw&rdsin an unbroken
line to beyond Chuk6nsul; a distance of sixty milos, :lnd
covers an area of something like five hundrecl s v s r e miles.
To-dny it is a rlesol& waste, void of all inllabitunt~,nnd
only entered once a year, after the winter r a i n s llnve
fallen, by ihe aclventi~rousclass of professionid trcuauraseekers known as the Dagll Gascii~-'~ Tliose who so:~rch
tlie Ground."
Tlieir work is to collect t h e antiqnes,
inhglios nnil coins, beads and other cuiious objects wliicll
the rain bye bare each year fur 11, short time. They posHess
very keen sight, and will pick out small objects wliicll
another pcrrjon has orerlooked. Tliey iLre quite unciviliued,
inaapablo of el$borab forgeries, :ind there is not t h o least
dou'!~tt111~t
their finds are genuine, though a t Meshed t,l~ore
nre sibid to be 011(1 or t w o 110rsons T Y ~ ~ do
O manufncturo
"mtirlucs."
Among the Sarotiir ruins the remains t1iu.C
]lave come to light extend over a very wide range of time.
Coins of Pi~rtliianant1 Xnssanisn kings are mixed with
later mint~tgeeof tliu Caliplts ruld others still moru rcccjnt,
wlrile on tlie other 111u1rl thera h:me :~lsobeen foun(1 rL fow
arc:l~uic-lookingpieces, evidently struck by son~eearly tmd
rut10 Scythi~milynast,y,
ncfore tlru h1ission wiLa over we time t o know wa!ll t l t i ~
pin-strewn rcgioxi erwt of the Holmt~nd, which till our
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arrival had never been explored by Europeans. But at the
tilne we were encsmpecl at MMtli our chief concern was to
get our huge crtr:Lvan across the IIelma~ld, The crossing
was safely effected on the 20th and 21st of February, 1003,
by tho ford opposite to the canlp :~iiMislli, which had
become pr,zcticable owing to a slight subsidence that had
t;~konplr~cein the waters of the IIelmand. Tflc river at
this point widen8 considort~bly,and on the clr~ywo crossed
tllero extended fro111 the left bank to within a short distsnce of the opposite shore a co1l1;inuous series of wandbanks, covered at tlrat ti111e with orlly
few incllos of
water, and sep&r:~tedby channels only a. little deeper.
This was a most fa~ourablecircurnstsnca, :~ndas the
sand was fir111mil nEordcd a good footllold for our camels, .
the latter were able to rcacll the edge of the deep-water
channel under the right bitnli witllout being fatigued and
unnerved by a long and ilifficult crossing. On the f i ~ r t l ~ e r
side of tlia deep clir~nrieltllc bnnl; sloped stwply. A pat11
h ; ~ dbeen worn by the cattlu of the neighbouring -1;ownship
on the Afghtn side, wElicll rcsoi-ted io tho river -l;o drink,
and by the local traffic acrobs tho ford, but t h i ~path wsu
mudl too ~itet?p
to be pi*;~ctical)lo
for our lrrdun ca~nels. An
hour or two ~ l ) t i ~in
i t ux~intorruptc!iltvo~k,
Iiomt:ycr, resulted
in t l ~ eorigi~u~l
narrum t~ntl~jt;c!cp tr:~ck bning rcin~lered
nlncli cuc;it!r, ant1 by tllc! tiztie t l l ~ t11e
~ t lcndirig ~ e c t i o nof~
our trnnsl~ortfiled 0111; uf fllc? f l ~ ~ i i t ~ rj iu~igle
~ l c IY Iii~Ii~011cealuci t11~
c:~rnp i ~ i iMitihi, and 11ad bocm IrxZ tiown
gently slol)i~i$r
I)U;LCII
illto f 110 HIILL~~C)WI.I
fvr111(!11
1)y t h ~ !~3arld
b i ~ n k rt~ ,crowd lwd gstlloratl on tliu opptwito sitlu ol tlio
river, I Z Itllcro
~
wcrc willing LLrlnrn w ~ i t i ~ to
l g X ' ~ ? C O ~ Y Otliq
I
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struggling animals, and to help them up to the top of the
path.
From this position a very fine view was to be had of the
crossing, which constituted really a most impressive sight.
There seemed to be no end to the string of camels that
emerged from the juigle on the left bank of the river,
and filed deliberately across its bed. Everything had
been admirably organised. I n order to gain as much
advantage as possible from the shoals and spits 01
partially submerged sand, the camels followed a winding
course which had been carefully explored up to the edge
of the deeper water channel. To prevent crowding pleniy
of room was left between the different sections, and orders
were issued that after a certain hour no more camels were
to cross, so that the men who had been helping the
animals up the path on the opposite side might liave
time to dry their garments before the chill of the evening
set in. When work ceased there still remained some
few sections on the left bank, which crossed the next
morning.
We were very fortunate in the weather. Since the
18th, the maximum temperature had risen above 80°
(Fahrenheit), while the minimum temperature recorded
during the night had never fallen below 40°. The mild
weather enabled us to cross without anybody being at all
the worse for the long hours spent in the water.
As a spectacle, the passage of the Helmand was never
surpassed d~wingthe rest of the time that the Mission
spent in Seistan, and the only occasion on which it was
.approached at all closely was thirteen months later, when
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we broke up our camp close to the ruined town of
Jallaliibiid, and crossed the flooded l ~ n d sbetween that
place and the standing camp we had est~blishedon the
brow of the plateau overlooking the delta. I n the early
days of our residence in the country, it used not to be an
I
easy mather for us to move about the delts wit11 camels,
owing to the frequency with which we had to cross
branches of the Helmand and irrigation channels. All
our transport animals had been bred in mountainous
tracts, and some had come even from tlie Ghilzai country
bordering on the Valley of Ghazni, where none of the
poor beasts had seen so much water before in all their
lives as they were fated to see in a week in S e i s t ~ n . It
was therefore hardy t o be wondered at that our camels
showed evident signs of terror when they were confronted
mith wide expanses of submerged lands, or flowing water.
I had before had experience, when P visited Seistan
in 1899, of the difficulty of getting catnels to enter the
water, or even to trust themselves on tlie frail looking
foot-bridges, which spanned some of tlie larger irrigation
works. On one occasion in particular, when a winter's
afternoon was drawing towards evening, a terrified camel
delayed the march for over nn hour. Ntllougli the rost of
the caravan liad passed over, this one ct~~xlel
atei~dfi~stly
refused to cross i l ~ ebridge t1ia;t spalined n lurgo ci111u;l
flowing past the ouhkirts of a flourishing villnga. Muither
coaxing nor stripee hnd tho least effect. Tho unticv of tlle
unnerved beast, and its dwfening cries, very soon roused
the neigllbourhood. Everyone canlo to see wliat waa
hnppeni~ig. The house-tops bi the vicinity were crowded,

.
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with women and children, while grave elders in long robes
were jostled by Kuls who had abandoned their labows in
the fields close a t hand, their naked bodies splashed with
mud from the irrigated lands, and by l o a h g Sarbazessoldiers belonging to a neighbouring garrison-in their
dingy frock coats and lambskin busbies.
The motley crowd completely flled the exit of the
narrow village street, and those wlio could not see from
the ground took up a position on the low garden walls on
either hand. Advice was freely offered, and the Inore
energetic of the spectators volunteered t o hustle the
animal across the bridge. No sooner bad i t been induced
to place its forefeet on the bridge and felt the spring of
the tarn~riskbranches, than all its earlier fears revived.
The volunteers closed in and a struggle took place upon
the biidge which ended in the animal being pushed over
int~
the canal. For one infinitesimal fraction of time the
bottom of the canal was visible as the water was spread
in sheets on both its banks. Then, fortunately, the
animal scrambled out on the right side of tho water, and
we were able to resume our interrupted progress.
Owing to the massive proportions of a camel's body
before the girth, compared with his lighter quarters, it is
necessary to add a counterpoise whenever an animal enters
water too deep to be crossed by warling. A man is seated
behind the hump, and in this way the beast is able to
keep his head above water. Even then, a camel in deep
water gets along (one can hardly call it swimming) with o,
sort of pitching motion. A man swims ahead with the
leading rein, while the man on the animal's back encourages
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it with a flow of grunts and shouts, directing the animal
by splashing water in its face whenever i t shows an
inclination iio swerve.
At the fords the people who worked the cc tutins " (long
cig.sr-shaped reed rafts) and the other inhabitants of the
neighhourhood used to make a very good tliing a t first by
aiding us to get ow unwilling beasts across. I n n very
short time, howevei; our own inen became so expert that
local assistance was only requisitioned at tlie more tlifticult
fords, where an intimate knowledge of tlie pitf~llllsto be
avoided was absolutely necessa.ry.
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of varying height. Across the river is the main terrace
of the dasht, several feet higher than the plateau on
which the hamlet of Khwlbgiih is situated. From our
camp about £ow hundred yards to the north of the
collection of huts, a fairly extensive view could be
obtained, and many of the landmarks connected wit11 tlie
geography of the delta were visible. About three lr~iles
to the north the fort of Kdiak crowned a low niound,
from which it derived its name of c C t l ~Fort
e
of the
Little Hill." Midway between our camp and this fort
was the site of the Band-i-Seistan, a weir that maintains
a good head of water in the Rud-i-Seistan canal which

1.

of the river. The weir across the stream is n telnporary
structure which i~ renewed every yeax after the floods
have destroyed it. During the year previous to our swivel
in the country there had been a very severe and general
drought, and the Holmnd had been dry in its lower
course. The people were too impoverished to reconstruct
the weir strongly; it had broken down early, and when
we were in camp a t Kliwiibgih its presence could only
be detected as the water foamed and broke into p e a t
ripples in its passage over the lower portions wliicll were
still in placo on the floor of the river bed.
About two und a half rniles down strewn from ICwiibgiih,
on the right bank of tlio Holulf~nd,is t o bo found IL
collection of huts named Liikari, s~nallerpltlaco over1 than
Khwlibg821. It is more impoi-tunt, Ilowevor, than a t first
sight it- appears to be, became it ia sil;utLtGd at the head of
a ford, one of the best across the Helmand. Tho river

I
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bed a t this place is firm, and affords a good foothold, and
as the ford is closed o d y when the river is a t its highest
level, i t is widely known and well frequented.
The character of the country on the riglit bank of the
Relmanil in this part of its course varies very considerably.
Along the river bank where tho f l o ~ dwaters spread over
the land, there is a great deal of vegetation, which
inc~easesas %he delta is approached. The plateau on
which KhwBbglh stands is ,surrounded with jungle, but
across the river the soil in the vicinity of the Kuhak fort
is undeniably poor and only capable of affording nourishment to a tliick growtll of Irirt grass.
The Eelmanil i11recent times has flowed to the east of
t h e Khwibgiih plateau, and the old bed of the river can
be easily traced. In the present irrigation syatern there
is one very curious feature. A large canal named tlie
Sultiini or Imperial canal, in honour of the Amir of
Afghanista~i,trikes off from the right bank of t h e Eelmmd, %nil flowa through the district, but the cultivated
lands around Khwiibgiih are watered by the tail'of ~ n o t h e r
canal ~ h i c his carried across the SultELni canal by means
of s rude aqueduct formed by an ordinary bridge of
tamarisk.
Owing to the nearness of tlie river and to the presence
of the canals, the #oil in the KhmBbgBh district ia never
dry. At times Inany acres of Innil are flooded, and the
jungle is full of ~niniature swtmps. Vegetation is
extremely lururia~lt and the idiabitnnts cultivate
just tts much land as thuy are able to without trouble
t o themselves. In no two seasons is the same plot
r2
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of land placed under crops. As soon as the fields
have been reaped fresh ground is broken, the old cultivated patches become covered with tamarisk, and by the
end of the following year one would scarcely know that
the land had been under cultivation. The fields are
merely clearings in the jungle, unprotected by fences, and
open to the ravages of wild beasts or domestic animals.
I n fact, the crop is all the better for being grazed down,
as otherwise the growth would be rank, and, although
apparently luxuriant, the plants would be quite unable to
support the burden of the ear when the latter matured.
The shallow abandoned bed of the Helrnand passes
through this tract in a winding course, which is occupied
by a smaller growth of tamarisk. When we passed along
i t the rooting of wild pig and the shrill call of the
francolin afforded evidence of the presence of game, and
in the glades formed by the windings of the river bed, as
well as along the edges of the clearings made by the
inhabihnts of KhwZbg%h, small coveys of black
partridge or francolin were fairly numerous.
I n its general aspect the country closely resembled
parts of the riverdn of the Indus below Tatta. Indeed,
throughout the liverain of the Helmand and in the MiLn
Kangi this resemblance was most striking, the vegetation
that thrives on their low-lying tracts being almost
identicel with that to be found along the Indus above
Reti Bandm and in the country around Ghorubiiri.
On the 1st of March, 1809, the main body of the
Mission mi~rcliedtowarils Nicl Ali, which was reacliod in
two short stage^; and d t e r remaining t ~ IChwtibgl'h
t
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two or three days longer I followed. The milder weather
had given place to severe cold, and rain had also fallen.
The long marches which had to be made before we
reached the delta, combined with a scarcity of forage,
owing to tlie drought of the preceding summer, had
weakened the transport animals, and the fall in the
temperature and the rain proved fatal to a large number
of camels. There was no possibility of losing the trail of
the main camp, as it was clearly marked by the bodies
and remains of dead camels.
To the famine-stricken inhabitants of the country the
mortality among these animals wns a veritable blessing,
and no sooner had one fallen than it was surrounded by
crowds of starving people, who, for form's sake, cut its
throat in order to render the flesh lawful food. The skin
was speedily removed, and then the flesh also, and in a
very short space of time there remained only tlie bare
skeleton. Fires were lit and a hasty meal made on the
spot to assuage the pangs of hunger, after which the flesh
was carried off to be dried in the sun and kept for future
use. I n their brown felt winter cloaks the starving men,
who used to gather round the fallen camels, looked, from a
distance, Like huge vultures ; while those birds themselves
fonued an outer ring and watched with greedy eyes, and
loud cries of disappoii~tment,the robbery of their established perquisites. As tho people made off, the birds
closed in on the bones which they picked clean, aided by
jackal6 mhorn the scent of blood had lured from the shelter
of the tamarisk jungle.
About two and a half miles to the west of N6d Ali we
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found a group of well-grown willow trees, w11ich have
attained to a heighi; of some thirty feet above ground with
trunks fully seven or eight feet in circumference. The
existence of trees is a feature that is worthy of ~uclltion
in Seistan, and these particular specitnens were well grown
and fully developed. Sheltered while tliey were young
and tender by the surroullding jungle of tamarisk thiclrets,
they had not suffered from the violence of the mind,
which deforms any trees that are not protected froin its
effects, and a t the time of our visit elley formed a conspicuous la,ndmslrlr, their foliage rising well above the
jungle growths in Che midst of which they mere growing.
When we saw them again later in tlie year their dying
foliage was ablaze with rich autumnal tints and introcluced
a welcome note of colour into the dingy hues of tlle
tamarisk.
From this clump of trees the lofty mounds of N6d Ali
are occasionally visible through gaps in tlie jungle,
and as he approaclles the mounds the traveller finds
increasing evidence that he is in the midst of tlie l*emains
of an ancient civilisation. Small heaps of baked brick are
to be seen in every field, which tlie husbunifinm Iias turned
up with his plough. These belong to ruins which a r e
buried now many feet deep. Here and there are low
mounds of brick and c1:ty dktjrip, remains of r~nciont
buildings, which aro easily detocted by the coniing o f
nitrous efflorescence which clotlies tllom :ts if witdl hoar
fro& and this covering conC~~~aCs
vividly wit11 tlio solribre
colouring of the ti~masiskju~igloinwhicll tllo ~ t i o u n d:w
~e
situated. Some of the latter ara used by tho agricul-
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turists as sites for their ow11 dwellings as they a r e in this
way raised above the darnp soil and the reach of floods.
By the nativee the ruins of N5d Ali are called t h e city
Kai Khasrau, the third monarch of the Kdznian race,
whoin some have iclentifiad with Cyrus of the Grecian
writers who ascended the thronc of Persia, about 558 D.C.
The descendants of Kai KICllasrau still exist in the country,
but they hove in these times fallen on evil days, ancl
exist in penury and obscurity in the land over which
their forefathers ruled as sovereign princes f o r many
centuries.
The ruins are ~ituntedabout six miles below t h e bifurcation of the Helman(1, and about half a mile f r o m tlle
right b m k of the Siksar branch of the river. Before tile
Helrnand set i n this direction the ruins extended over s
much greater urea. But when tlie river sought a course
right tllrougll the ruins, as it did within the memory of
men still living, the sr~ndhillsclissolved a t the first toucli
of its waters, and the time-worn fragments of w d s
were swept away and their foundations buried under an
accumula,tion of silt which before very long forced the
river to seek yet nnotlier new outlet for its flood waters.
Nor are tho forces of Nature the only destructivo
agency t h a t lius been uti work. For many years the ruins
of NBd Ali have been exploited by an cnterpri8ing person
who has obtnincd the monopoly for the manufacture of
stdtpetre, which is oxtractc.d in grcat cluantities from tlio
ancient site. Under tile attacks of tllis perso; and hip
agenths khc ruins uro fast di8aPppenring; deop pits aro
h k i n g tho plr~coof tmnuli of brick^, m d tlia ruin6 ~ L T O
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under the strain and the whole fabric of the weir collapsed.' Away went the city, and away went flowers and
garden, and the whole of Seistan was flooded and laid
waste owing to the caprice of the Malik's daughter and
the weakness of that Prince in denying her nothing!
This legend of a woman's waywardness proving the ruin
of her fatherland is common in many other countries
adjoining Seistan, and it may very possibly be founded
on the legend of Semiramis and Ninus.
Owing to the depths to which recent deposits have
buried what remain of the ruins, the site of N5d Ali
provided us with very few relics of ancient days in the
shape of coins and seals. Those that were brought into
our camp for sale had been discovered in the Sarotlr
ruins farther to the east, and their numbers were the
result of many seasons' diligent search.
Apart from the professional relic-hunters, numbers of
persons were eager to dispose not only of coins and seals
which they had stored, but other belongings, as all classes
had suffered very severely from the famine that hag
followed the drought of the previous year. I n this way
old Seistani prayer-carpets, rugs, and saddle-bags, in
design, workmanship and finish far superior to those
ordinarily made a t the present time, were brought into
the camp and disposed of there a t prices for which similar
articles of a very ordinary description could not be purchased six months later. The money thus obtained and
that which was distributed in wages for services rendered
to the Mission, combined with the flesh of a great number
of dead camels, made the advent of the Mission and its

FAMOUS CATTLE
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sub-division of the ChakBnsur District which includes
within its limits the share of the delta of S e i s h which
was awarded to Afghanistan by the Commission of 1872.
In 1904 the governor of the district, who was also the
Afghan Boundwy Commissioner-the AkhundzLda-had
some thoughts of making NLd Ali his place of residence,
and he took some trouble in laying out orcharcls and
gardens in the vicinity. At the time of our visit in 1903
the village consisted merely of a group of squalid hovels,
built on the slope of the mound below the south-east
curtain of the fort and sheltered by the fort from the
force of the north-north-east winds.
We saw the place for the first time in very unfavourable
circumstances. The inhabitants of the country shomod
very plainly, in their emaciated forms, the .straits to which
they had been reduced by the drought and famine of the
previous year. I n addition to the failure of the Itelmand
which caused s grass famine, disease had broken out
among the cattle, and it is said that seventy-five per cent.
of the latter had died outright, while the remnant that
escaped were so reduced and weakened as to be barely fit
for work.
The caMe of Seistan have a great reputation in the
surrounding country for being hardy, and especially the
,cowsfor their milk. Before the Customs regulations came
into existence large numbers used to be exported to places
as far remote as Sarakhs, Meshed, and Herat. Kandahar
was dso a good market. Each community of gmziers
selec.ted the animals intended for the export trade, and
the several droves used to be combined and to travel in a
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exposure. Sheep mere killed and eaten by the captors,
but their victims had to be content with a morsel of dry
bread and any water there might be available a t the
nightly bivouac.
In spite of their indifference to suffering, the Turkomans could make but slow progress, encumbered as they
were with spoil and s numerous train of captives, and this
proved the salvation of those captives who sul-vived: for
i t gave the inlinbitnnts of the country time to assemble.
The passes ahead were seized by armed levies and the
T u r k o m m found their retreat barred. They broke
through, but it was a t the expense of their booty. Every
captive and such other property as had been carried off
had t o be abandoned and even then the passes were not
forced without loss to the marauders; and so the brief
experience of Ibrahim Khan, the Kasliini, of his captivity
in the hands of the Turkornan, was brought to a joyful
conclusion.
Ofttimes the poverty of the inhabitants around Nld
Ali impels them to seek a livelihood in far ilis.tant lands ;
m d among them are to be found men who have travelled
as far ;ls hferv in order, ns they say, to 611 their bellies."
Just after our arrivill in the country two young lads set
out for Mew, in April, 1903, to seek for rc relative who
]lad migmted from Niid Ni some years previously, and of
whom no news hnd fourlil its way back t o that place.
Their slender stock of provisions and their ragged felt
cloaks were carried by a singla ass. On foot, or with an
occnsionnl ride when overcorne with fatipe, they traversed
hundreds of miles to their destination, where they had
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last heard of their kinsman. He had hired himself out to
a wealthy Turkoman, the owner of large flocks of sheep,
as a shepherd, and had taken to himself a wife and settled
dam in the country, herding his master's sheep on the
pastures round the modern town of Merv.
These lads on their return were full of t h e wonders
they hacl seen, and were able to give a connected narrative
of the conditions of life in that far-off land. They spoke
in awe-struck accents of the "smoke carriage "-the
railway. Their kinsman had constrained them to be his
guests for two months, and wished them also t o take
service with him. Home-sickness, howevel; drew the lads
back to their squalid abodes in a hamlet not f a r from N l d
Ali, and accompanied by their faithful ass, now f a t and
in good condition Lfter his sojourn in the pastu1;es of
Merv, they retraced their steps and arrived a t their homes
safely a t the close of September, having completed ille
return journey in something over a month and a half.
What struck all of us was that the inhabitants of
Nid Mi, whether they belonged t o the poverty-stricken
Ba*luch, or to the more prosperous Afghan tribesmen
settled in the country, nearly all wore secondhand British
military tunics. Some of these garments were very
ancient, faded and ragged, with perhaps here and there a
hll-tale patch where the original colour could be identified. Perhaps a solitary button with the arms of Englsnd
and an old regimental number upon it still lingered in the
wearer's possession, hanging from his neck on an old and
very greasy cord. Probably the coat had been bought
long before at a moment of fleeting prosperity following
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on a very good season or after some well-planned and
executed robbery.
There must be a great trade carried on in cast-off and
obsolete uniforms. Great numbers of out-of-date officers'
uniforms undoubtedly h d a ready sale among the commissioned ranks of the armies of countries adjoining India
and Baluchistan, and the tunics of privates are greedily
purchased by the population at large. The linesman's red
tunic is the favourite, though the dark blue of the artillery
runs it close ;the former is longer, and to the Asiatic mind
a short coat or tunic savours of indecency. The dark rifle
green coats of the Baluch battalions of the old Bombay
infantry regiments were also by no means rare, and some
of the wearers of these possessed properly attested discharge papers.
One of these men produced a basket of vegetables which
he had probably obtained from a friend, and as the mess
was a t that time very short of vegetables, this was the
most acceptable offering anyone could have made us. On
the strength of his basket of vegetables, when the appointment became vacant this man was permanently installed
as head gardener to the British Consulate a t NasraGbld.
Some time after, as the garden consisted of numerous and
deep trenches, more or less damp or containing subsoil
water, in which nothing would grow, I asked him if he had
had previous experience of gardening. B e drew himself
up and saluted in a most approved military style. " Sir,"
said he, "I do just what their lordships tell me to do I "
The condition of the garden was sufficiently explained..
Both Afghans and Baluchis wear the British military
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tunics, when they possess them, with the rest of their
national garments, and the effect is not nearly so incongruous as one might expect i t t o be. The Afghan o r
Seistani k d a h , a national cap with or without a turban,
and t h e loose blue or white and very voluminous
trousers are in a way i n keeping with the red tunic
and blue jacket, especially when on the person of a
tall fellow with a n air about him. In the lush green of
i red tunics
the jungles and verdure round N i d ~ l the
worn by men at work in the fields introduced just the
right note of colour to relieve the somewhat sour tones of
the rank vegetation.
To the north-east of Ngd A3 are situated two great
mounds containing the remains of palaces built by t h e
sons of "Leith the Copper Smith," who founded t h e
dynasty of the Malilrs of Seistan. From these mounds a
very extensive view can be obtained, and for miles around
the face of the country is seen to be covered with a dense
growth of tamarisk. I n the direction of the eastern limit
of the Helmand delta the most conspicuous feature in t h e
middle distance is an imposing pile of buildings which
represents the town of Chakinsur. This place, the corners
of which face the cardinal points of the compass, is
surrounded by a mud wall of some height, which in turn
is dominated by the ''arg " or citadel. Above the citadel
rises a tall and slender tower which forms a most effective
landmark and gives to the town of ChakSnsur, viewed
from t h e larger of the two mounds, a curious resemblance
to an ocean tramp or steam collier, the tower appearing
like t h e funnel of the steamer.

A STORY OF CHAXANSUR
I
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The town stands upon a low isolated plateau, as upon a
pedestal. To this favourable situation it owes its
prominence. Both the old and the modern channels of
the EhLsh Rud, a feeder of the Seistan Lake independent
of the Helmand, lie to the south of the town, which overlooks the fan that the river has built up by deposits of
silt continued through many ages of time. The history
of ChakCnsur, like that of most places in Seistan, is a tale
of violence and bloodshed. One story may be related aa
typical of the whole.
The SanjarLnis, who long held rule over ChakZnsur,
were originally the vassals of an ancient family who for
many generations had been the lords of the place.
Jahiin Beg, the leader of the SanjarLrinis, recognised the
-.
position of the ruler of ChaIcLnsur and paid grazing dues
and rendered other tokens of subserviency. At last it
came to pass that affairs in Seistan went steadily from
bad t o worse, and in those troublous times a man like
JahBn Beg and his son, with a tail of armed followers to
back them, became persons worth conciliating. Thus it
came about that in course of time a marriage was arranged
between the son (who had in the meantime succeeded his
father in the lordship of the Sanjarini immigrants) and the
daughter of the lord of Chakinsur.
For the SanjarLrani this was merely a step towards
realizing his ambitions, whicli clid not stop short of
gaining possession of the town and castle. After the
ceremony he prevailed on his fnthcr-in-law to allow him
to dwell for u, time in the fort with his wife. Of course,
it waa only natural he should like to do so. It was also
IC
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Survey work with a amall party-Cross
into Persia -The Seistani
mattoclc-Deh Dost Muhammad.-Changes brought about by the
Helmand-A mound of great antiquity -A dense growth of tarnarisl~
biishes-Timely growthof green food -Talcht.i-Shah-Surprise
visit by
Sir Honry McMahon-An undesirable guest and his strange storySummonocl to a conference -A tolien of friendship-Pleasant greeting5
-How the wild pig urns hunted-'The rising Helmand-Return from
the Aliin Icangi-Cross the Pariun-A dilemma and n timoly Ilint-An
area linble to foods-The importance of reclamation works -Devastation causod by the annual riso of tho I-Iolmand-A princely debauchee
-Tho Alsatia of Seistan-Yalcub t h e Brigand.
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MUCHof the information emboclied in tlie previous chapter
was obtained while I was engaged in survey work with a
small party, separated from tlie main body of the Mission.
It was in pursuit of such work that my &st visit to the
Miin Kangi was undertaken, in the early weeks of our
stay in Seistan. As companion on this occasion I had
Major Wanliss, of the Intelligence Department, s very
capable officer and good friend.
After our inspection of the unsavoury fortress at Ealai-Kang we passed on to IbrahhEbEd, now an insignificant
ruin, close to the scene of the mnurder of Dr. Forbes by
Ibrahim Khan in 1841. From this point we turned west
and halted a t Deh Balllol, a flourishing Afghan village
near the Siksar branch of the Helmand, which since Sir
Frederick Goldsmid's award had generally been regarded
as the boundary between Afghnn and Persian territory.
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It was on the 21st March, 1903, that we broke up our
camp a t Dell Bald01 a.nd crossed the Siksar into Persian
territory. Our destination that daywaas the village of Deh
Dost Muhammad, where there was a shopkeeper, we had
been told, whom we wished to interview i n order t o obtain
supplies for some of ouu. pirty. A t this distance from the
bifurcation of the Helmand the Silrsar branch of the river
had ddndled to a wide ditch a t the bottom of which there
mas a little stagnant wabr and deep ooze. It was a nasty
obstacle for our camels, but tamarisk grew all around i n
grent profusion, and we tore off branches and cast them
into the channel and very soon made i t practicable for our
transport anirnals. As for ourselves, the Berthon boat,
wliich Sir Henry McMahon had very kindly p u t a t our
disposal, enabled us to cross the shallow water without
getting covered with mud.
On this occasion we saw for the &,st time what a,Seistani
could do with his mattock, or " tesha." How useful this
implement could be in cutting up a dead camel h a d been
abunclantly proved, and now we saw with what ease the
men could cut down tamarisk bushes with it. The FlrsiwEn,
who folm the agriculhval population, rarely or never use
any other implement. It serves as an axe and is used as
such, except where it is necessary to fell a large tree such

as a mulberry or a willow. The Seistani mattock has a
larger and heavier blade than the Indian implement, and
is put to uses that would soon ruin the latter.
Even in a small detail like this, racial peculiarities are
very noticeable. The Afghan cultivator wears boots and
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uses a spade in European fashion. The lii'bsiwln as a rule
uses nothing but a mattoclc, and generally works barefooted,
wearing boots or shoes only when going to or from his work.
We arrived a t Deli Dost Muhammad just in time to
pitch our camp and get under shelter from a blizzard that
raged for the remainder of the day. We were enveloped
in clouds of dust, and the temperature fell rapidly.
The village is an interesting illusization of the changes
which are continually modifying the geography of Seishn.
I t Ilas grown out of a small settlement of SLlunis, a
numerous tribe of which Dost Muhammad is the head.
The S5runis own considerable herds:of cattle, and with the
exception of a few of the leading men follow the profession
of graziers. When they settled on the site of the present
village some thirty years before our visit, the c'naiziir," or
fringe of reed-beds round the delta, stretched to a point
quite close to the settlement. But when the main body of
water coming down the Helmand sought a new course t o
the west, and deserted the Siksar channel for the Rud-iPariun, the reed-be& which had formed round the mouth
of the Siksm shrank in size; the area of ilry land increased, and swampy ground which hail been used for
grazing purposes was taken up for cultivation. As the
need for irrigation grew more urgent, canals were dug,
and in course of time they drew off almost all the water
that entered the Siksar. Then again in course of time
it became necessary to mainbin the Silrsar in working
order by artificial means, and i t wns reduced to its prosont
I
condition.
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The villageof Deh Dost Muhammad is built on afine canal
which takes off from a point close to NBd Ni, and as the
changes which have been described took place the village
grew and became the abode of an agricultural population,
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the graziers were driven nearer to the lake. Whether
at Deh Dost Muhammad or elsewhere, however, only a
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fractioll of the rich virgin soil exposed by the shrinking
of tile lake-area in the neighbourhood of the Siksar was
actually placed under cultivation. As previously explained
I
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the inhabitants of Seistan are content in such matters to
live from hand to mouth, laying under tribute as much
land as they can easily manage, and when its first rich
fertility is exhausted taking up some other plot. In this
m e the tamarisk quickly gained a footing on the land
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I

not actually occupied, and before very long the newlyexposed area was covered with the dense jungle which is
characteristic of the MiBn Kangi.
i
Before leaving Deh Dost Muhammad we visited thb
famous site of Kiirkuieh-KBrku Shah as it is called.

1

The country in between is impassable by horsemen, and
we had to force our &ay on foot through a dense growth
of tamarisk, intersected by ancient and long abandoned

I

channels in which the Helmand had flowed some forty
years ago, as well as by several irrigation channels. The
latter were troublesome for they all contained water, and
a diligent search had to be made for places where they
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were narrow enough to be jumped. The old river-beds
were both wide and shallow, having been silted up in the
course of time, and very frequently we were only aware of
I
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the nature of thc gently sloping hollows from the faint
h c e s of a bank on one side or the other. These
channels were full of giant tamarislc, great thickets corn-

,
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posed of long rods and branches, some of which must
have ~nensuredmore than twenty feet, and often we were
cornpellod to bend double and creep through almost on
hands and knees.
I n the immediate vicinity of the mound of EErku, the
tamarisk gave place to clearinp in which the stubble of
the crops of two years previous-there had been none the
year before our visit owing to the failure of the Eelmand
-had completely disappeared. Everything that could be
enten had been devoured by the starving cattle, and we
could see on the branches and trunks of the tamarisk
trees the marks which had been left by their teeth when
nibbling at the bark.
The mound of Kiirku is of considerable size. It rises

to u. height of some thirty feet above the ground

1
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comma~dsan extensive view of the whole of the Miiin
K f ~ n g icligtrict. W e saw a t the first glance that thia
must be a site of great antiquity. The efforts of the
inhabihnta to extract bnked bricks from the mound had
laid bare the foundn;tions of an ancient edifice and broken
bricks of vast size were lying about on all sides. The
highest part of the mound was forlned by the remains of
an ancient buirding, and on the eastern slope there stood
a collection of very modern Seishni dwellings, of which
fully half-edozen fairly large residences had been built
entirely with ancient bricks extracted from the lnound on
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which the hamlet stands. The excavation^ thus made had
been utilisecl as dust-bins and were partially filled by the
sweepings of the huts ancl old stable litter, and adorned
by the carcases of a cleacl cat or two.
Fortunately the afternooil was fine, ancl we got the full
benefit of the top of the mound as a view point. As far
as the eye could reach there was spread out below us a
great expanse of tamarisk jungle, the usually sombre hues
of which were relieved by great masses of subdued greens
and purples where the young spines and the unfolding
blossoms were making their appearance. To the southeast could be seen rising above the jungle the lnoclern
fortalice of NLd Ali, and to the south, parts of the ruins
of Zihidin. Further towards the south-west were visible
the striking ruins which misled Christie into describing
them as 'cthose of the ancient site of the city of
Dushak." Behind these again were visible the faint steely
blue outlines of the Palangiin Kuh, more than a hundred
miles distant.
To the west, rising clear of the feathery aummits of the
tamarisk, appeared the mound of Kohlak, m d on the
summit could be distinctly seen the fragments of walls.
Beyond that mound the hills towards Neh and Bandln
were clearly visible against ihe western slcy, and beyond
these again, standing out against the pale horizon, were
'the heaving outlines of still loftier ranges, culminating in
the table-topped summit named the Eallci-Dulrhh-the
"Maiden's Fort." These were parts of the western face of
the higher plateau which the route to Birjmcl from S e i s b
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CAMEL SWEAT AS POISON
thing was so refracted in his mind by reason of his shattered
intellect that it was impossible to connect tlie scraps of
information wliicll he let fall.
Mir Gul, we gatlierecl, was a member of a well-to-do
family in Scistan, and with his brothers hnd held a share

.

of the property bequeathed by their father. After his
father's death he had given himself up to literature and
metapllysical disputations to the prejudice of his affairs.
He mems to have beennmanof acareless andpleasure-loving
temperament, not very strong-minded perhaps and quite
without ambition. The division of the family property
and the succession of Mir Gul to his father's position are
said to have escited tlie jealousy of his younger brother,
who at last made up his mind to remove Mir Gul from his
path. A plot wm laid not against Mir Gul's life but
against his reason, mhicli the younger brother is credited
with destroying by a potion coinposed of the sweat of a
camel. Whatever tlie caise, the mind of the wretched
man becanle unhinged such an extent that he abandoned
l i i ~home and his fa~nilyand wandered about tlie country
in a half-naked condition, subsisting on what the people
gave hirn in tlie way of food.
Ari~k-i-SlmLa,r(camel sweat) is the name given to theoily
sulbstanco that exudea i l k the ]lap@of a camel's neck. The
shaggy mancof a cameli~frequently uoakedand mnttodwith
this substance which sec?mstu i s ~ u from
e
two place8 on either
side of the spine. This oily substance or discharge is
more abundant a t certain tilnes thnn a t others, nohbly i n
the winter when the rutting season comos round. All
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camels seem to elnit this substance, but it is inore pleiltif ul
in tile male than i n the female. The matter has a rank

I

and offensive odour, and when plentiful it stains the
cbiving reins. It is popularly regarded as a most certain
~oison,not immediately fatal t;o life, b ~destructive
~ t
of the
reason when aclministered in food or drink, aucl in time
affecting injuriously the bodily hedtll of the victim.
Burj-i-Mhgul, where we arrived on tlie 24th of March,
is one of the four villages that may be said to be all that
exist in tlie Miiin Kangi, the other I~abitations being
merely temporary collections of wattle-ad-daub huts.
Deh Dost Mnliammacl is the chief village in importance,
ancl next come Siahdak, because it is there tha;C the chief
of the SanjarLnis has received a small grant of land. At
Bwj-i-Nirgul, at a little distance from the foi-t, we found
two or three ga,rdens enclosed within big11 walls, and it
was well tllat these walls were availd~lefor shelter, as
soon after we arrived the wind developecl into a raging
blizzarcl. Porhmately fuel was plentiful, and we made
ourselves %s comfol.tab1e as possible in the circu~nstances.
At about 10 o'clock the next morning a sl~ivering
messenger handed me a note fro111 Sir Henry McMahon
surmnoni~lgus to a conference, and Wanliss and I accordingly walked across to a small I~amletwllicli liad been
fixed on as the rendezvous. It was h o cold to ride. On
our way we psssecl througl~.soveral harnlets which t o all
appearances had been deserted by the inhabitants. Each
hut had its entrance closed. A few di~ll~velled
fowls
clucked and scratched among the refuse heaps between the

A TOKEN OF GOODWILL
*?

huts ; and a few snarling and emaciated dogs bared their
teeth at us, from their labs in hollows among the dunghills. Only an occasiolld film of smoke, issuing from the
closed entrances of the huts, clenoted the fact that the
latter were not untenanted.

I

I

I

At length we reached the rendezvous and found our
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chief and another officer inside one of the wattle-and-daub
huts. These huts look a good deal worse than they are,
and we were able to nlaklro ourselves fairly comfortable
insicle. After lunch we again sallied forth, and spent the
afternoon i n riding at 3s rapid a rate as possible among
tamarisk brushwood, the only advantage being that in the
shelter of the latter me were protectecl to a, great extent
from dust and tlie incessant 1)ufFetingof the mincl. It was
a,lmostevening~vhenweseparated and Wanliss andIretwned
on foot to camp at Burj-i-3I:irgul in the teeth of a fairly
strong gale. The same night the wife of the Kad Kliucla,
or chief nlarl of the village, sent us n present of some cakes
of white and caref ully ground flour which had been prepared
for our e~pecialbenefit. They were a welcome change
from the unleavened b r e d on which me had been compelled
to live ; and we were the Inore gratified because it was the
first tolcen of good feeling me had received from the local
population.
The next day we continued at Burj-i-Mirgul, and as tlie
wind n b a t ~ din the nfternoon we prtiil n visit to the K d
Khuda Sher Mul~arnmail,who Iiad called on us upon our
h t arrival c~this village. He snd his brethren were very
civil-spoken old gentlemen and they made us very welcome
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in their fort. This was the first time we had met any men
belonging to this class and we were very agreeably impressed with their pleasant manners and intelligence. Sller
Mul~ammadand liis brethren were quitx willing to talk
about their country and its affi~irs,arid showed none of t h e
suspicion which had greeted us in other places. They
told us where we ought to cross the Pariun and recommended us to avoid the Margo ferry and to go by way of
Malald, where three or four " tutinsJJ' or rafts of bulrushes,
were always maintained at the water's edge for t h e use of
wayfarers.
Sizhdak, to which we removed from Burj-i-Mirgul was
a village of a different character, with dmcllings of t h e
wattle-and-daub order. A fine cnnd passes tlirough t h e
village and on its banks there is a line of young willow
trees, well grown in all respects, but bent away from tlie
prevailing wind. Except under excrptionnl circumstances
it is impossil~lefor trees
grow upright, so grrat is t h e
force of the wind. Tlie population of Siiilldak iu composed
almost entirely of Baluchifi, and tlirir prrsencc i s manifested in the unticly tt,ppcaranc(>of thc? village. No fiooncr
harl we nrrivecl in tlie p l i ~ cthan
~ wc xv(.c.rclgrrcteil by one
of the Bsluch inhubib~ntrtwho hml livrd for rnany y ~ n r s
in Quettn, where he h ~ ~ ficrvcd
cl
nn o f i c ~ rwtlll-lcnown in

tho provincr. During our ~Gnyt l i i ~man hung ubout tho
a m p and mride lii~nsdfu ~ c f u in
l a grclnt rnrLny ways.
Among other thing^ 110 told us that ut one t h e tho
jungles in the Miin Kttngi, nrr wrll ns tho r e e d - b d ~of

the Lnke, used to awarrn with wild pig. This i~ confirniccl
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by Conolly, who mentions having seen in a small hisbry
of Seistan, by a native of the country, that when a piece
of land was put under cultivation the husbandman calculated on losing half the produce by their ravages. We
were told that in parts of the swamps wild pig were a t
one time so numerous that people were afraid to go near.
Although the boar is unclean, yet the Baluchis say that
he is a stout "klrfir " whom it is allowable to slay. There
the permission ends. The cascase of the slain animal is
dowed to rot where it falls. If dogs have been used in
t,he chase, they are permitted to gorge themselves on the
flesh. A t Siiihdak we gathered from our informant some
particulars of the manner in which the Seistani Baluch
hunt the wild pig. The SeiBds or professional hunters own
a great number of dogs (Conolly describes them as
resembling the Bhil dogs of India) which are followed on
the hunt by a crowd of men, some armed with matchlocks,
antiquated pistols, or words, and others only with sticlra.
Sometimes when the ground is favourable men with firem n s are placed in ambush, ancl the pigs are clrivnn past
them ; a t others the sportsmen beat the jungle in a body
fight is
with their pack of doge. Occnsioilally a &ng
kept up for a long distnnce, and if a, fierce old boar is being
tracked he may do a good deal of darnage both to man and
clogs before a lucky hot puta an end t o tlie struggle. To
have slain a large boar is accounted a feat to be proud of,
as the m s used are generally very crude, and the
ammunition is very much home-mde.
The jungles mound Siiihdnk used to be a very favouri-te
L

I
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res01.G for hunting parties as there were not many hamlets
close to it. But when I gave our friend orders to set up a,
hunt for our benefit he told us it was impossible, not only
because there were no dogs available, but because there
was no longer any game. When the Helmand failed in
1902, the disease that attacked the cattle was communicated
to the wild pig, and the latter died in llundreds' from
disease, combined with lack of food and water. There was
no doubt about the scarcity of boars nt the time of our
visit, and if the statemelxts of the inhabitants as to the
way in which these animals used t o over-run the country
had not been coafirmcd by Conolly, it would have been
impossible to credit them, as in 5LU our period of residence
in the country we only inet with five or six wild pig.
As by this time-the end of March-the Helmand was
rising fast and the main camp of the Mission had taken
up its position on the terrace of the dasht, we felt it to be
unwise to delay much longer in the Mi5n Kangi, as there
was every prospect if we did so of our being cut oE from
the rest of the party. Accordingly we broke up our camp
at SiLhdali on the 3rd of April and marched to the western
branch of the river.
At first we experienced no difficulty ; though the irrigation cutlings were full, the land between them was dry.
But about three miles boyond SiLhdak we arrived on the
outslriib of the area which is submerged by the annual
floods. At the small hamlet of Maliki we found ourselves
on t l bank
~ ~ of a well-defbed nat-ural atream of water the
crossing of which was accomplished fairly easily. Beyond
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this, however, the thickets of tamarisk and the damp
around showed ns that it would be a task of no little
B
lnagnitude to reach the opposite bank. As we advanced
our difficulties increased, and we very soon came to a
patch of cultivated ground, most inadequately defended
by a small protective embankment, on the very edge of
the submerged tract.
By dint of good rates of payment and much patience
and determination, we had been able to secure the servicee
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of about thirty to forty men to help our laden camels
across the tract covered with water, and we were in this
way enabled to lighten the burdens of all our camels very
materially and relieve the more feeble animals of all but
nominal loads. The patch of cultivation was a most
suitable point at which to readjust the loads, and after
about an hour's delay we made a fresh ~ h rin
t good trim
for the struggle before us. For about two miles we
wound in and out between partially submerged tamarisk
thickets, dl the time in water, though of very varying
depths. Suddenly, as we splashed across an island over
which the water was comparatively shallow, we found
ourselves on the edge of the main channel of the Pariun,
which a t first sight seemed to be fully a mile wide, though
afterwards we found it to be a good deal less.
This wide expanse of clean vater setting towards the
Hiimun with a current which we estimated to be about one
and a half miles an hour was a t the first glance calculated

to damp our epirih, but it had to be crossed and we set
ourselves to do it. We had been told that a ferry had
.
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been established a t this point for the convenience of local
traffic, and we endeavoured to find the rafts or " tutins "
and the Seiiids who manned them. The " tutins " we
discovered moored at the opposite bank, which was not
very reassuring. Before, however, we could do anything
at a11 it was necessary to unload the camels and turn
them loose to p r z e as the only means of quieting the
uproar caused by wrangling camel men and their screaming
animals. Then came the task of settling with the men we
had engaged to help us, who had covenanted to bring our
effects t o the ferry and no farther. When we had ilischarged those who were going back, and had unloaded our
goods on the brink of the stream, we h i s h e d our breakfast,
and after that began to brealr up the loads into others of
more manageable sizes which could be ferried across
without risk of overloading our small Berthon boat or the
tutin s " when they arrived.
As the day wore on we were joined by parties of casual
travellers, Kad Khudas on their way to Nasratiibiid on
business with the Governor, and others who had business
of their own in the villages beyond the Pariun. These
got across the river in safety, but the ferry-men, whose
temporary camp we had discovered among the hmarislc
bushes, made no move to help our party, notwithstanding
our polite requests, backed by an assurance of payment
ancl by an exhibition of the money itself. We were in a
quandary. The islancl on which we stood was barely an
inch or two above water level when we arrived in the
morning, and altliough the river had fallen some two or
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three inches while we waited on the brink, yet a sudden
rise would have swamped our bivouac and made retreat
into the MiQnKangi most difF~cult.
I n the midst of our doubt we received a hint from one
of the Kad Khudas who had crossed from the opposite side
and had entered into conversation with us. This person
advised us to lose no time in getting over the Pariun, since
a t that season of the year a sudden fztll in the river was
certain to be followed by a very much greater rise, and
moreover there was a good deal of water out on the opposite
side of the main stream. On our telling him of the difficulty
we were placed in, and how our requests were slighteg by
the Seiiids who plied their rafts before our eyes and seemed
to en joy our plight, the good Kad Khuda smiled, and said
that from time immemorial the only methods that great
monarchs had ever found to answer with the stubborn
Seistani were summary in theb operation, and that the
people of Seistan now appreciated no other methods. We
understood at last what course we should have to adopt if
we wished to cross the Yariun that afternoon. But we
deferred our simulated fury till our friend the Kad liauda
had mounted his pony and had disappenred into the jungle,
through which we could hear him splashing on his way
home.
The men of the camel corps, whose camels formed our
transport, were armed with broad and heavy cutlasses of
a most formidable appearance. After the Kad Ehuda had
departed we bade half-srdozen of these men draw their
weapons, and with this display of force made a most
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dramatic arrest among the SeiBds. Our acting was so
good, and its effects so satisfactory, that within a qu:trter

I

of an hour four fresh rafts were afloat, ancl our loacls were
being placed on them and in the Berthon boat pprepmat0l.y
to being ferried across. There were still remailling solrze
hours of claylight, and as our anxieties had been relieved,
we were at liberty to examine om s~wroundingsin a more
appreciative mood than hacl been possible earlier in the
day.
On either side of our halting-placewere large islnnds, now
partially submerged, between which narrow, windinglanes of
clear flowing water were bounded on either side by a dense
growth of rods of the young Lzmarisk, looliug like great
beds of osiers. The expanse of shallow water in front was
relieved by the platforms used by the Seiiicls froh
which they fished with lines and nets, ancl a row of their
stakes extended for some two hundred yards or so up to
the edge of the deep-water channel. The further shore
mas wooded with tamarisk, beyond which the unclulating
lines of high sand dunes gave distinction to the scene and
formed an effective background. Slightly to our right
front a ruined tower rose above the tamarislr for n height
of about Bteen feet, and near it were frag-menb of ruined
walls peeping through the jungle. This tower and the
adjoining ruiiis marked the site of the township of Daki,
which was a prosperous little settlement before the ~e.1;of
the river had made the stream which we were about to
cross the main branch of the Helmand.
No mishaps occurred during the crossing. Six camels
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and two men were swept clown by the stream and for a
short time it appeared ns if they would be lost, but
fortunately the current set towards the submerged island
on which the ruins of Ddci remained, and once the more
shallow part of the stream was reached both the men and
their camels regained their footing and were guided to our
camp on the off bank by one of the very Seilcls wlio had
a t first proved refractory. These men now worked with a
will and a11 our effects and animals were across the main
river by niglltfall. m e n the last raft-load had been crossed
we assembled the Seihds and paid them personally in good
money, adding a small present to each for the zeal they
had displayed. W e parted the best of friends, and we
could hear the men congratulating themselves on their
good day's work as they punted their rafts home across
the waters. It was a novel experience for them to h d that
they received their wages without any part of it being
sweated by middlemen, and they were properly astonished
and delighted by this unheard-of procedure.
The rise i n t'lie river predicted by our good friend the
K d Khuda took place during the night, and the next
morning we found a h e a m of water fully four hundred
yards ~viclebetween our camp and the main land, the
water reaching to within a few feet of our tents. There
were no " tutins " available for the second crossing ; and
we decided to push on before a further rise in tlle rirer
h ' k place. W e now rcapcd the fruits of our delibernix
movement in the Miiin Kangi, as our camels had been able
to recover conclition to a considerable extent. Although

.
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at one part of the second crossing the water was so deep
that the loads were partially under water, all our camels
passed through without a mishap, and we once more
formed up our baggage train on dry ground with the satisfaction of knowing that there were now no obstacles to be
surinounted on our way to the main camp which could at
all colnpare with the passage of the Rud-i-Pariun.
We had reached the western shores of this branch of
the Helmand, under the lofty sand dunes seen from the
other side, at a point close to the deserted hamlet of Deh
JKhgnam. Here our small party broke up, Major Wanliss
returning direct to the main camp, while I delayed a little
longer for the purpose of visiting and exploring the
remains of ZLhidKn, the mediava.1 capital of Seistan.
But before quitting the Miin Kangi for good it will be
interesting to supplement the description of the district
on one or two points.
The greater part of the Miin Kangi is liable to i n u n d ~
tion every year as soon as the river rises, and in the
neighbourhood of the branches of the Helmand, large
areas are under water at that time. After the floods have
subsided, and the water has evaporated, a great many
varieties of tender grasses make their appearance on the
lately flooded land, and then the glades .in the tamarisk
jungle are 'adorned with a carpet of verdure. In places
the flood waters make their way into old and deserted
channels, with which the surface of the MiBli Kangi is
marred. When the pools 4hus formed are not deep they
soon dry up, even under the shade of the tamarisk.
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the deeper chamlels, Ilowever, especially where canals %re
near at hmld and tlie flood water is reinforced by canal
water t h a t flows into i t tllrougll leaky embankments, it
collecta and forrtls tlie m o d lovely pools, their surfaces
broltcn with jungle-clad islets and diversified by the bends
of the chnmlel in wliicll they h w e formed.
Nor is tho jungle itself without its beauties, though the
perspiring travollcr, who has t o force ]!is way through its
tangled tliickcb, is not pcrliaps always in the humour to
appreciate them. The tamarisk, i t must be admitted, is
not one of tlis most attractive forms of vegetation, but to
us it afforded a plusss~ntcontrast to the monotonous treeless valley of the Middle Helmaud. In the spring, when
. I fimt visited tlie MiBn Kangi, the tamarisk shows to best
advantage, throwing out new foliage and blossomning with
maases of dark purple and red flowers. At this time of the
year, e~pecinllywhen the sun is low and the thickets are
outlined by broad masses of light and shade, and when the
VIsttu in tlie winding reaches of some long abandoned
river-bed or in the clearings round the settlements are filled
with the r n i h of evening, many uneqectedly rich and
ngxeea1)le colour effech me frequently seen.
The lnrger ~ a n t ~ lt he a t pass through the jungle flow
with a sluggish current, protected all day, even in Bummer,
by tlie overlinnging boughs of the tall bushes that flourieh
on their h n h . I n winter the water freezes liard ~ n ice
d
lies a t tho root8 of the jungle plants long after it l ~ a e
melted in nioro open situations.
In its economic relatiom, the striking feature about the
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Mi&nKangi is the absence of systematic attempts to save
it from the encroachments of the river during t h e season
of floods. Here and there short lengths of protective
embankments exist which have usually been the work of
the people of the township on whose lands they stand.
The soil i~ a very light sandy loam, and embankments,
unless strengthened or largely composed of fascines of
tamarisk,. would not be able t o resist the action of the
water. The only protective embankment which is maintained by the Government is a t the north-western
extremity of the Mi8n Kangi, where land has been
gradually reclaimed by means of embanlunents which
have been constructed during the season of low water.
According to local accounts tihis work of land reclamation
was initiated by Sardar Sharif Khan, and since his
rebellion and the confiscation of his land grants in or
about 1896 it has been continued by the Deputy Governor.
The embankment, on which the prosperity and value of
the property depends, is carefully repaired every spring,
the various townships contributing each its quota of
labourers, or maintaining t h e len,gth of embankment
within its limits in thorough repair.
The high importance of works of this character is at
once apparent when the river rises. Tlien, as one walks
along the summit of the embankment, there is seen on the
side of the river a wide expanse of water and tall reedbeds, and on the other side rich dry land under cultivation,
dotted with flourishing hamlets stretching close up to the
embankment. From the face of the waters rise here and
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there, like islands above the reed-beds, mounds of dc'bris
which show that at one time the flooded area must have
been fairly well populated. Nor was that time so very
long ago. Just as, in the eastern half of the M i h Kangi,
land which used to be flooded and waste has been brought
within the cultivable area by the shrinking of the Bilrsm
branch of the Helmancl, so the transference of the main
vol~~rne
of flood water to the Rud-i-Pnriun has desolated
on the western side of the Miiin Kangi an area of something like a hundred square miles.
Here was situated a t the beginning of the nineteenth
century some of the richest land in Seistan. In 1810
when Christie passed through the country, crops of wheat
. and barley were raised there, and the grain was exported
to Herat. Now it is full of melancholy remains of walls
and buildings ; and more sad than these, the vestiges of
'the great vineyards and orchards, for which Jallalibiid
used to be famous. Devaslxzted by the annual rise of the
Helmand, the vines have long since been destroyed, but
here and there stand specimens of the mulberry, wllose
hard wood has resisted $he action of both wind and water,
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The lands thus desolated by the annual inundations of
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and whose trunlrs record the levels reached by the floods
a t various times during the past ten years-the period in
which the Pmiun has developed to its present size.
Alkali bush and camel thorn have usurped the places of
vines and pomegranates, and the fielcls once clad with
waving crops are now covered with thickets of the rapidly
growing tamarisk.
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the tract between the Siksar and the Pariun is ino,ccessible,
and owing to this circumstance it has until lately been
regarded as the Alsatia of Seistan. I n 1899 when I first
entered Seistan the inhabitants of the villages of the
Shahristan spoke of the Ni8n Eangi and the ares flooded
by the Pariun with bated breath. For anyone to move
into the MiBn Kmgi and to live there was a sign of having
gone utterly to the bad. To cross from the villages west
of the Pariun into the Mitin Eangi, except in parties strong
enougli to repel attack, was a dangerous undertaking.
Nor did the broken and desperate men who shelteredin the
thickets of the Pariun confine themselves to robbing those
who were compelledto pass through this tract. They openly
.levied blackmail on the neighbouring communities and
were ready to sell their services to anyone who had a grudge
against a rival or an old score to discharge.
Sometimes, l~owever,matters did not turn out in the way
they expected, and the career of tlie evil-doer reached an
abrupt and violent termination. There lived in the Pariun
a certain man Y a h b , a Sasufi by tribe, who used to be
spoken of all over Seishn as Palrub the Brigand. He
was believed t o enjoy the advantage of being protected by
a personage in Seistsn to whom on occasions he had proved
a very useful tool. YaL-ubyspfttron was at enmity with the
late NLrui Sardar Said khan, and to such lengths dicl the
dispute go that the NBrui Sardar carried his grievances to
Meshed and talked of going yet further.
At this time Yakub appeared openly as tlie possessor of
a ruined enclosure and a few huts on the western edge of

I

I
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the Pariun area. With an utterly inexcusable absence of
reserve he used to boast that these possessions had been
bestowed on him as the price of removing Said Khan, to
end he was going to devote his time and energies.
Now Said Khan dwelt not far off on the opposite edge of
the Pariun area, a t a small hamlet named Milak, which
was conveniently situatecl with respect to Afghan territory.
Only a strip of jungle about five miles wide and two or
three channels of the Pariun separatecl Yakub from his
intended victim, and the brigand's loose tongue and overconfidence in his own prowess proved his undoing.
Said Khan had a very clear idea of the course to be
pursued, but as he was advanced in years he made over to
hie eldest son the active part in deding with the imprudent
Yakub. The son laid his plans well-and he did not talk.
One night, attended by a band of trusty partisans, he
made his way through the jungle and across the Pariun
by the light of a waning moon and surrounded Yakub's
dwellings. Having caref~illyposted his men, he opened
iire at daybreak on the tents and huts-which sheltered his
enemy. The latter replied and for a time e brisk fusillade
was kept up on both sides. If all the stories i n circulation
are true, the women of Yakub's party took an active share
in the defence and proved worthy partners of the outlaws

I
I

I

t

'

by the courage they displayed. But by the time the sun
rose all was over. Yakub and his associates were either
dead or dying, and it is said that only one or two children
escaped.

I

With the death of Yakub, who was a ruffian of a very
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dallgerous type, a change came about in the MiBn Kangi.
The other persons of his profession who still lurked among
the thickets of the Pariun began to consider whether the
risks of their profession were not greater than its doubtful
rewards, and there was a marked improvement on the lawless conditions which had previously prevailed.
Of the village life in the country west of the Pariun,
some account will be given in a later chapter. Here,
however, a word may be said about the pro?pects of ar.y
further diversion of the waters of the Helmand in this
clirection. Like the Mign Kangi, the tract to the west is
largely composed of very recent deposits of alluvial soil,
In the midst of these there are inclusions of an older
- formation and harder material which form low plateaus,
very little raised above the recent deposits, but yet
sufficiently so to be above the reacli of water. These
plateaus are not commanded by the modern canal system
of Beistan. Their summits are almost destitute of
vegetation, and the ivory-white colour of the soil is in
strong contrast with the verdure that everywhere clothes
the land which water nourishes. The long and narrow
plateau on which the ruins of ZSihidBn are situated is the
most important and pronounced. It rises gently from the
west to drop more steeply to the east, and offers the only
obstacle there is in the country to the westward set of the
Helinand. Any further development in this direction call
only take place if the river turns the southern end of the
plateau.

CHAPTER X.
THE WIXD OF

120

DAYS.

\To\(

Life in Seistan compared to residence in a rnuso~~m-Worlc of the
Mission-Mixed character of inhnhitnnts-" Bad-i-sad-o-bist-roz," or
tho famous " Wind of 120 Days" -Its distribution and characterDestructive effects-A natural sand blast-Rifb torn in plateausCompelled to take rofuge in the Consulntc-.Extremes-Direction
and
velocity-Signs of its approach Personal con1foi.t The " Smoke of
Seistan "-Falls of Snow-Seistan fly and its attmclt on human beings
and cattle-Heavy mortality Rrnong our trsnsport -Cautery nnd the
camel-A fatal journey-Ileroism rewarded-Deaths from drowning.
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TIIE preceding chapters will have given some idea, however
imperfect, of the character of the country in which the
Seistan Mission found itself on its arrival i n the fielcl of
its labours at the beginning of 1903. The detailed
narrative of our journeyings may now be left for a space.
Split as the Mission was for the greater pnrt of the time
into a number of small parties, each engaged in a different
branch of investigation, it would be both ditlicu~lt and
tedioua to carry the chronological story of events through
the next couple of years so as to present a connected record
of the Mission's labours. Some general impressions,
however, clearly emerge.
Life in Seistan was very much the same as residence i n
a, museum. Since in this case our museum covered a n
area of something like three thousan4 square miles, mental
occupation was agreeably combined with an open-air life,
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and those who engaged in research derived the advantages
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of both. The Mission, llowever, was essentially political
in its objects, and the problems to which we gave our
attention in other directions not infrequently required a
degree of special scientific training which none of us
~ossessed. But for this, the results of our investigations
into the many and varied problems which the country
presents woulcl no doubt have been more definite and
comprehensive. As it wag a t the time when our stay in
Seistan was coming to an end some of us felt that we were
merely on the verge of valuable and interesting fields of
inquiry.
While this must be freely admitGd, it may fairly be
.claimed for the Mission that it collected stores of data, both
about the physical characteristics and evolution of the
country and about the history and present development
of its inhabitants greater than have been brought together
by any other single expedition. Both studies were of the
most engrossing interest. Some of the wind "scours "
in Seistan provided us with sections not only of the
materials composing the plateaus but of the more recent
alluvial deposits, wherein seemed to be laid bare the
various stages in the history of the human occupation of
the country. Even among the present inhabitants it waa
possible to descry something very similar. FmgmenLs,
as it were, of older races could be recognised mixed up
with the descendants of recent immigrants, showing how
from the most ancient periods the population of Seishn
had been replenished from outside sources.
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I n such results as were procured, we undoubtedly took
the more pride by reason of the conditions under which
they were obtained. Of the physical conditions the outstanding factor was unquestionably the Bad-i-sad-o-bisk

-I

roz," the famous Kcwind of 120 Days." If there is
one feature of life in Seishn wliich dominates all others
it is this appalling wind which blows from May to
September. It :teems l;o prepail over a tract of country
about a hundred miles in width, and has been noticed as
far to the north of Seistan as the neighbourhood of
Meshed. Further away from Seistan in the direction of
Nushki the wind decreases rapidly in velocity, though it
is sometimes felt to a modified e x h n t as far east as the
Dalbandin plain.
Tlie late Sir Charles NacGregor was t h e
to draw
attention to this phenomenon, and he describes it in graphic
terms in the records of his travels in Khorassan. Only
those, however, who have experienced the wind of 120 days
in the exposed plains of Seistan are able t o form a correct
idea of what it is like in its true home.
In 1903, when we passed the swnmer in tents, we had to
be very careful how our trunks and furniture were arranged
inside. A trunk or a table placed close enough to be within
reach of the walls of the tent, as they swayed and sagged
to the blast, soon wore a hole through the cloth ; and even
a walking-stick or a cane would do the same by the mere
friction of the end against the canvas.
The appearance of things much more substantial than
canva~,however, testified to the destructive force of the
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of the first year we spent in Seistan, when I was in
camp to leeward of the exposed summit of a low ~ l a t e a u
that stretches from the west of ~ a s r a ~ binl dthe direction
of the village of Bahramabad. A gale sprmg up, and
though the wind was not so strong as it had been earlier
ac 2
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in the summer the dust that streamed. from the plateau
life in camp unendurable. I passed the day in a

I

deck chair, the back of which was towards the windward
end of the small tent, wrapped up in a sheet &awn over
my head and face. Dust accumulated everywhere. Table,
bed, ancl carpet alike were covered with thick dust. Every
time 1moved out of my chair, pounds of ilust were shaken
out of the folds of the sheet which covered me. At Inst,
in sheer desperation, I ordered two riding camels to be
saddled, and in the teeth of the wind fled to the capital
and took refuge within the hospitable walls of the Cons~ilate,where I remained as long as the gale continued.
In contrast with the exposed plateaus, cultivated and
irrigated lands enjoy a double advantage. By the process.
of irrigation the silt with which the water is charged is
spread annually over the country, while the presence of
~noisturem d vegetation directly retards erosion. Indeed
ally loss by erosion in these lands is more than equalised
by the gain from silt. Anyone who lives in Xeistan soon
learns to know the different effectsof the wind in different
localities. While the dust streams off the exposed plateaus
in dense clouds, it is barely sufEcient on the ii+rigatedlands
to cause ciiscornfort. There is also a diEerence in the
temperature of the wind, and these differences may be
apparent at places quite close together.

At one point the

wind may be e hot and scorching blast, raising clouds of
dust. At another, perhaps only a very few miles away, no
inconvenience is felt from the dust, and the wind is pleasant.

On one part of the country the glare and refisaction from
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the heated gravel, or blistered plains of white soil, are
almost intolerable. In an adjoining tract the eye is rested
by the verdure of growing crops and wild vegetation.
depends on the position of the observer.
With d l its merences of effect in dserent places, the
wind of 120 days is the one constant feature in the
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climate of Seistan. It may vary slightly in strellgth and
duration from year to year, but invariably it blows from
the north-north-west. Its exact direction at its height is
334 degrees west, and five degrees on either side of that
bearing is its greatest deviation. A change from its general
direction always precedes a cessation of wind. At its
commencement it may fluctuate within the ten degrees of
variation alluded to, but as soon as it has set and has
increased in velocity, its direction remains unchanged till
it agaiu approaches its termination.
The wind is due when two months have elapsed after
the ~ a & o zFestival (21st March). Sometimes it is punctual,
as it was in 1904, when it commenced on the 22nd Nay
with a strong gale which lasted four or five days, though
it did not set in in earnest till the 5th June. On the other
hand in 1902 the wind did not set in till July, and it was
not so strong as in the following year. After the 5th
June, 1904, there was a great deal of wind throughout the
month, but no greater velocity than sixty-five miles an
hour was recorded by our two anemometers. From the
point of view of discomfort the early gales are always
the worst, because then the material loosened by the action
of frost and heat is swept away, and later the amount
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of dust climinishc~in a marked d(,grcc., unless therc nre
sand dunes to winilwarcl.
Contrary to our experience of ilust-shrms in Indit~,in
Seishn during tho wind of 120 ili~yu t1l0 sky overhead
was clear, :~ndat n i g l ~ tt.11~
~tdlrflT ' F O ~ P n(Wr obscured.
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The colnrnencement of a period of high winds invnrinbly followed a
marked rise in tempemturr, nnd w l ~ the
~ n latter hnd been
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after the wind hail bet!n blowing n fortnigl~t,the maximum
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THE SMOKE OF SEISTAN
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a screen of tamarisk boughs and camel thorn f i t k c 1 into it
from outside. This was wetted and lrept moist with
frequent douches of water and when the mind blewit cooled
the hut. The extent to which the temperature could be
reduced in this way was remarkable. One day in the
second summer we spent in the country, when the maximum
temperature i n the shade in the observatory stoocl at 107O,
a fresh wind passing through the moist screen lowered
the temperature inside my hut to 754 and as it was not
very prudent to keep the temperature so low, the opening
was reduced to about half its original size.
In August the turn of the season becomes noticeable.
There is a curious phenomenon peculiar to Seistan, which
the "Smoke of Seistan."
is called the Dfid-i-SeisLm-r
It is a pall of smoke that begius to collect over the
inhabited area as soon as the upper strata of the atmosphere
begin to cool. As soon as it is noticed the worst of
the summer is over. In 1904 this £ilm of smoke w w
observed on the 23rd August. The minimum temperature
that month varied from 744" to GI0, and an entry
in my daily journd contains a note to the effect that at
night a blanket was found to be very acceptable even
indoors. On the 25th August I notecl the appearance
of the first flight of geese and ducks, and by the month of
October, when I was surveying in the waterless region of
the old and long-forsaken delta of the Rud-i-Biyabiin,
tents of the lightest description were found to be a suficient
protection from the heat. One night a curious drop in
the temperature was experienced, the minimum falling
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nearly to freezing point, though this was succee(1ed b y an
immediate rise.
In the Winter in which we arrived in Seistan there had
been only about two inches of snowfall, mhicl;ll speedily
&sappeared. But there mns a great deal of rttin and we
had showers as l a b as the 15th M&p. In the winter
following, on the 13th January, a snowfall of about six

4-

inches was experienced.

1
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But rain was not nearly go
~bundantas it h a d been in the preceding apring. The
average rainfall i n seistan is not more than six inchcu, if
as mucli. Heavy falls of snow are mre. There Elad been
no snow e q u d t o the f a l l in January, 1904, for fully fifty
or fifty-five years. T h i s fact was established i n n~tllar
strange way. I was introduced to a n elderly gentleman
who was known as Mulln B a d . The title of Mulla, or
<<TheScholar," was given to him because he could write
his name, and his name had been given to him-Bar8
means rCTheSnowy "-because
he had been born in the
Inst great snowfall. As l l i ~age, judging by his appenrnnce, must have been about my-five years, we seemed
justified in t h e conolusion stated.
A hard winter with a blizzard after the Nnuroz is what
the people of Seistnn desire. Alter e winter of this
description, t h e grain forms well i n the ears and a good
hillrest is secured. Here again the wind of 120 days ia
of the greatest value. Without this wj3ld, the people
would have t o grind their corn in handmills, as the fall of
the country is too slnall for watermilla to be worked, in
even the largest canals. Recourse is had therefore to
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windmills, and these imposing structures form a very
marked feature in the 'landscape. They are permanent
structures built of unbaked briclrs and clay, and so construtted as to be able to get the full benefit of the wind
.
within the narrow limits of variation in its direction.
I n short, with all its drawbacks, the wind of 120 days is
in many ways a blessing to ,Seistan. It mitigates the
fierce heat of the summer, makes the country habitable,
drives away miasma and generally purifies the atmosphere.
Not least of its seflces, it clears Seistan of the myriads
of insects that breed in the jungles and swamps. Of all
the plagues of this 'plague-ridden country, the flies* are
perhaps the least endurable. As in the case of the wind,

i

1

-

T H E FLIES OF SEISTAN

.

1
4'

'

.

their operations are different in different parts of the
country. Their peculiarities in this respect are not easy
of explanation. I n our experience they could be regarded
as almost a negligible quantity in the cultivated lands,
while on the higher lands, not under cultivation, they
would be found in swarms-and very hungry.
I n March, 1904, for instance, I was encamped inside
the cultivated area immediately adjoining the low plateau
on which are situated the ruins of ZBhidLn and the
minaret to the north. W e were not particularly harassed
by insects in camp, but no sooner had we ridden up t o the
plateau, which was less than a quarter of a mile away and
was perhaps not more than a foot above the cultivable
soil, than every, member of the party began to be

* The "Seistan fly" resembles a gadfly, and is armed with a very
eacient sting.
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.

tormented by myriads of flies. By the time we
ridden to the minaret, a distance of about seven mileg
our hands and the c~uartersof the camels were streaked
with blood drawn by their stings, and it was almost
impossible to take photographs of the inscriptions on the
minaret owing to the attacks to which we were incessantly
subjected.
Happily the attacks of the Seistan fly are c o n k e d t o the
hours of daylight. Darkness seems to be obnoxious to
them, and a horse placed in a darlr stable is less liable to
be attacked than if he were outside, even if the door 'be
left open. A horse picketed in the open air in Seistan
presents a strange appearance. To protect it against the
fly it is completely clothed-its legs protected by trousers,
and its body and neck wrapped in swacldling bands. In
this way a valuable animal may have a chance of living
longer than if it were not so protected, for though it cannot
be maintained that the flies of Seistan are in themselves
the origin of the diseases that do so much to reduce the
animal life of the country, there is no doubt they
p l y a, very important part in spreading disease by
inoculation.
Reference has alreacly been made to the heart-breaking
losses sustained by the Seishnis among their cattle in the
year before we arrived in the country, and to the way in
which the jungle had been swept clear of wild pig a t the
same time. Nor are the people themselves immune from
sudden disease and death. I n the early summer of 1904
typhus broke out and raged for a couple of months. How

4
L

1
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HEAVY LOSSES OX' ANIMALS

many people died will never be known, but the mortality
was certainly very great.
Qur own losses in camels and horses were extremely
heavy. Altogether something like 4,900 camels died during
the two and a, half years that the Mission lasted. The
losses were particularly severe in the winter of 19034,
when influenza of a peculiarly virulent type made its
appearance in S e i s h . A t one camp between eight and
nine hundred camels died within a week or ten days. The
inhabitants of the MiEn Kangi used to buy the dying
animals for a few krans ; for the skins they found a market
in the capital, and the flesh they ate themselves or retailed
to the inhabitants of the more distant villages of Seistan,
. who were unable to participate in the windfall in any
other way.
The diseased meat did not seem to affect the people
seriously, and although bowel co~nplai~lts
made their
pppearance in the spring, they were probably due more
to over-eating than to any ill-effects from the meat of the
camels that had died from sickness. The competition among
the people for the privilege of removing the meat of the
dead animals relieved us of a very serious task, as when the
Seistani had stripped the flesh off the skeleton of a dead
camel the work was a t once completed by jackals, which not
only picked the skeleton clean but dismembered the limbs
and dragged away the bones piecemeal into the jungle.
Many and mysterious are the ills to which camels are
subject. In April and May, for instance, the Seistanis say
that the camel thorn is harmful. The sap exudes from
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the bushes, wllicli in the early morning is seen in clots
of a white substance and looking as thongh covered with
gauze or cobwebs. As the sun increases i n power tl1is
substance melts, and for an hour or h o after sunrise
the ground at the foot of the bushes is saturated with
moisture. At the period of the year when this happens,
camels that browse on the plant are said to be sure to die.
However this may be, certainly no other animal dies with
such paralyzing alacrity. One morning in March, 1903,
while I was a t breakfast a fine camel bubbled over and died
before I had finished. The circumstances were peculiar.
During the rutting season male camels produce a t times,
from some part of their interior economy, a large bladder
(accompanied by a bubbling noise), which frequently hang8
belom their jaws. On this occasion the camel could not
dram the bladder into its throat again in the usual manner
by suction Before any one realised the danger the beast
was choking, and though the men in charge soon saw what
had happened and tried to force back the bladder, all
efforts to save its life were useless. The camelmen said
that this was a very unusual occurrence. More than the
usual amount of blaclder had been ejected and could not be
either clrawn back voluntarily or put back artificially.
Once a camel was taken ill there was little hope of
saving its life unless it recovered naturally. Those who
look after camels profebs a great deal of knowledge, but
the field must be a very small one, as t h e treatment is
confined almost entirely to cautery. The implement used
is the sickle which every camelman possesses and with
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wllich he cuts fodder for liis charge. A colnmittee of
experts assemnbles when a camel is ill, to decide on how the
treatment is to be carried out, and while they delil~eratea
sicMe is made red hot. If tho committee decide that the
animal's brain is not clear it is severely branded across the
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head I n other respects, however, the principle underlyillg
the trcntment is exceeclinglyobscure. Suppose, for inshnce,
a camel is lame on the near foreleg. To tllc inexpert
observer it would seem useful to apply a rcmecly to the
limb that is afflicted. Tho u expert" knows bctkr, and
lJrands t l ~ eanimal a t the root of tllc tail 011 tllo opposite
~ a r t e r . If it recovers, all i~ well'; if not, the trrabnel~tis
repeated in s &Berent p:~rt. As a c;~meloffers n 1:~l.g~
for esperiment with L: red-hot iron, it 11fi~y110
imaginecl that the lot of a sickly beast is far from a ~IZPLI)I)Y
one.
As regards the personnel of the Mission, ci~sunltiesmere
compara;tively few in view of :dl tlle conditions. Oiie
disaster, which attracted widespread attelltion ns zffordillg
anotller illustrakion of the splendid clevotion to duty of
which our native Indian feuow-sulbjects a r e ci~pahlc,
was the more regrethble because it nlig.llt have been
avoided but for an excess of zeal on the part of a11
old &nd experienced niltive survey officer. It is iliffic~dt
to blame the spirit of adventure that led Khan Ikhadur
Shekh Mohi-ud-&~ to attempt the crossing of the DashtriNmgo (the clreaded Plain of Death) at the very worst time
of the year, the middle of June, when any mishap or miscdculat;ion would infallibly result in the destruction of the
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party. Yet only a fortnigllt or three weeks h h r , and the
fist of the melon crop would have rendered the task he
undertook perfectly feasible, and death from thirst, ai; all
events, impossible. AS it was, only three men of the party
from whom details of the ill-fated journey were
gleaned.
It seems that Shekh Mohi-ud-din had fmished the task
that had been set him to do. He had discovered the great
Karez that once upon a time had supplied the Sarotir
district with water, and had visited the southern edge of
the Jehannam (Inferno) of Seistan. From the summit of
the cliffs overlooking the Inferno, he had been able to
fiscover the position of the clump of tama~islrthat marked
the depressions of Gazajai (Place of Tamarisks) and Lalla,
in the midst of the billows of sand. He had also, and this
proved the destruction of his party, been told that after
the very heavy and unusud rain of the previous winter
there was water in the depression of the Gazajai. Accordingly, the Khan Bahadur decided to make the attempt to
cross the plateau.
The water at Gazajai was reached. There was plenty
of it, but by that time of the year it had turned into concentivated brine, which badly affected men and beasts
alike. Notwithstanding the remonstrances of his companions, Shekh Nohi-ud-din refused to retrace his steps to
the river. There seems to be no doubt whatever that he
had under-estimated the distance to be .traversed. Insteed
of Hty miles, it was eighty, or thereabouts. The extra
distance killed him and his men. Thinking ,#,hat he had
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come hdf-way, he filled the water slrins : ~ ~ l set
i l out rtt
sunset. Tlie moon was waning, in tlie darkness the fairit
trail was missed, and nfter becorning involved in ravines
and si~ndhillsthe piirty 1i:~donly reached, by tlie timo it
was clay, the foot of the cliffs bounding tlie Seliann>unto
the north of the water pool.
A llallt was c.illad i ~ n dhere a dispute wose with two of
tlle guicles who were mounted on aunels, and ~ 1 1 were
0
for
pushing on. These rnen rarely CAII tell definitely how far
one plwe is from another, so in thc light of llis experience
Shelth Mohi-ud-din thought he was right, i ~ ~that
l d by the
next morning, travelling 1 4 night, the p:~rty woul(1 bo
certain to reach water. The guides clisputcd this, :mil : ~ t
last, by mid-day, they flatly refused to stay there any
longer, ancl told Sliekh Mohi-ud-din tlii~t tlley h:td to
consider their families. They rode away up the narrow
path tllat led to the summit of the plateau :~nda s appeared. There was still left one guide, a lnan of great
experience, but he was on foot.
By evening the camels were loaded up, m d a start mado.
All that night the little party, led by the 'uide, struggled
along a faint path. The last of the water was shared
on the summit of the plateau. By sumrise the nest
lnornirig the party descended a deep gap in the western
face of the plateau, and came to a place where a lofty
cliff cast a deep shade. Here znotller halt was called,
and a small tent was put up for Mohi-ud-din, who wss
in great distress. Acting under his instructions, some

of, the men went to seek water by digging in a neigh-
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bowing ravine. A hole about five feet deep was dug, but
only moist sand was reached, and with this the men
cooled their bodies till evening was a t hand. Then they
went back to Shekh Mohi-nd-din and found that he had
been dead some hours, and that his fine mare was breathing her last.
In the meailtime the baggage camels had wandered
away, and one of the cainelrnen. had made off with some
of the otliers when the halt was called. Four men decide(1
to push on, but the gnide and one camelman were too far
gone to make the attempt. After the men had gone
about a mile, one of them, named Saida, bethougllt
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himself of the plot on which Mohi-ud-din had laid
down his route, and in spite of his companions' remonstrances he returned, secured the plot, tied it to his body
with his waist-cloth so that it should not be lost, and
rejoined. his companions. Demented with thirst and
fatigue, the men then pushed on as fast as they could,
and by daylight found themselves on an open plain broken
by a group of mounds. I n the shade of these the men
again halted. Saida urged his comrades to persevere, but
they were too far gone to move ally further. Accordiagly
he pushed on alone and at last reached a styeam of water,
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only to fall senseless as he was stooping to chink.
In this condition some shepherds found him and took
hini to their tents. As soon
Saida endeavoured to tell the
pened, but being a native of
himself understood. News of

as he recovered his senses
shepherds what had hapIndia he could not make
some disaster in the desert
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having befallen a party of foreigners quickly spread,
however, from camp to camp. Next came word of the
two mounted guides, who had left the party in the
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Jehannam. They had tied themselves on their camels,
ancl the animals haxl been found by shepherds. One man
was unconscious, and the other partly so, but with careful
treatment both soon revived.
After some sort of connected story had been put together,
a search party was orgznised, and soon found the corpses
of the three men who had stayed behind in the shadow of
the buttes of clay. Nothing could be done but bury them
temporarily, and after 'this duty had been performed the
search party took up the back trail. Eventually, with great
difficulty, they found the corpse of She& Mohi-ud-din, his
guide, and one camelman. These also mere given ternporary burial. Later on in December, while the Mission
was halted a t the village of Deh Dost Muhammad in the
Miln Kangi, the remains of these unfortunate men were
recovered and decently interrecl at the Shrine of AmrBn.
Of the camelman who went away with the camels from
t h e disastrous halt in the shade of the cliffs nothing was
ever heard. The other camels which strayed away later
were cliscovered not far off. Their nose strings had caught
in brambles, and the beasts were almost dead when discovered.
The heroism displayed by the man who was determined
a t all hazards to save the Khan Bahadur's map waEt
promptly rewarded by Sir Henry McMahon. It was no
small matter for a man in desperate peril of his life to turn
N
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back to rescue a document of whose value he had only tile
vaguest idea:
While the desert took its toll of h u ~ n a nlives from the
Mission, the water with which the delta abounds d s o
demanded its victims. At the commencement of our ma,rch
along the Helmand everyone was cautious and we had no
casualties, but this attitude soon gave place t o over-consdence, and several persons were drowned in the main cand
that flowed past our standhlg camp.
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MARKING TIIE BOUNDARY.
Area surveyed by tho Mission of 1903-5-Instructions to survey the
triple frontier-Elaborate arrangements-Regulnr camp established -T h e usefulness of melons in tho desert-View from Senn Rud -Birds
in the desert-Migration of wild fowl-" Fossils"-The
"River of the
Desert " The Panther Mountains-Desert larks nnd the wnbr tanltsSir I-Ienry McMnhon inspects our work-Progress in the .Trnde Routo
-Wells sunlc-Tlie Rtission's last tour in Seistan --The Lalre btcsinRiver scenery-Ryclro~)liobia in the camp-Mad
jncltnls -Baluch
woman maulecl by a jackal-Sheilch Weisi-A blizzard nncl its effects
-Reeds and t h h soeds . A terrific wind One hundred and twonty
miles a n hour-Mad wolf rushes the camp a t night-Our heavy losses
of rabies-Pasbur
Institute a t Iiasauli-The shrine
-Epidemic
of Bibi Dost.

INthe settlement of frontier disputes such as had arisen
in Seistan, survey work must necessarily play a l a ~ g epart.
The survey operations of the Mission of 1903-5 were on
an extensive scale and embraced not only Seistan but

'7

an area of about 38,000 square miles was surveyed on a
scale both of four miles to the inch and one mile to the
inch. I n this way not only was greater detail given to
previous maps, but several districts which before were
quite unlaown were explored for the &st time.
Much of this work was carried out for the purpose of obtaining knowledge of the general conditions of the frontier
problemwhich the Mission had been sent to solve, and there
was general rejoicing in our midst when, after we had been
in Seistan over a year and a half, Sir Henry McMahon
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gave instructions that the actual boundary between
the Helmand and the Kuh-i-Malik Siah (the meeting

I

1

point of Persia, Baluchishn, and Afghanistan) was to be
sumeyed and demarcated. At last our labours seemed to
be hawing to a close, and we could look forward to the
delights of life in an Indian station with some prospect
that our hopes would before very long be realised.
This decree meant that I should be able to examine a t
leisure a tract of country I had not before visited, though
in 1899, when travelling along the edge of the Lake basin,
I had seen from a distance the cliffs which terminated the
plateau over which the boundary was now to be laid down.
From the Kuh-i-Malik Siah the frontier runs in a straight
line for a distance of between eighty and ninety miles ,
through desert country to the Band-i-Seishn, where i t
joins the Eelmand a t the take-off of the Rucl-i-Seistan.
The work of demarcation was commenced from the side
of the Helmand, and the most elaborate arrangements had
to be made for the provisioning and watering of the large
number of men and animals forming the party, in a tract
of country where a t the time of our journey (the autumn
of 1904) nothing but fuel was to be hoped for along the
line of our route.
Water, of course, was the first consideration. In some
lengths of the boundary it 11adto be carried for twenty-five
miles-a task of some difficulty in view of the great heat.
The air in September on the irrigated lands was full of the
promise of cold weather, but on the sun-blistered and
wind-swept terraces of the desert plateau quite a different
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PROVISION

FOR WATER

climate prevailed, and the blasts had not yet lost their
B

fiery quality. Evaporation, indeed, was our worst enemy,
more water being lost in transit on this wcount than
reached us in the desert.
At our base of supplies, near Aliabad, a regular camp
was established and all possible arrangements made beforehand. Evaporation we could not avoid-but it was very
necessary that the water-skins should not leak. To provide
against this danger the services of a cobbler were engaged,
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for holding water, which kept the water beautifully cool,
thougli the porous material allowed the contents to

i

evaporate very rapidly,
I n addition to our supplies of water camel loads of
melon6 were purchased and often formed a most useful!
substitute. The fruit used to be served out to each man
and to the riding camels, the latter getting all the fruit
that had been bruised or crushed in tramit. Once the
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some hours before they were to leave the base camp, and
that any leaks then revealed should be mended and the
seams cadlred with cotton waste and tallow. To get tallow
we were obliged to purchase sheep and have them Idled,
as there was no other way of providing it. Russian
petroleum had been imported into Seistan from the north,
and the large drums containing the oil, wlien emptied and
cleaned, made very useful receptacles for storing the water
sent out to us in the desert. Empty kerosene oil tins and, in
fact, any kind of vessels that would hold wder were at a
premium. Each person was supplied with a canvas bag
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melons begin to ripen in Seistan-that is, about the
middle of July-the
surrounding deserts lose all their
terrors. The passage of waterless tracts becomes a comparatively simple matter. The fruit serves as both food
and drink for man as well as animals, and there is no
absolute need to carry water a t all.
Having put everything in train I made n start up the
valley of the Sens Rud, following the winding course of
its old deep water channel. About eighteen miles above
the village of Aliabad a camp was formed at a spot where
the shrivelled remains of the vegetation that had sprung up
in the previous spring still endured as awitness to the power
of the sun during the summer months. The desiccated remains of alkali bushes and of the desert tamarisk had faded -

to such an extent that their presence could barely be
detected from a distance. Too clry and sapless to be
useful as fodder, they provided us wit21 fuel. Prom this
point all the camels except three or four for riding were
sent back: to the water camp, and henceforwarcl loads of
fodder used to be sent out for the use of those which
remained.
Our camp in the Sena Rucl, where our work kept us
some little time, was situated in one of the wildest and
most desolate spots that it is possible to imagine. Under a
pale blue sky there was spread out a wide expanse of terraces rising one above the other towards the south, covered
with blackened fragments of gravel, against which the
narrow white strip of the ancient river-bed stood out in
high relief. To the north the steep slopes of the BBla
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Dasht rose to a height of s hundred and fifty feet above
the valley, and the raw weatherworn clSs formed a startling contrast t o the sky above and the dilrlr-coloured plain
below. The only living creatures besides ourselves and
the camels were two huge ravens, which had followed
the caravan up the valley. Fluttering from pinnacle to
pinnacle of the weatherworn cliffs they had kept pace witill
the loaded camels, lrnowing full well that sooner or later
they would have an opportunity of gorging themselves on
any that succumbed t o disease or harclship. The glossy
plumage and hoarse notes of these birds, as they called to
one another from the cliffs, harmonised well with the
desolate surroundings of the camp.
L a k r on we were visited by desert larks, when they
discovered that our tanks held water. Then the wild fowl
began t o move eastward, and wisps of teal and duck passed
overhead on their journey from the lake towards the
swamps and lagoons of the Indus and still further east.
Shortly after sunset, wedge-shaped flocks used to make
their appearance moving swiftly eastwards, and their
flight continued till the small hours of the morning. Long
after darkness had set in, and their forms could no longer
be distinguished, their movements could be followed by
the sound of the strokes of their powerful pinions. The
stronger birds could make the passage without mishap,
but very frequently the feebler coot were unable to reach
the banks of the Helmand, and were compelled to alight
on the desert to suffer a lingering death from thirst. Fully
e dozen exhausted coot were taken alive in the neigh-
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bourhood of the camp. The Baluch guides were greatly
elated by these captures, for not o~llydid the birds provide
illem with a mouthful of fresh meat, but tlieir presence on

I
I

I
I

b

the dasht was held to be a prognostication of a severe winter.
One would have thought that at a distance of eighteen
miles from water insects would not have been troublesome,
but there they were, and while I was writing or reading
after dinner quite a collection of feeble little creatures, tiny
moths and other insects, used to gather inside the cnndle
shades. Perhaps they may have been brought by the mind.
Flies there were in abundance ; but flies we carried with
us, baggage camels as a rule being unclean and badly
groomed.
One evening, shortly after our camp had been established .
three or four Balucllis made their appearance driving
before them as many head of cattle; but they passed
without stopping to have a talk. For a Baluch to do this
shows he must be in n desperate hurry, for ordinarily he
is the most loquacious of mankind. Doubtless the cattle
llad been lightly come by and the Baluchis were hastening
to get into Afghan territory by way of the Sena Rud, the
advantages of which for such purposes have beon described
in a previous chaptor. The frontier passed a hunrhed
yards from our camp, and probably thefle supposed cattle
thieves were tlie Grst persons who derived nny benefit from
our 1,zbours.
At this same camp EL report was brought to me that in a
ravine leading to the Allahyiir NIwar some large Bones
had been discovered partially buried in the strata of

FRAUDULENT FOSSILS
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I had been looking out for fossils ever since

had entered the region where this formation occurs,
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slope leading down to the hollow and rolling right tc
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By slow degrees the straight line of the boundary
t d ~h v v R talk.
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in R Llcwpc!mb hurry, for ordinar{
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of the people who dwelt in the ruined manor houses dong
the river banks.
Ih a way this tract is even more desolate than the valley
of the Sena Rud, owing to tlle numerous traces of it8
former occupation and desertion by man ; but the scenery
is saved from monotony by the magnificent bnckground
formed by the Palangiin Kuh (the Panther Mountains) to
t h e west of the lake basin. As seen from my tent a t sunrise, the highest pealcs of these mountains were the first
t o catch the light, while the low country between was in
shadow. As the sun passed the meridinn, the northwestern trend of the range caused the detail very soon to
be lost i n deep masses of shadows, f i s t almost purple, and
then, as the light faded, n deep pure blue. With this
panorama in tlie distance (for the peaks were quite thirty
or forty miles away) the tame foreground of the abandoned
delta was glorified, especially a t or nenr sunset, when the
grayel-covered summits and the mausolea which crowned
them were bathed in a flood of mellow light and at times
were almost luminous, so rich were the tones of gold and
orange which transfigured t h e adobo buildings nnd tlie
broken terraces on which they stand.
It is in many respects a very interesting tract. The
wide plains that extoncl to the Lnkc bmin from the foot of
the cliffs on which we had been setting up the boundary
pillars nre covered w+tli a multitude oE naturnl mounds,
vaxying from five to forty-five feet in height, mout of
which represent tlle depth of thc upper uoil thbt ~ I L Rbeen
removed by erosion. FJncll of these mounils is crowned

.
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1 had pmsed by this place in 1899, and so was able to
the progress that had been made in the interval,
In 1899 the track along which the Boundary Comission
of 1896 had travelled was still in existence and had been
rougl;lllyC r blazed " as the 'C Trade Route." Although posts
had been established, there were no conveniences then for
hveucrs along the route, such as have now been provided. At th& time a siugle well hail been sunk, about

f

three feet in diameter, which may have been the actual
well which the Sarbandi chieftain Muhammad Reza IFhgn
(who wits blinded by order of NBdir Shlh) had caused to
be dug. There is no water nearer than the villages of
Warnill or Sehkuha, and the construction of the original
well by Muhammad Reza IUIln was most useful public
worlr for which many a weary traveller must have blessed
the Sarbhndi chieftain.
In 1804 six or eight wells were sunk, each about ten feet
in diameter and as many deep, and these provided us with
a plentiful supply of water of a most excellent quality.
The wells were dug in the floor of a deep bay outlined
By cliffs, which form part of a wedge-shaped terrace
separating the nortliern or modern delta from t h a t of the
Rnd-i-BiynbEn. Whenever there is much water in the
lake the bay in which the wells are situated is flooded, and
then for months water covers the floor and its waves dash
on the narrow shingly beach a t the foot of the clifEs. That
is what happened the year before our visit. The Helmand
contained a discharge of about a n average volume, and
thewuter found its way into the bay i n which the post and

THE LAKE AGAIN
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wells are situated. The former wa,s flooded out and the
wells mere pa.rtly silted up but not destroyed. TIle Lrlvies
who held the post retired to a position at tlls top of tilc
cliffs and built themselves temporary shelters in ~rllich
they stayed till the waters subsided, when they clcancd
out the wells, rebuilt their huts, and traffic was resumed.
Although Muhammad Reza Chah w m on the road to tho
Mission camp, we were not yet a t the end of our labours.
There remained to be delimited the northern portion of
the bouudary, m d there were still in store for us new
experiences of the climate and other horrors-blizznrds
wit11 snow and bitter colil, mixed up .rvitll l n ~ wolvc~
d
;
times when a dementecl creature, a t tlie height of n madly
. raging hurricane, would rush throl~glltlie darkness fro111
camp to camp, like the Wehr Wolf of fable, worryi~lgnnd
injtuing all t h a t came in its wny.
There is no need, however, to nnticipntc. By the nlidcllr
of November, 19041, I wns back i n the nlain cnmp, and a
week or so later sallied out with tlie Mission on it8 lust
tour in Seisbn. On the 24th November me were again on
the edge of the Lake basin, i n the north of the MiBn K:L~$
&strict. The lake was very much drier on this occnsiou
'
than it had been the previous winter ; i n the north-eastern
pocket there was said to be barely a foot and a half of
water, and t h a t mas brine. Half-way through December
we marched across the floor of the lake and encamped a t
the rnoutli of the river of Farill. Here at last we were on

I

that few of us had seen before, and it was a welcome
change from the familiar surroundings of the MiBn Kangi.
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Close to our camp on the west l i y the magnificent sheet of
water hewn as the H&inuil(or Lake) of SLwari, so named
from the town of Slwari ShrSh which lay below its waters,
and from the shrine dedicated to SBwari ShBh, an old time
saint, which was situated on a bluff of the western shore.
Fifteen miles of water, unbroken by reed-beds, lay between
us and the shrine in a direct line from our camp.
The last five or six miles of the bed of the River of FarLh
had been scoured out to a great depth, and the water of
the lake had Med this part of the river-which otherwise
was dry-and formed a deep and winding pool between the
wooded banks. Apart from the ever-present tamarisk, the
steep banks were clothed very thickly with the Babylohian
willow, which still bore their rich autumn foliage. Every
detail of l e d and branch was faithfully reflected on the
placid surface' of the deep water that filled the winding
reaches of t h e river, and the whole made a picture that
will not easily be forgotten. The belt of trees was only a
few yards wide. Beyond it was a zone of tamarisk very
little deeper, and immediately beyond, t h e open ground was
reached. A be16 of Bunnu grass gave place to reeds in
one direction, while a still more dreary view presented
itself in the other, where the ground was thick with saline
matter, which gave a curious wintry appearance to the
landscape, and where only the alkali bush and stunted
tamarisk grew.
These cheerless surroundings heightened the effect of
the river scenery. Our fleet was immediately launched on
the pool, 'and the ah beaut;r of the landscape was height-
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ened by the white sails of the boats as they rnanceuvred in
the narrow channel, not more than about eighty yards
wide.
About eight miles to the north of the camp rose theKul1-iEuch, a hill some three hundred feet in height,whicll formed
the chief feslhre in tlie surrounding landscape. Prom its
e River of hrih
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the middle of January the whole camp was once more on

of b r i s k veq

the move from the FiiriLh Rud, and now began a period of
new anxiety. The very day that we left, a man, who had
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summit, l'oolcing northwards, the effect of the successive
subsidences that have formed the hollow in which Seishn
~ lies~was most clearly defined in the succession of terraces
ellat descend towards the lalre, the light-coloured chalk-like
cliffs outlining tlie ancient lines of fracture caused by the
settling down of the terraces.
After some of us had made a tour round the nortllern
sl~oresof tho Siiwari Lake, whicli occupied tlie rest of
December, it was time to return to our stancling camp, as
the Helmand was rising, and every day brought news of
fresh areas in the Lake basin being -filled with water. By

I

.+

been bitten by a jackal early in December, and had
developed liydrophobia, succumbed to this terrible malady.
He had been bitbn in the face as he lay asleep in the
bivouac where the transport drivers were in camp with
their animals. Rabies had broken out among the wild
animals early in the winter, and this occurrence brought
the fact prominently to our notice.
From the River of Fariih I proceeded to the place
where this unfortunate man had been bitten, while the
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destination of the Mission was the township of Sheikh
Weisi, in the Miin Kangi. That evening as I sat a t tea
in my tent, a sudden commotion took place among the
huts of the small hamlet near which I was spending fie
night. A hubbub of excited voices was followed by the
report of a gun, after which the uproar graduauy ceased.
A man sent to ascertain what hacl occurred, came back
and reported that a rabid jackal had entered the courtyard of one of the dwellings and had been shot by one of
the neighbours. The woman to whom the hut belonged
had a narrow escape, only just having time to drag her
children inside the hut and to put up the hurdle that took
the place of a door. Fortunately a large white cock had
attracted the jackal's attention, and the furious brute had
turned aside t o worry it.
The next evening a second jackal was killed on the
outskirts of the hamlet, and the evening after that, while
I was finishing a pipe at the camp fire, another of the
brutes came right up to the .fire and gibbered a t me.
Calling to the men to look out, I dived into the tent for
my gun, and as they ran up the jackal fled. The verdict
of the people of the country was that the animal could
not have been mad then or it would not have run away.
Encamped as we were on +,he outskirts of the heavy
tamarisk jungle, and in tents which a t the best of times
cannot be made very secure, our position was neither
pleasant nor safe, with an epidemic of this nature
prevailing among the jackals which infested the jungle.
These animals sometimes enter human dwellings mcl
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conceal themselves and afterwards attack fie inmates, A
sad case of a Balucll woman was reported from N B ~~l i .
She had occasion to enter her hut la;te one evening, and
no sooner hac2 she set foot inside than a jackal seized ller
by the ankle. When she stooped down and tried to drive
i t off it seized one of her hands and pulled her down, and
by the time her neighbours came to her assistance she hacl
been fearfully mauled. Her husband being too poor to
be able to make up an offering for the shrine of Bibi Dost,
the recognised resort in such cases, his neighbours out of
their poverty raised a subscription, and the suffering
woman was taken to the shrine.
On the day following my own experience of the boldiiess
. of the jackals, I rejoined the Mission at Sheikh Weisi.
Enrly the next morning the wind which hacl sprung up
rapiclly developer1 into a blizzard. On the night of t h e
'
of frost were registered,
20th January f o ~ h e ndegrees
and on the 21st the temperature never rose above twenty
degrees above zero (Fah.). During the whole of Sunday,
the 22nc1, the temperature was never higher than thirteen
degrees above zero, ma the following night the minimum
thermometer recorded 4.5.degrees above zero on the stand
in the camp observainry, while two degrees above zero was
recorded on the ground by another instrument. The
Helmand was frozen over in all its branches, ancl so
were even the shallower parts of the lake inside the reed
beds, where the water was protected from the wind. After
thaw set in on the 244th the surface of the water was.
covered with dead fish that had been nipped in the ice.
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We had rather a strange experience a t this camp. To
the north and west of the Sheikh Weisi township stretch
entensive beds of bulrushes and reeds which flower in
tho autumn. The seed pods are cylindrical, about
four to six inches long, and have a h e and ve1.y brittle
sheath. When the latter dries the smallest movement
of the bulrushes and reeds causes it to burst, on wl~icll
myriads of f l d y germs are set free. A t such h n c s
i t is clangerous to force a way through the beds of
reeds, as the h e seeds and the silky fluffs attached to
theln lnny very easily enter the air passages of the nose
and throat. On this occasion the blizzard, as it swept
through the beds to windward, shattered the pods and
scattered tlie seeds broadcast over the country. The ground
o n which our camp was placed was covered with them so
thickly that after the gale had abated it appeased as if
mow had fallen, mid in hollows and behind the ridges of the
plouglled fields, ininiature drifts had collected. Although
our tenh were large and weather proof, and owing to the
cold hacl been closely fastened, it was impossible to keep
the fluffs out. The carpet of my tent was grey with the~u.
It was a practical demonstration of the way in which the
distribution of the seeds Lakes place, and explained how if
is that reeds are found growing even in places like the
Infeino of Seistan-after rain.
0
1
1 the 26th January we marched to a place not far from
the ruins of Jallalibgd, and that same evening the wind

again developed into a hurricane. Next morning I found
that a small drift of snow had formed on the foot of my
f
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bed, ant1 was frozen I~arcl,while a sinlilar drift Iny on tllo
drugget that covered the ground. Ouhidc, snow WIW atill
falling, and me should probJ,ly llnvc cxprricnccd n r~cord
fall llnd not tlic wind l)rcvcntcC1 t l i ~snow Ero~rlc o l l ~ c t i n ~
except on the Ice side of momlds and old wnllfi.
We reached our cnlnp on tlie platcan on tlici following
clny, and tllough thnt d:~ywas bitterly cold tllr wcatllrr
afterwards grew ~nilder,i~11rl fnr tllc next two ~nontliswo
had no cold worth mmltio~~inq.111 the c;vly part of
February I visited tlw Iiul1-i-KI1wBj:~ Hill ill t h Laktb,
~ ~
and tllough waclin~n good ilenl in tho mi~ter,cxi~lili~~irip
its deptll in cliffcrcnl; plnccs, I Ctllt 110 inconvciiicncc. from
either wind or cold. But t l ~ cwintcv W;IS not yct ovcr.
Near the end of Marc11 tll1ulrlt~r-st4~r111~
wcXrt>
rtccornp:u~i~d
by heavy showcrs of riliii, :lnd it ~ L C : LI~PC~~SS:LI'Y
I I ~ ( ~ to l i ~ l ~ t
our stoves once mwo. TVc wc3rr i ~ l ~ o utot cxpcrimice a
change mhicli .cvollld s110.c~
t l ~ with
t
i~l1our k~lowledgciof
tl~c.wirids of Seishn, mo lli~(1still to lcurrl of rnlll~tthey
were c;~yablc.
On the 27th Marc11 the wind wils blowing st tllu ratG of
fiftgr ~nilesall Ilour ; the temper~turestood only (I degree
or two above freezing point, and during the night it fell to
fourteen degrees below freezing. Next day things got
worse. Aftcr diilller the wind seemed to be at its height,
and I set out to read the anemometers in order to scc whnt
velocity had been attained. The instruments had been set
up on a rise, about f i ~ efeet above tile general level of the
plateau on which our camp was situated, and some tliree
hulldred yards from tile mess hut. Two l m k l a s were
0

2
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before I had gone more than a few yards,
and it became evident t h a t assistance would be necessary
if the observatio~ls were to be tzken. Major Irvine,
I.M.S., who had been looking after our welfare during the
Mission in the double capacity of medical oflicer and mess
president, very kindly offered liis si?rvices, a n d suggested
that we should proceed townrcl thc mound Lack to back,
he .rvalking bncltwarcls wit11 a bull's-eye l,zntr?r~lunder liis
oloalc, while I led the way. In this fi~sliionwe nt length
managed to reach the sumtllit of t h c mound. For a n
instant in the dark, with the wind slirieXing and the
gravel with which it mas laden hitting me in the fwc, 1
w m a t a loss which way t o turn to look for tlie anemometers. A faint g l e m of light escnping from under
Irvine's coat pointed the wny, nnd then Inrina succeeiled
in holding up the lantern to l i g l ~tlic
t dial, while I noted
four runs a t very sllort intcrv;~Isso a8 fx~Rccure n reliable
observation, as t h e pointrr was moving nt racing speed.
Recurc the faur rcadinp,
Even in the ~ l l o r ttime i t h o k
and to note them, the buffeting of f110 wind and t h e
t much to
gravel tllctt was flung in our faces was n l m o ~ too
be borne. Afterwards, however, wt? wpro glnd t h a t we
had taken the ohservntiona, sincc. t h r p showed the wind to
have bnen blowing a t a velocity of n l~undredand twenty
miles an hour.
During this p l e the nvclmgo liourly velocity from the
recordr of tlie two instruments, over a period oE sixken
hours, wn8 ~ighty-rightmiles. Thiu rntn wacl the highent
wa recordecl during the Mi~aion. Prcviouu t o t h i a recorrl
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sixty-eight miles h:~dbeen recordcci in July, 1904, and this
velocity occurred cluring a g~lc?following a maximum
temperature of 116.5 in tho shade-the highest recorded
that year.
Altliougll tile mind-storm mas quite enough to try us, tlie
menwlio were in cliarge of the ca~nelshad to contend against
a still worse experience. Before duwn a rnad wolf mnde
its appearance, and the &st notice any one had of it was
its rushing into a tent where several men were asleep, and
carrying off a thickly-wadded cluilt wllicll covered one of
tlie men. The ininates of tlie tent were ronseil, and there
was no more sleep for any one for the rest of the night.
There mere three ca~npswith 3 large number of ca~nelvin
each, separated froin one another by a space of about throe
liundrecl yards. From ona canlp to another tlie wolf ran,
and though in the dnrlmess the nien mere unable to see it,
the roaring of the camels warneci them that tlie beast wns
in their midst. Witli their swords drawn the men stood
on their defence. I n the darluiess every now and again

a mtLn would imagine lie saw the wolf, and cut a t it,
and it is a wonder that tliey did not injure one another, as
the state of nervous tension must have been very great.
It was barely possible to heal. or see anything, and tliey
were practically at the mercy of the f r ~ t i cbeast, which
rushed bsckwarcls and forwards biting everything that it
could reach until daybreak, when it made off.
When the da~~lrige
the wolf had caused mas added up it
was found that seventy-eight can~elsalone had been injured
by it. Other animals, such as dogs and goats, which had
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been bitten were destroyed on the spot; b u t camels to us
were of untold value, and so the camels which had been
bitten were destroyed when they showed signs of rabies,
and not till then. The disease with them took a strange
form. They useit to tear their own limbs and bodies, and
as they were isolated they had no oppol-hmities of biting
ot,her camels.
On the last day of March news was brought into camp
that the mad wolf had been destroyed. It had entered a,
Baluch encampment, where it tore the Pace of a sleeping
man, bit a second in the arm, and was shot by a third man
a t close quarters. This happened only a dozen miles from
our transport camp. Fortunntely, llowever, none of our
men were injured.
For some time after the mad wolf had attacked our trms.port linee, everyone i n the main camp mas on the alert, and
watch and ward were kept regularly every night. Almost
all of us had built .huts, but our quarters possessed no
doors, and the curtains that afforded privacy were too
slight a protection against the inroads of a savage animal.
Various incidents continued to apur our vigilance. One of
our native officers who was exercising n horse a little way
from camp came upon a wolf in ita last agony, and early
one morning some Ghilzai camelmen brought in a wolf
they lind killed during the night. It had come right in
among the rnen and camels, but the sentry wns ready w i t h
his sword, and it made for the main anal, where the moil
killed it just as it was taking to water. A day o r so later,
having occasion to ride out to MHshi, I met there nu en-
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ca~nl)~nent
of shepherds, who told ~rlct l ~ a bt ~ rabid
o
wolves
had colne down the Hehn:~ncl;ind ciltcrecl the sheel) peTls,
and tlierc alone 11:ul bitten thirty-two sllcep ancl goats,
beside dogs.
These sl~opherclsgave :L strange reason fc>rthe epidemic
of rabies. Accorili~lgto them it was a~useclby the wild
beasts eating clfi~dlarks. I n some years, they said, t11e
larlts ilevelop extraordinary vit.;llity, and pour fort11 such :L
flood of song as they rise on the wing t h i ~ they
t
become
l the gronnd dead. A wild ailiini~l
suffocated aid f t ~ l to
which eats one of these dencl bircls iuf;~lliblydevelops
rabies. This is :L widespread superstition, and it see~ned
not unfamiliar to the n:~tivesof Inclis who were with lnc.
Sorneti~ne;~£tel,
the scltre bout mad wolves hnd s~lhsided,
n horse clcvelopeil ri~bies,:~ndhad to be clestroyed. It was
out of sol.1:~one morning and Iind been sent; up to our
qw~rtersto be inspectecl by the Corninandant. On the way
the horse ran a t the groom, who (lropped t h e halter mcl
fled for his life towards our hilts, with t h e horse a t his
heels. Fort~mablyfor him, just as we tllought h e would
be overtaken, a spasm seized the horse, wllich collapsecl 011
the grouncl a few yards from where xome of us were
stzzi~ding. The whole thing passed so quickly that we
were unable to do anything, as the horse had showed no
signs of any injury, and it; is impossible to bedwnys prepared
for every ,contingency. The horse was led b x l t to the
lines, and by evening i t had becolne furious, kicking and
biting at everything within remh, so that it had to be shot.
One man belonging to the camel corps was sent for
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treatment to the Pasteur Institute a t Kasauli. He was
colning into camp with some camels, and turned off from
the path for a moment, when a jackal sprang at him
out of a bush. Fortunately he was able to seize it before
he was bitten. He was unarmed, but having very luckily
caught the animal by the throat he throttled it, and
beyond a, few scratches came off unscathed. This man
and the poor fellow who died at the Fariih Rud of rabies
were the only persons of our regular establishment who
were injured. At Sheikh Weisi, a Seistani employed by
us was bitten while gathering fuel, but he of course went
off to the shrine of Bibi Dost.
It was never quite clear why Bibi Dost was supposed to
exercise a healing influence on injuries received from rabid
animals. The popular idea is that no sooner is a person
bitten than he or she is mad-though the disease may not
have taken an active form. The visit to the shrine is
believed to cure the sufferer-provided of course that it
has not been decreed that he is to die in this way. The
principal shrine dedicated to Bibi Dost is close to the
village of KLsamBbLd. It is here that the sufferers resoi-t.
There are many shrines, offshoots of this, but the efficacy
of tbe cure is most sure at the parent shrine. The virtue
attributed to this spot represents in all probability some
ancient belief of pre-Islamitic times which has been
included in the Mohammedan faith and received its
sanction.*

* There are shrines in Afghanistan and in India, which are supposod
to cure all who visit them after being wounded by rt rabid animal.
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ALTHOUGEC
nfter our return t o the standing cwnp cal;ly ill
1905 there was still a good deal of work to occupy our
attention, yet as the days passed on signs increased tlli~t
the return of the Mission to Quettn would not be much
longer delayed.
Each day brought forth its batch of reports, whicli usod
to be 'eagerly discussed, and those who had been placed in
charge of special lines of research now began to look over
their notes with a view t o amplifying or strengthening
weak links in the evidence they had amassed Places were
revisited for tlie purpose of settling uncertain points. Old
Didi, the descendant of an ancient family of canal makers
and engineers, was in great request. The ancient Seif-uildin, representative of a family of officials who had served
the Princes of Seisttm, had also been summoned to the
camp. These men are the last of the past generation, and
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were of great use to us in our search for information relat-

;

ing to the topography and affairs of Seistan while i t was
yet an independent principality.
Everyolie was eager t o be off after more than two ycnrs
in the country, though life in Seistan had not been without ikq relaxations. Sir Henry McMahon is an expert
y~chtsman,and our fleet of three Berthon boats having
been fitted out with sails, the wind, which so often sl>oilecl
our pleasure, was utilised in its less fruntic moments for
our amusement on the waters of t h e Relmand and the
Lake of Seistczn. Needless to say, the Mission was equipped
with means of entertainment like the gramophone, arid
probably none of us who resided in Seishn during those
two and a half years will ever again listen to the strains
of a gramophone without being carriecl back in mind to
Sunday nights i n the stancling camp, allen record after
record used to be ground out in the great mess tent to the
accornpanimellt very frequently of n raging
.
wind. To me
even the name of tlie instrurnerit a t once .recalls the
thrashing of curtains and the swr~yingof the tent in n
paroxysm of the 'CWi~ld
of 120 Days" or in tho fierce grip
of a wint,ry blizzar(1, t.liat nothing coultl mitip,to srlve the
atmosphere created within closed doors-so far as it was
possible to close stnictures of cloth sncl bamboo-ljy a
couplo of sl;oves, several I~~mpu,
much tobacco, and some
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good whisky.
A great boon, wllicll did more p e r h i ~ pthan
~
ai~ytliing
else to relieve tlle feeling of isolt~tion,wns tho excr?llonce
of the communicat~ionswhich kept us in touch wit11 the
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outside world. Our nearest telegraph station was one
hundred and eight miles away, but notwithstanding the
distance telegrams forwarded to us by horsemen reached
camp on the afternoon of the second day. Reuter's daily
telegrams, not more than two day8 old, used to be in camp
every afternoon, and throughout the Mission we were able
-at headquarters-to follow the course of events that were
hlzing place in other parts of the world, some of which
were not without an influence on our own work.
An idea of the organisation of the postal service can be
formed from the fact that on one occasion I despatclled a
letter to Quetta and received an answer on the thirteenth
day. Very rarely were letters more than seven or eight days
on the way out. The distance from Queth to our standing
camp by the Trade Route, aloilg which the mails were
carried, was five hundred and fifty miles. At that time
the railway had not reached Nushki, and no aids to progress
such as wheeled conveyances were available. The bags
were carried by horsemen, or men on the indifEerent riding
camels of the desert. Parcels up to a pound in weight
were carried in the letter bags, which made a very considerable weight for t h e ponies in addition to their riders.
Once or twice a post bag was lost, the mail rider being
held up by outlaws between Quetta and Nushki, and once
only an accident occurred, due to an article badly packed.
It wag however, a bad mishap. An officer of the Mission
had arranged that a bottle of a much ailvertised hair tonic
should be sent to him from Quetta a t stated intervals. As
the parcel was under the limit of weight, it used to be
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includecl with the 1ettei.s. On this particular occasion the
bottle broke, and by the time that the mails arrived in
camp the contents had spread over evergtlling inside the
bag. Letters came out in a transparent condition-beautifully scented, but unreadable. H a ~ n been
g
away for the
day when that mail was delivered, I found on my return
the main street of the camp adorned with well-oiled sheets
of paper, carefully spread out on tent ropea and bushes.
The mystery attaching to this display was solved when, on
entering my tent, I cliscovered my share of oily letters carefully piled on the table. 'The experience was not repeated,
and it was the only accident that took place during the
period of two and a half years that we remained in Seistan.
April, 1905, drew towards a close, and the suspense in
which we were kept about our departure began to have
rather a trying effect on the nerves. At last came the
news that a visit was contemplated to the capital, where a,
round of fayewell visits was to take place which would
mark the close of our stay in the country.
On the last day of the month I rode towards the city,
where almost every other member of the Mission had
assembled, and on the way paid a visit to the shrine of Bibi
Dost. It was at once noticeable how largely the shrine
had been frequented. The earth outside the enclosing
wall bore great brown stains where the blood of victims
had been poured forth. Those who could afford to do so
sacrificed a sheep or goat, or perhaps a 1amb.or a kid,
while the poorer class of pilgrims would probably be able
to provide with difficulty a cock for the purpose.
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and after a long and tedious ride, over irrigated lands and
through canals, it was with feelings of relief that 1
dismounted a t the British Consulate in NasratiibFid.
To the people of Seistan dl interests centre in what is
a t once their political and their religions capital. It is
possible to be a long time in the country and never hear
the name NasratEbiid, since in accordance with old custom
the place which happens to be the capital for the time
being is spoken of generally as "The City," and even as
It is this which makes allusions to Seisian in
rc Beistan."
ancient chronicles so puzzling to the reader. It is never
clear whether it is the capital or the country that is
alluded to.
At the present day NasratibEd is an unhappy-looking

i'
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place, from whichever sicle it is approached. Owing to
t h e apathy of the people, t h e soil has become water-logged.
The banks of the canals have been allowed to fall into

disrepair, and the water leaking through them has formed
two marshes, one to the north-east and t h e other to t h e
east of the city. T l ~ a tto the north-east, indeecl, was
deliberately lrept up when we were there, so as t o allow
the soldiers of the garrisoil to pasture their donkeys a n d
ponies, without trouble t o themselves, close to t h e fort.
The road from the Mission camp to the Consulate passed
through the eastern swamp, and rnrely did I cross it
without a mishap, owing t o the slippery nature of the soil,
and the pitfalls in which it abounded. Elsewhere also the
grouncl was hardly ever dry. All buildings very soon f a l l
into disrepair on account of the damp rising in the wdls ;
the lower portions rapidly crumble away, ancl, unclercut by
the wind, the whole fabric is very soon in heaps.
The fort of NnsratlbBd (the Abode of Victory) is almost
n ruin. Inside the decaying walls, nothing is in repair
except the Governor's residence in the Citadel, and the
mansion in which the Persian resident (the K8quzlh)
dwells. Round the fort runs a moat, and this is used with
the utmost impartiality as a cesspool, swimming bath, a n d
source of water supply. To the north of t h e fort, about
a quarter of a milo away from the walls, is a large garden
called the ChahBr Blgh, which is the propel9 of the
Governor, and which contains not a t a11 a bad house, with
one or two apartments above the rooms on the ground
floor. The direct entrance is a low naiTow door in the
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tea was again served in tumblers. The chief dish in the
lnenu was brought in near the end. It was b a ~ e dDblmah
~

~ and4was a, whole lamb stuffed with a sweet pillau,

of rice, a l m ~ i ~pistachio
d~,
nuts and raisins, and was served

in very large dish which must have tried the strength of
the stalwart serving man who presented it to each guest.
Moreover as the dish was on a level with one's face it was
by no means easy in our crowded position to attack the
whole sheep with any degree of success without covering
one's self or one's neighbour with a goodly portion of the

I
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contents.
m i l e we feasted inside the state apartment, our Indian
servmts who had been invited by the rnajor-domo of our
llost mere enjoying themselves in an adjoining room. Each
dish as it was removed from our table was passed on to
them, and the hmn of voices showed that they a t anyrate
appreciatecl the feast. We learned afterwards the secret
of their evident satisfaction. In adclition to a very ample
meal, they each received a present of money amounting to
nearly a pound sterling.
There remained now the farewell banquet to the Mission
to be given by the Peraian Commissioner, and we had a
clay between the two entertainments to recover ourselves.
The Persian Resident was an official of a by-gone day.
He professed to know no French-at least he did not speak
it-and conhed himself entirely to Persian. The Persian
Commissioner was a representative of the modern official
class. He had been educated in the ~ i l i t a r School
i
in
Constantinople, and spoke French with ease and fluency.
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He had, moreover, been closely associated with us during
our stay in the country. He had been a frequent guest a t
our mess, and we were more or lesn on a foothg of friendship and equality, which was not quite the case wit11
r e g ~ r dto the Persian Resident.
The cc Yamin-ul-NizLm," to give the Commissioner his
full title, resided in the garden
house inside the Chahlr
BBghy which he shared with a Revenue Official, who had
been deputed by the Government at Teheran to make
certain inquiries into the Revenues of Seistan. The
"Mustansir-ud-Daulah," as this, latter official was styled,
t
was a charming specimen of a h~gh-bred Persian, but was
not acquainted with any European language. His father,
he used to lament to me, had been very conservative in his
ideas, and hail given his sons the best education possible
according to the Persian standard, but hacl set his face
against allowing them either t o go to Europe or to learn
European languages. Blthough the Mustmsir's knowledge of Persian alone had been a bar to most of our party
knowing him, he was evidently such a good fellow mcl.
always so cheery that he became a general favourite with us.
The upper apartments of the Garclen house where these
gentlemen lived occupied only a part of the terrace formed
by the roofs of the lower rooms. A .wide platform was
thus available, and over this a canopy had been sprea.cl
under which we ilined in comfort, while after dinner we
were able to pass a n enjoyable evening in the open air,
instead of remaining in an atmosphere full of the odours
of food and tobacco, as a t the K5rguzHh's enkrhinment.
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The dinner, also, though composed of Persian dishes, waa
not marred by mecliceval profusion. I append a translation
of the Persian menu, which I have kept in ~nenlory of zl
very pleasant evening, and which may be useful in dispelling any false ideas as to the extent to wllicll we were
debarred from the comforts of civilisation while in ScistiLn.
Plain Soup.
Dolmeh Bnrg.
Cutlets.
Chillau, with h e Mince Meat, Sweet Pillnu.
Asparagus.
Puclcling.

1

As for wines, our host was able to provide dry cllampape,
Burgundy, port, and whislry.
Even a t the Commissioner's, however, we were not able
to forget for long that in Seistan the raga me ever behind
the tinsel. The staircase, wliich was dreadfully steep,
had been built with sun dried bricks and clay mortnr, like
the house itself, and was fallen into sad disrepair. Red
cloth had been put down in our honour, but this wae
trailing loose, and while the steps were not ensy by day,
a t night, by the dim light of one or two lalnps a t tho
bottom, it needed very wary walking to reach the ground
safely.
W e had arrived a t NasratSbBd a t the time of the Eaater
festival of tlle Greek Church, and MIthe Russian Consulate
was only about five hundred yards from the residence of
the British Consul we were able to hear tho Coeuncku of
the Russian escort chanting their religioue and national
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airs. The effect of the stately Gregorian music was very
fine w the voices of the singers mere surprisingly good and
correct. Before we left, the Cossaclrs asked permission
to entertain the small party of Indian troops who had
accompanied Sir Henry McMahon to the capital, and also
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the cavalry escort of the British Consul. This was duly
granted, and a day or two after the entertainment had
taken place our men made up their minds to return the
hospitality of the Russians.
The native officers were the hosts. They prepared the
programme of the entertainment, and from our mess stores
and those of the Consulate were supplied with everytliing
that was necessayy to make the entertainment a success.
Chief host was the native officer in comma~idof the cavalry
portion of the Com~nissioner'sescort-a h e old soldier of
a high Afghan family, who by birth and training was well
fitted to perform the duties of entertainment on an occasion
of such a nature. Our men of course spoke no Russian,
nor did the Russians speak any Indian language; but
Persian afforded a common medium of conversation, as
after the time we had spent in Seisbn everybody in the
British camp spoke at least a smattering of Persian, and
the Cossacks stationed at the Russian Consulate naturally
did the same.
after dinner was over the Cossacks gave an exhibition
of dancing, and in their long coats and boots the skill and
activity they displayed was wonderful. It spoke volumes
for the boots they wore that they were able to dance the
steps 80 cleverly and cleanly, for the time was very fast.
P2
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The dance was a sort of hornpipe performed by two men,
who acted while they danced. Now advancing, now
retreating, one of the partners would i n dumb show act
the part of a suppliant, and this action each pair kept up
for a considerable time. On our side the men who were
entertaining the Cossacks performed with bared swords the
dances peculiar to tribes on the North-West Frontier,
which their guests in turn applauded vigorously. Finally,
before the party broke up, the Cossaclts gaTe us nn exliibition of singing. The man who sang the air, a tenor, stood
in the centre of a little group, each of whom took a part,
in the refrain. The tunes generally wero of s most sad
and melancholy nature, and some of the time was so slow
and the music so majestic that it ~~ppeared
as if the men
were singing religious airs.
The dinner ancl reception given by our men to the
Cossacks of the Russian Consulate took place practically
a t the end of our s h y in the capital. Our last calls had
been paid ancl only a few had to be returned, after which
there was no further reason for us to defer our return to
the standing camp. Accordingly by the end of the first
week of May we were back on the plateau overlooldz7g the
Helmand delta, and now it was only a question of waiting
for the telegram which should announce our release. At
last it came, one night as we sat outside the mess tent a f k r
dinner. The wind had sprang up again, but the wind interested us no more. The wind gauges hail been dismantled
and it raged ill vain; and as if ilisconcerted at the lifAlo
attention i t received i t subsided again without comment.
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There remained the farewell Durbar, which was fixed
for the 15th May. Once more and for the last time, the
ante-room of our mess hut was draped and carpeted. At
midday our friend the Akhundzlda with his train was
received, and after his departure the Yamin-ul-Nizim
arrived. Then the assembly broke up, and we took our
places outside the mess hut to be photographed for the
last time in a group. After that there remained only to
change into .our travelling garments and ride to the camp
that had been formed in advance--the f i s t camp on our
hom~~ward
journey.
When I reached my hut it was dismantled, with the
exception of my wife's picture in its accustomed place on
the wall and a few necessary articles. All the other poor
fittings that had helped to make life endwa ble had been
packed up and were now miles sway. For the last time I
walked round. It was perhaps not very much of a residence, but it was weather-proof. It had sheltered me from
the sun and the wind and the cold, and it was not in the
nature of things that I should leave it without some gratitude in my heart to the rough walls and roof that had
played their part so well. Outside, however, the riding
camels were fidgeting, and there was no time for sentimental reflections. A hurried change of clothes, and a
hasty packing of the picture on the wall and my other
belongings, and then we were off.
Only one of the three columns into which our great
company was divided remained for the night in the otherwise deserted camp. The desolation and quiet of the town
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(for it was a town in size) were in strong contrast to t h e
bl~stlinglife that had filled its streets a few hours previously, and the effect was heightened by the cries of a
tame wolf which had been t h e property of an officer's
servant. Bought two years before as a tiny cub, she was
now turned adrift to fend for herself, and, unaccustomed
to freedom, the wretched animal prowled among t h e
deserted huts and howled throughout the night. W h e n
the third column marched out early the next morning t h e
wailing note of the wolf-bitch sounded mournfully i n their
ears.
Now at last all were llomeward bound. We had learned
much a n d had been through much since we entered t h e
country two and a half years before, and t h e return
journey seemed a compimatively simple matter. There
mas none of the work of the outward march. The columns
made straight f o r the wells of Muhammad Reza Khiin,
and there we stivclr the Traile Route and had nothing t o
do but follow it to rail-head.& Nushki.
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TEE story of the S e i s h Mission is ended. I n these
concluding chapters it is proposed to give some particulars
of the life of the people of Seistan, and of the great river
that flows through their country, for which it has not
been possible to find place in the preceding narrative.
The part of Seistan where for the time being the bulk
of the population has been gathered together in villages
and townships has always been spoken of as the Shahristln. I n modern times this district has been the area
lying to the west of the Pariun. It is in marked contrast
to the MiBn Kangi, on the east of the Pariun, where the
only permanent traces of man's abode, apart from some
four villages, are the ovens which all classes, nomad and
agriculturist, use for baking their bread. The ovens are
like truncated cones open a t the top, and in course of
time their clay sides become so thoroughly baked that
they endure long after a hamlet or collection of blanket
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tents has been removed. AS has already been seen, the
Mign Kangi is a great jungle. I n the ShahristLn, on the
other hand, jungle is nowhere to be found. In some
pa&s the people are reduced to burn dried bushes of the
alkali plant and camel thorn, and a load of tamarisk fuel
is a present which even men of substance are glad to
receive.
No little skill is shown by the Seistanis in adapting
themselves to the conditions by which they find themselves
surrounded. Their dwellings are admirably designed to
suit the climate. Every house is provided with ventilators,
the shafts of which pass into the dwelling rooms between
double walls. The roofs are lofty domes, and there is
plenty of head room inside the apartments. The 'entrances
are placed in the side of the building which faces tlie
south-east, the opposite direction to that from which the
wind blows. The usual plan for houses used by the
wealthier classes is to have a lofty Aiwan, or adit, whose
tall and wide arches form a very handsome feature.
From this hall, doors, made as low and as narrow a s
possible, give off on either hand into large vaulted
rooms.
There are many points in which the indigenous architecture is better suited to the climate than buildings designed
on an European plan. The thick adobe walls and t h e
lofty dome render the apartments cool in the summer,
and the numerous ventilators make them still more
pleasant as dweUing places. Domed apartments in t h e
winter are, however, very chilly unless good fires a r e
maintained continuously, and the public rooms i n t h e

.
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British Consulate used a t times to be unpleasantly cold,
notwithstanding the warm and generous hospitality dispensed within their walls. Fires are not easily kept up
i n the tract to the west of the Pariun, owing to the
scarcity of fuel already alluded to.
The ventilators of the houses are a conspicuous feature of
every village. The ordinary pattern of ventilator used in
Seistan is a cowl, or hatch-like opening much narrower than
its height. The long narrow opening is turned slightly
away from the usual direction of the wind, and faces the
north or a little t o the east of north. This is done to
break the force of the wind, for if i t blew directly down
the shaft of the ventilator when a gale was raging, all the
contents of the room below would fly out a t the entrance.
There is always a rush of air down the shaft, and the
Seistani regulates this by the very simple expedient of
building up the mouth of the ventilator to' suit the weather
that prevails a t the time. Domed roofs sometimes have a
ventilator like a lantern with openings round it, placed a t
the top of the dome, and as this is finished off with a
cupola, it forms a handsome addition to the dome.
The dwellings of the lower classes are small. They are
placed side by side inside a courtyard, and as each has a
gaping arched entrance the interiors are open to the
inspection of all who pass by. On the windward side in
each there is a false window, arched and outlined, which
is filled with a heavy masonry lattice with small apertures
for light and air, and the draught is regulated by the
simple expedient of plugging the openings with a small
clod of earth kept in position with the help of a little wet
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clay. As the weather becomes more severe, a greater
number of the openings are closed, and as summer returns
#ey are gradually opened again.
I n severe weather the population will be found basking
in the sun on the leeward side of their houses where the
entrances are to be found. Here groups of both sexes may
be discovered lolling against the walls; Men, women,
and children of all ages may also be seen sharing
with poultry and gaunt evil-looking dogs, the warmth
of the heaps of manure that litter the yard. The
dogs, however, generally prefer to lie on the roofs
of the low dwellings in which their owners live ; or upon
the tops of the walls enclosing the courtyard of the tenements. A stranger passing through a village is followed
by these animals who run along the walls, barking and
snarling a t the intruder, often within easy reach of his
face, until he rides out of the narrow village street. This,
as often as not, is a modified irrigation channel-a hollow
way between low banks, on which stand the walls of
tenements or gardens. Long years of traffic have trodden
the earth down, and the people do not scruple to excavate
shallow pits in the track in order to obtain material for
repairs to the walls. In addition, the lanes are crossed
by irrigation cuts of all sizes, some of which may be wide
and fairly deep, so that riding is not an easy task.
Rarely is a village so poor that it does not possess a
garden on i t s outskirts. Very often it is the property of
a Saiacl, or some member of a family of priests who resides
a t the place. At a distance no one would recognise the
existence of a garden, owing to the high prison-like walls
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that are necessary to protect the trees within from the
ravages of the wind, and i t is only as the wayfarer rides
through the village that he obtains a glimpse of what is
inside-a carefully tended garden, verdant with beds of
lucerne, and gay with the white and purple blooms of the
poppy, which, with the glossy foliage of rose bushes, of
pomegranate shrubs and of vines, make a charming
contrast to the dreary expmses of dilapidated walls that
form the setting of the picture.
Each township is under a Mayor or Kad Khuda. He
is not elected by the inhabitants, nor is the office strictly
hereditii~y. Anyone can become a Ead Khuda, but a
man whose fathers before him have held office commands
respect which is denied to the upstart. The Kad Khuda's
house is frequently of superior type to the generality of
dwellings in his village. It is usually placed in the middle
of the main street. On one side of his front door, in a
sheltered spot outside, there is a platform where someone
of his assistant officials may usually be seen lounging and
dozing. Here also the Mejlis or assemblies are held, the
notables of the vilhge sitting on the platform, and the
lower orders anywhere they can. When anything of
importance is on foot the people are summoned to the
assembly by the beating of a great drum, whose booming
notes are heard for far enough around. I n a country
where the rule of conduct is t o say, " I go, sir," and to go
not, it is convenient that the Kad E h u h should have
this means of summoning a meeting, as the tell-tale
sound proves whether or not his wishes are being made
known.
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There is a peculiar system in force with regard to the
cultivation of the land held by each township. The
inhabitants form among themselves associations called
Piigos, each of which, we were informed, is composed of
six men. These associations are regulated by the heads
of each township, and vary in number each year according to the land that is to be placed under cultivation.
Lands Inken up in the Miln Kangi, for instance, are
cultivated by associations whose actual homes are situated
to the west of the Parium, when these outlying lands are
included in the jurisdiction of a head-man, whose township is situated in the Shahristln. I t is owing to this
that so many of the settlements in the Mi5n Kangi are
merely temporary, as the inhabitants are not iative to
that pad of the delta, but merely cultivate land there, on
a very short tenure.
The partners in each Plgo share equally in the outlay
necessary for taking up lands. They also divide what
amount of profit may result from their labours. I n the
Afghan portion of Seistan the partners in each association
set apart one man to be on the spot in the village to d i g charge the corvbes to which they are subject. This man
takes no share in the work in the fields, and is called the
'<dead man."
The other partners are able to devote
themselves uninterruptedly to agriculture.
There can be no doubt that this system is of very great
antiquity. It would seem highly probable that the name
Piigo is from the primeval root which occurs in the Latin
Pagani and the Early English Pagi (adopted from the
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Latin) which was the sub-division of a hundred.
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outlying rural communities, from which our word Pagan
is believed to have been derived, were probably groups of
cultivating people who occupied lands at a distance from
the parent township, which was a centre of civilisation and
rehement, just as in the MiLn Kangi the Pagani (PBgos),
who dwell in rude huts on the land they till, in very many
cues belong to the larger townships of the Shahristiin
where are to be found such refinement and civilisation as
exist in Seistan.
The great drawback to the prosperous working of the
system is the very short tenure on which the Plgos have
to take up land. The latter being the property of the
State, no one has any right to it. Each PBgo has to pay
a fee, which theoretically must not exceed sixty bans,
before i t receives a grant of land, and not only is this grant
for only a single year, but the Pago has no idea where the
land will be situated. I n this respect the menzbers of an
association are absolutely a t the mercy of the head-man,
and do not know beforehand whether they.will have to
cultivate lands in the ShahristLn or be called on to move
into the MiBn Kangi. Lands are not assigned till just
before it is time to commence operations, and having paid
their fee the members are not in a position to refuse to
go. Under a system such as this it is impossible to
expect an association to go to any trouble in the way of
cultivation beyond that which is absolutely necessary to
secure a profit during the single year that its members
work the holding.
Other conditions are also discouraging to enterprise.
The revenue tax alone amounts to practically half the
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yield from the lands &%kenup by each group of partners,
and from tile Ksd Khuda to t h e humblest person filling
sortof office, all dip their hands into t h e remainder.
Each personJs slime has been fixed from tilne immemorial,
but no Pigo expects to escape with payment only of its
duo s h , z ~ . Just M the Governor of a Persian Province
or district, f , m s the revenue of the territory over which
he rules, so does the Kad Khucla farm that of t h e one or
more tomships he holds. If there are more t h a n one
he lives at the most important, and is represented by a
deputy at the others. He is allowed a rebate for h i s own
maintenance and remuneration. Out of every t e n Piigos
one is set ap& for him, and naturally charges of favouritism are not lacking when the time for t h e distribution
of land comes round. With respect to this PBgo, the Kad
Khuila occupies the position of the State and receives
the share of the produce which the State would have
dern~nded. For his benefit, also, the' PSLgo discharges the
corv6es for which it is liable.
Under the Kad Khuda in every township i s a group of

1

officials, cre~turesof his, chief among them being t h e
BIir Ab, or irrigation expert. I I e it is who has to report
to the Kad Khuda all requirements in the way of siltc l e d n g and repairs to the embankments of t h e canals,
whereupon the Kad Khuda details a certain number of
men from each Pggo to carry out the work, all of whom
have not only t o give their services but to provide t h e h
own food. Here again, as might be supposed, the s;yatem
does not work out at all well. The canals generally leak
when there is a good head of w a h r in them, and
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large areas of land are every year water-logged, greatly
obstructing communications. The main canal, the Rud-iSeistan, a t one pax+ of its course 6lls a depression from
half-a-mile to a mile in width and from two to three miles
long. As a class, however, the local irrigation engineers
must possess a very good eye for level, as the whole of the
canals were carefully examined while we were in Seistan,
and in no case was any one found to be baclly aligned,
though owing to the work being carried out by the
townships length by length, unnecessary bends are only
too common.
Townships are fairly numerous, though often very small.
At the time of our sojourn they numbered 363 in the
Persian part of the delta. Only three had a population
of over five hundred families ; two contained an estimated
population of from three to five hundred families ; and of
the remainder Inany were little better than hamlets. The
total number of families was estimated a t -21,171, of
whom 15,622 inhabited the ShahristBn. These figures
do not include t h e garrison nor the Governor's followers.
The population of the whole delta may be set forth as
Persian Territory.
ShahristBn ...
MiGn Kangi ...
Afghan Territory.
Chakiinsur District
Total

...
...

15,622Familiesn
5,549
,,

...

16,272

,,

...

37,443

,,

~ . I I N A R E ~ Io~ . ~
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(BUILT A.D. 1156).
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of watkr in the main canal, the distributaries in very Illany
cases will contain no water, and since the floor of the main
canal itself is some three feet above low water mark in the
Helmand, the commanding part played by the weir in the
prosperity of Seistan needs no emphasis.
As soon as ever the floods commence to decline and the
water in the Helmand to fall, there is a very marked
diminution in the discharge of all the distributnzries, and
eventually the greater number of these dry up. The
summer harvest has then been &%theredin. The Government demands have been satisfied. Everybody who can
establish his right to do so has helped himself out of the
poor cultivator's share, and the time being almost at hand
to commence the ploughings for the autumn sowing, water
is again needed.
The edict goes forth t h a t the weir must be reconstructed,
m d the Ead Khudas bestir themselves. People who can
afford to buy themselves off &o so; those who cannot are
ordered to give their services in building the weir. A
great camp is formed on the bank of the river, and all
who are too old to take an active part in the work are
utilised as cooks and attendants. Fascines of tamarisk
twigs are made, and after lines of uplight stakes have been
laid out, the fascines are placed in position.
The weir is built in two parts ; one from the Persian
bank and the other from the afghan side of the river.
The point of junction is the apex of an obtuse angle which
points up stream. As the deep water channel lies closer
to the Afghan bank, the section built from the Afghan
side is much shorter than the Persian section. The force
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of the current being exerted a t the apex, the water pushes
against the whole weight of the fascines, which packed
together are able to offer a successful resistance to the
river till the heavy floods come down. As nothing but
fascines are used there is a considerable escape of water
through them, which relieves the pressure on the weir, and
a t the game time allows the canals below to be filled. The
top of the weir forms a causeway some ten feet wide and
about five hundred yards long.
In 1904 the work was conllnenced about the middle of
August, and occupied just a month. From first to last
about forty thousand men were employed on it. Altogether
something like 4450,000 fascines, or bundles of tamarisk
branches, were used, equivalent to about two tllousaild
tons of fuel.
The Seistani, notwithstanding his many grievances, is a
merry soul' at heart, and with a little encouragelnent is
willing to talk freely-especially to one who knows his
language well enough to speak i t without the intervention
of an interpreter. The people have few or no amusements. A clever story-teller draws large audiences, and
these assemblies are held on the comfortable side of a
wall, according to the season and the weather that prevails.
Rlderly gentlemen do not consider a game of marbles
incompatible with their dignity.
The use of opium is very general. Women as well as
.men are addicted to it, and are said to administer it to
their babies in order to soothe them. The upper classes
have nothing to occupy their minds, or to fill their leisure.
For them there are but the petty intri,mes a t the small
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anarchy which prevailed before the Persian Government
intervened, which acted most disastrously on the prosperity of the country. The one class who not only
weathered the storm, but who added to their possessions,
were the Saiads and the cc priestly families." The superstitious fears of the rival Baluch claimants for supremacy
enriched both of those classes. The lands they held and
the villages they possessed were refuges in the midst of
bloodshed and rapine. To them flocked all those who had
something to lose. The trader found security in a Saiad
village. The helot was safe on lands owned by ;L Saiad.
No one was rash enough to interfere with or oppress the
" hamsiiyah " (clients) of the Saiads. This class, notwithstanding its bigotry and selfishness, formed the only
barrier that existed against the awful tyranny and
violence that prevailed.
I n general, the Seishnis are by no means fanatical in
religious matters. Portions of the same tribe are in many
cases settled on both sides of the boundary, and those who
are subjects of Persia conform to the S h t e Church and
are Shiahs, while their brethren, as Afghan subjects,
profess the Sunni doctrines. All dike are extremely
superstitious, and resort largely to Ziarats or shrines, and
the custodians of such places derive no small profit from
their visitors. The most popular saint is Bmriin, whose
principal abode is situated on the outskirts of the waterless and ruin-covered tract to the east of Niid A i ;
offshoots of this shrine are also found in one or two places
within Persian territory. Another very highly regarded
saint is Bibi Dost, the Lady bf Mercy, whose shrines, a
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we have already seen, are largely resorted to by those who
have been bitten by rabid animals. The FBrsiwLns of
Seistan are somewhat notorious for their lax ideas, and
the Baluch (who are Sunnis) declare that the former pay
great respect to, and in fact worship, an evergreen variety
of the tamarisk species. This is the Kora Gaz, a tree
which grows like a cypress and resembles one in appearance from a distance. It is not unworthy of note in this
connection that cypress trees were regarded with a certain
veneration, and were planted by Zoroaster himself. Their
perennial greenness and foliage probably caused them to
be regarded as an emblem of the truth of his teachings
through a11 ages, and it would not be long before a tree
originally planted as a witness would come to be regarded
with religious veneration.
Education is confined allnost entirely t o the male population. It is allowable they say, for any one to educate his
daughters to a very modified extent. A girl may be taught
to read, but writing is a forbidden accomplishment, and it
is regarded as one that may be the cause of untold
mischief, as in the case of the daughter of Malik Eutb-uddin-she whose bower is pointed out among the ruins of
ZLhidBn-who is accused of having betrayed the weak
points of the then capital of ~ e i s t ato
i Timur Leng.
The Malik's daughter, who was famed for her beauty
and accomplishments, had long been enamoured of the
Great Conqueror, and when he laid siege to ZBhidin, she
wrote him letters, which she fastened to arrows and discharged from her bower into the hostile lines. She told
him the secret of the underground supply of water (which
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to have existed) and it was cut off, and in con-

is
sequence the capital was forced t o surrender. After the
fallof ZghidEn, Timur is said to have mamied the Princess,
she having stipulated for this as the price of her treachery.
~~the was not easy in his mind, and lest she should
betray Inim as she had betrayed her father and her
country, he gave orders for her heacl to be cut off when he
was on the point of leaving Seistan. So perished Kutbud-din Shah's fair daughter, and for ever after she has
served as a terrible example-to be cited by all who regard
the education of females with a doubting eye-of
what
may happen if women be taught to write.
Where so much has decayed, it is not surprising if the
arts are ill represented. The difference between the state
of affairs at the present time and that which prevailed
many centuries ago is very marlred. The people who inhabited the ruined forts and manor houses of the Sarotir
district must have been able to appreciate works of art,
and also must have had the means to indulge this taste.
Some beautiful intaglio seals were brought into camp,
while 'the survey of the district was in progress. On small
polished bits of oornelians, amethysts (both purple and
white), on a subshnce that looks like jade, and on mossagates, the artists of those days have left some choice
specimens of their handiwork. As a rule the better and
highly iinished bear representations of human figures and
heads, the details of which must of necessity have been
executed with the aid of a magnifying glass, so delicately
are they wrought.
I n the present day a t the capital, and in the large and
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flourishing village of Bunjar, there are so-called workers
in the precious' mehls, but these are chiefly engaged in
trade as armourera, and even as architects and builders.
As already stated, gold and silver are very scarce indeed
in the country, and ancient coins which the treasure
seekers h d in the ruins are greedily bought up by those
who wish t o indulge their wives by a present of jewellery.
Head ornaments are made from the coins, and also from
old intaglios, but the setting is painfully crude and contrasts very unfavourably with the delicate and h i s h e d
worlrmanship of a bygone age.
For centuries the fortunes of Seistan have been on the
down grade. Before ,Persian intervention, anarchy 'and
bloodshed raged unrestrained for the space of fifty years,
and as the descendant of an ancient race native t o the
country said to me among the ruins of the city of Zahidan,
the present inhabitants are incapable of emulating the
works of their forefathers, "because the life-blood has
been drained from our veins."
To-day the sole surviving manufactures are those
absolutely necessary to meet the daily wants of the
impoverished population. Pottery of only the commonest
description is made. The pieces are often misshapen, the
ware is inferior and badly baked, and a crude attempt ali
glazing the outside intensifies the inferiority. The forms
and patterns are those of antiquity, but the workmanship
is of the worst description. Similarly modern buildings are
slovenly, and their lines are out of the perpendicular;
unbaked brick and "pis6" are still used, but the minimum
of labour is expended on the work.
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The only other ancient handicraft which is cnrriccl on
is that of weaving. The coarse cotton fabrics used by
the people generally are manufactured By male weavers.
Even so far back as the tenth century of our crn, authors
who wrote about Seistan lnelltioll the exi.stchnce of colonic:~
lqslon.
or settlements where the men followctl. t h i ~profc..
'
Dr. Forbes, who lost his life in Seistsn in 15401, also noted
the industry, and was much struck by tlio resclrn1)lnnce
of the operatives to the now extinct cluss of hnnh-loorn
weavers in Scotlanci. The Seistan weavers appei~redto
him remarkable for their intelligence, as well ns being
given to political disputations, and for being ccpo~sessed
of a quaint and independent humour, very different from

I

I

1

that of the generality of Persians." This description
.
applies equally well to the hand-loom weavers of Seistan
a t the present day.
.
The cotton yarn is spun by the women, but it is prepared for the loom by the men, and the latter make it
into cloth. The process is still a feature that attract8
attention as the wayfarer rides through a village. I n
what may be called, by courtesy, tho village square, Rometimes as many as a dozen men may be seen seahd nt their
looms, on the comfortable side of a wall which prot;~ctR
them from the wind. Protection from the sun is provided
by a light roof resting on poles in front and on the wall
nt the bnck. A long trench is dug for the ~ccommodntion
of the weavers, who it on a bench out on the far side of
the trench with tlisir feet inside.
Among the Bnluchis, on the other hanil, carpet-making
is carried on entirely by the womon of the family, while
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the men help in preparing the wool, in dyeing it, and in
the other preliminary stages of the work.
The patterns are committed to memory, and in many
cases have probably been handed down from generation to
generation for centuries past. If an exceptionally good
carpet, with new variations of an old pattern, or a new
design altogether is available, it is sometimes borrowed as
a pattern, but this is very rarely the case.
Work is laborious and progress is slow. About an inch
deep strip of a carpet some four feet wide represents a
very good day's work. I f there is need to push the task
t o a completion relays of workers are put on, and they
sit a t the loom from early morning until it is too late t o
see the stitches. To h i s h an inch a day requires very
hard and unremitting worlr.
The principal colours are indigo and madder. The leaf
of the wild pistachio ( g w ~ n )is used t o obtain a black
colour. Willow leaves are used for the greens ; and the
leaves of the pomegranate bush, or tree, are added to pure
madder to produce a brighter tone, or an orange, or merely
to enliven the somewhat dull hue of pure madder. White
is of course the pure wool carefully bleached. Goat hair
is sometimes used, instead of dyeing wool black, and the
yellow and dun wool of a young camel is always .used for
any part of a pattern where such a shade is required.
For mineral dyes resource is had to ,professional dyers.
These dyes are styled " Jauri," or poisonous, which
8ufEciently indicates their nature.
The defects in Seistan carpets are due to the conditions
under which the work is carried on. The irremediable
I
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d t ~ f w tirr want of ~ymmotry,mhicli is due to t h e rollers
onhr which tllc wnrp p w e s being not parallel to one
~ o t l l ~which
r,
~ n n k the
~ s ends narrower than t h e middle
m d rlt*stmya the nppennnce of the finished alliicle.
\\'h~n R c s r p t hw been finished the selvage a t both encls
in w0vc.n into n brilliant patterned drugget. The stitches,

I

d

b i n g dmwn rerp tight, contract the mnrp, nn(1 then when
the carpet ie sprend, indead of lying flat, it cockles.
Thin d ~ f c c twenm off i n tirue u h r the carpet has been
tnnldmi down. Tho P c ~ i n nalways treats a cnrpet
~pccinllpto make i t lie properly.
For s pile ruq or cnrpet eight feet long, By about four
fwt wide, forty pounds of moo1 are said to be necessary.
A s n rule pile rugs or carpets should be sold by the square
pan'l, while the price of clruggets-which are as good ns, if
not lwtttbr than, tho rugs and cnrpeter-ought to be fixed
I)? t hcbir w ~ l i ~ h t .
Srnnll nrticles such as addle-bngs, nose-bags, haverm~ckn,ttncl pillow slips often are very superior pieces of
work, and tho ~pecimenamade by the Baluch girls ;we taken
tur thv strmdtlnl of their value in the marriage market.
In their privnte lives the Baluch women have much
better mpuh~tionsthan their FBrsiwlin sisters. The latter
are ~ n i dto be addicted to intrigues and to be unfaithful
to their hus1)ands. So long ns their infidelities a e
confitlei1 to their fellow-countrymen and co-religionists,
t h o husbands are compl~~isnnt,
and difficulties arise only
when nn intrigue with a foreigner has been detected, and

A marriqeable girl is bought outright,
her price being in proportion to her good looks. The
a scanhi1 ensues.
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The men of the upper classes wear the Persian frock
coat and trousers. On the head a felt cap and s white or
coloured turban. The Saiad is always known by his large
Mack turban and black coat. The Kul-Helots, or the
labouring classes, dress in a blue cotton blouse, fastening
by a button on the left breast and with loose, but short,
blue cotton trousers. The Persian Abba or cloak corresponding to the Indian Choga is always worn by well-to-do
persons-the merchants, literati, and upper classes of the
population.
I n Persian Seistan the Baluch holds himself aloof from
the FlrsiwBn, whom he despises. I n Afghan territory,
where both Baluch and FSrrsiwIm are under the heel of
the Afghan, Baluch and FSrrsiwL~intermarry. The
result of such marriages is a very peculiar type that is a t
once recognisable. The individuals are taller and larger
framed than either their Baluch or Firsiwiin parents, but
in their complexion the offspring of such marriages
favour, as a rule, the darker countenance of the Baluch.
The Flrsiwiin population of Seistan bears a curious
resemblance both in feature and in physique to the races
of the Punjab; and t h i ~resemblance is not accidental,
but is due to an affinity in race which throws a curious
ancl interesting light on the migrations-voluntslry and
enforced-which have influenced the population of Seistsn.
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THE HELXAND.

The name " Helmand " Great area of t h e Seistan Lake-The source
of the river-The ford a t Girishk-Major Tod crosses the river on a n
of t h e Helmand - Possible
elephant - Tributary streams -Valley
periodic rise--The rivers that feed the
diversion of its courst+-Its
Seistan Lake-Area of the lake dependent on the height of the
Helmand-Natural high-wnter gauge-Years of d r o ~ ~ g and
h t floodAdvance of the water into the empty lnlre- Cultivation of t h e bed of
the Inlte-Paatore lands Thu silt- Subsidence of tho Seistnn nreaHistoric records of the course of the Helmand -Future possibilities.
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ACCORDING
to local trailitions the name of the River
Helmand is a corruption of two words-"
Hir," meaning
"water," and "mand," a common suffix that implies
"abounding in.''
It is on the Helmand that the Seistan Lake is dependent
for its existence, though the area draining towards the
lake embraces various other streams. In its fullest extent
the catchment area of the lake covers something like
150,000 square miles. It is a vast depression of irregular
shape, with a greatest length from north-east to
south-west of about 600 miles, and a greatest width of
about 350 miles. Little more than half of this area,
however, can be regarded as an effective source of water
supply. Both the Helmand and the other streams flowing
towards the lake have to pass through wide tracts of
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barren country, exposed during the greater past of the
year t o fierce heat and swept by winds of terrific velocity.
I n short, all the conditions are most favourable to evaporation. To what extent this reduces the volume of water
in the rivers it is impossible to say, but some observers
have hazarded an opinion that as regards the Relmand
only about one-tenth of the water contributed to that river
and its tributaries succeeds in reaching the Seistan Lake.
The Helrnand takes its rise among the mountains to
the north-east of Kabul. The road from Kabul t o Balnian
crosses what is regarded as the main stream some twenty
lniles below its source, though another headstream, alongside which the road runs after crossing the river, is said
t o bring down as much if not more water than the
Helmand. Dr. William Griffith determined the height of
the crossing to be 10,522 feet above sea level; and he
describes the stream formed by the two branches as flowing
down a comparatively wide and partly cultivated valley.
Another officer has described the Helm8nd a t this point
as a shallow stream, and its banks, unlike those of the
Kabul river, as bare of trees and shrubs but tolerably well
clothed with grass. Lower down, the banks are fringed
with wild roses, and as the valley widens the settlements
of the Hazarahs a t one time enlivened the lanclscape.
Between the point where G r S t h crossed the Helmand
and Girishk, a village almost due west of Kandahar,
nothing a t all is known of the river except from native
information. The average fall of the river-bed is probably
not less than thirty-five feet in a mile, while above the
crossing it cannot be very much less than a, hundred feet
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AN ANCIXNT BORD

a mile. At Girishk there is a ford which is practicable
for foot passengers when the river is low.
Conolly crossed the Helmand a t this point in 1832,
on his overland journey from Europe to India, and
recognised the limits withi. which the water channel is to
be found by the fact that there had once existed two forts
on the opposite banks of the river, and only the landward
side of either fort had been fortified-the inference being
that when they were built the river had provided a
sufficient protection on the unfol-tSed side. Six years
later Major Tocl found the river flowed two miles to the
east of the modern fort of Girishk. The country between
he described as a "chaman" (pasture of meadow land)
intersected by watercourses. The Helmand was about a
thousand yards wide, "but in the spring it is said to
spread itself over the low ground, on its right bank, and
. sometimes to approach within a few hundred yards of the
walls of Girishk."
The boat usually a t the ford had been destroyed, a.nd
Major Todd crossed the river on an elephant, '<the water
being in some places about seven feet deep." Three
weeks later (towards the end of June) the river had
fallen four feet, and even then i t was barely fordable
by infantry.
Below Girishk the fall in the river-bed diminishes
rapidly. To the point where the Helmand empties itself
into the Lake area is less than two hundred miles as the
crow flies, but before it reaches that goal the river has to
make a big detour to the south and cover a distance from
Girishk of something like three hundred miles.
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FALL OF THE RIVER
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formations of friable conglomerates and gypsum-bearing
clays are to be found; and it is most likely rainfall in this
region which is responsible for the thick red discharge
that finds its way into tlie Sektan i n the months of
July and August, and temporarily raises the otherwise
moderate level of water in the Helmmd a t that season of
the year.
The united waters of these livers and the Arghand-ab
join the Helmand three or four miles below the ancient
site of Eala Bist. In this section of its course, from
Girishk down to the eastern elbow of the great bend, the
fall of the Helmand m'ay be estimated at about six feet
in a mile. From this point onwards the fall again
diminishes rapiclly as far as KhwBja Ali; it is perhaps
not more than three feet in a mile. Below W w i j a Ali
up to the head of the modern delta the gradient becomes
very regular and may be taken roughly a t about two feet
a mile ; while in the delta itself the river falls a t the rate
of about a foot and a half a mile.
The valley of the Helmand below EhwBja Ali, where it
runs almost 'due east and west, presents a very peculiar
feature. On the north the valley hugs closely the edge of
the Dasht-i-Margo, while to the south it is separated from
the basin of the Gaud-i-Zireh only by a watershed which
in places is a mere dividing wall, on which the effect of
the wind's action can clearly be traced. .Abreast of
Rudblr the valley is three hundred feet higher than the
Gaud-i-Zireh, and the narrow trough in which the
Helmand lies, though all the time descending gradually
towards the west, never reaches the level of the Gaud.
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to conceal the channel in places. On the other hand, at
NZd Ali the remains of buildings were laid bare in the
river-bed some eight to ten feet below t h e top of the
banks. As the channel refilled the clrifts were gradually
washed away, but i t was not till early in January, 1903,
that water was available in the canals for irri&ion.
In the last section of its course the Helmand pours its
waters into the lake area from south t o north. The
principal other river channels that run into the lake reach
i t from the east and the north. They are, i n order, commencing on the east, the KhBsh, the Khuspiis, t h e Farah,
and the HBrut. All are of the nature of torrents, rising
swiftly and subsiding almost as rapidly. For t h e greater
part of the year they contain no flowing water in their
beds for some distance above the lake.
.
Practically the. m 8 s h River ceases to exist as a porInanent flowing stream a t the oasis of KhBsh. Below that
point the forts along its banks need to have wells inside
their walls. The ohannel is fairly well defined down to
Chakinsur, and can be traced till it fnally loses itself in
the eastern pocket of the lake area-the Hiimun-i-Puza.
As in the case of the Helmand, the spring is the seaagn
of the heaviest floods, and a t that time of the year water
in considerable volume finds its way into the lake after
irrigating the lands round ChakBnsur.
The KhuspEs Rud enters Seistan through a well-marked
gorge in the last line of cliffs overlooking t h e low country;
but before reaching the lake it dwindles to a narrow ditch
full of brine and fringed with reeds, and n o flood water
came down i t during our stay in Seistan.
R

2
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The river of Fariih drains in its upper course the Ghur
country, noted for its inaccessibility, the strength of its
fortress, and the turbulence of its inhabitants. The river
takes its name from the district of Fariih, along its middle
course, which a t one time was very celebrated as a grainproducing district. Floods of great violence sweep down
the river, and even in its lowest course are said sometimes
to last several days. The strength of the current on such
occasions is attested by the masses of driftwood, including
whole trees, which have been brought down by the furious
rush of water and deposited on the mud-flats at the mouth
of the river.
The H i r u t Rud, formed by the union of the Adras Kand
River and the Rud-i-Gaz, enters the head of the SZwari
Hlmun, about twenty miles to the north of the mouth of
the river of Farih. Like the Khuspis, it very rarely
adds anything to the volume of the lake.
The Bandln River, on the west, discharges its flood
waters into the lake no more than once or twice in five
or six years ; and to the south of that river the insignificant streams that issue from the hills either die away in
the plains or break up into a multitude of channels, some
of which reach the lake, but scarcely ever contain water.
None of these supplementary sources of supply constitute a factor of any real importance in the foimation of
the Seistan Lake. Everything turns on the Helmand.
When that river runs dry, as in 1902, there is no lake ;
and when its floods run higher than usual, the lake is
larger than usual.
On the west the shore-line is fairly constant, but on the
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east t h e limits of the lake are quite indefinite.
fills
tract west of the mouth, of the Pariun, then, ag more
water come5 down, it spreads on the one hand into the
e ~ ~ s t e and
r n northern pockets of the lake area, and on the
other southwards, where in years of exceptionally high
floods-" years of Noah " as they are called-water may
even pass down the Shela into the Gaud-i-Zirell.
In these circumstances it is obviously impossible to say
in general tarms that the Seistan Lake covers so many
hundreds or thousands of square miles. A l l that can be
said is t h a t a t such and such a time it occupied such and
such a n area. In 1903, when the maximum discharge of
t h e Helmand was only seventy thousand cubic feet a
second, a tract of country two thousand square miles in
area was covered with water. I n 1904, when the discharge
was very little more than half as much, the area under
water was not more than twelve hundred square miles.
On one of the spurs of the Kuh-i-IIuch, a n isolated hill
which rises on the northern shorks of the Hltmun-i-SIwari,
can be traced the high-water marks left by the floods of
several seasons. The highest of all is flve feet above the
level i n 1903, and when the lake established this record
t h e discharge of the Helmand m u ~ have
t
been not less
t h a n 200,000 cubic feet a second, while the area submerged would be about twice as great as in 190% In all
the year which saw such an exp~nsionof the
lake area, was 1885, that being the latest " year of Noah" ;
for t h e -face of the natural rock-gauge Scales in time
under t h e influence of damp and heat, and would not
possess the records of ancient lake levels.
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Very little evidence, indeed, exists as to either the years
of exceptionally high water or the years of drought. Both
are long remembered in the traditions of the people, but
unless they have occurred near the time of some welllrnown historical event, it is extremely d%cult t o fix their
dates even approximately. Occasionally some other clue
is aflorded. Mr. A. G. Ellis, of the British Museum,
informs me t h a t a, local historian allucles to a, flood in
Seistan of such a n abnormal height that the "City of
SeistanJ' was for months accessible onIy by boat. Now
there is only one site in Seistan which could be thus
isolated-the plateau on which stand fihe ruins of Ziihidiin ;
so that city must have been the capital at the time of
the flood, the date of which may consequently be fixed as
either the end of t h e tenth or the beginning of the
eleventh century of the present era.
Nothing is known of any other "year of Noah" till
after a very long interval of time, even then the date
cannot be fixed more exactly than between 1692 and
1722 A.D. Rather more than a, hundred years later we
find Captain Edward Conolly recording that i n 1830 a
tremendous flood came down the Helmand and formed a
new channel for the river in the delta. The year 1866
w&sanother year of high water, and this was followed by
the last great flood of 1885.
Less still is h o w n about t h e years of low water. One
occurred about twenty years before the great flood of 1866,
and then the Helmand is said to have had no water in its
bed (within t h e delta) for a fortnight. I n 1872 the river
was dry for three weeks, and reference has already been
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made to the great drought of 1902, the year before the
British Mission arrived in Seistan, when the Lower
Helmand was empty of water for over a couple of months.
Unfortunately in 1903 we did not realise a t firs! the
exceptionally favourable opportunity afforded us of
examining the lake area5while empty of water. We saw,
however, something of the flowing in of the water in the
main arm of the lake. By the end of the first week in
May the water was abreast of the Kuh-i-Khwlja, having
advanced about six miles in eight days. Six weeks later
the water had only just made its way-but on a very
broad front-as far south as the bay in which the well of
Muhammad Reza Khtin is situated. The first water entered
the Shela about the end of June, and by the middle of July
there were three feet of water a t the point where the
Nushlri-Seistan Trade Route crosses that channel. Very roughly it may be said that the water advanced
south a t the rate of about half a mile a day. No water a t
all managed to make its way through the Shela into the
Gaud-i-Zireh. A good deal had found its way through in
1885, and for several years afterwards shepherds were in the
habit of resorting t o the Gaud, and used even to grow crops
in a small way ,so long as the water remained fairly sweet.
Even nowadays after heavy rain shepherds will pasture
their flocks for a very short time on the banks of the Rud-iKuchk, which descends into the Gaud-i-Zireh from the
water-parting between the Gaud and the Helmand. But
such relief t o the general aridity of the country south of
the Relrnand is only momentary, and practically the
Gaud-i-Zireh may be regarded as a vast sterile depression
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covering about a thousand square miles, half of which
area is a glaring saline flat.
The annual advance and recession of the waters of the
Seishn Lake, though varying from year to year, enable
portions of the lake area to be broken up and cultivated
a t regular seasons. Moreover, the reed-beds which occupy
the margins of the Iake constitute the chief pasture lands
of Seistan. Cattle may be seen grazing up to their backs
in water, as they do in Sind. While the Iake is full the
cattle are watched by the servants or slaves of the large
proprietors. The herdsmen shelter themselves in the
same way as the cattle they tend, that is simply by a lofty
screen of rushes, strengtl~enedwith tamarisk bouglls, and
erected across the direction of the wind. Men and women
huddle together on some mound above the reach of water,
and present a very unhappy and mild appearance. The
most acceptable present to a group of these people is a
box of matches. Matches are only procul.able in one or
two places in the country, and if the fire goes out some
one is obliged to go to the nearest village on the mainland
and bring ba.ck, with the greatest care, a piece of
smouldering cow-dung. One or two "tutins "-the
narrow cigar-shaped rafts made of reeds which are used
on the lake-provide the herdsmen with means of communication. These rafts are very buoyant, and in 1904
the Governor's brougham and the wagons of The Russian
Trading Venture were. ferried across the lake on a number
of them fastened together.
The reed-grown area is divided into localities .which
correspond to townships on the mainland, and in its way
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the marshland is as productive as the arable land, for not
only do the graziers pay taxes, but the agricultural associations (Piigos) would at times be hard put to it to plough
their lands were it not for the cattle they are able to hire
from the graziers. The owners of the cattle, no less than
the actual herdsmen, appear however to be ill a t ease with
strangers. It is noticeable that they use the old Seistan
dialect more than any other class i n the country.
Not only are portions of the lake area cultivated from
time to time when left dry, but it is evident, fiom the
remains which have come to light, that certain parts used
to be permanently occupied. This is more particularly
true as regards the HBmun-i-Siwari which now flows over
the ancient town of that name. For centuries the northwest part of the submerged area must have been dry land.
Those who have seen the site of the town a t seasons of
exceptionally low water say that t h e remains are those of
brick-built walls, and that the disposition of the streets
or lanes between the buildings can still be traced. Relics
which were brought to me from this place are in every
respect of the same character as those from the ruins in
the Sarotiir district.
A question which has exercised much thought about the
Helmand delta and the lake area is what becomes of the
silt brought down by the river. Every ounce of water
holds in solution a certain number of grains of silt, the
greater part of which is deposited in the submerged area.
The accumulation has gone on and is going on continuously
and must, one would think, be raising the level of the
lake floor because there is nothing to carry away the silt.
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Yet, if there were no counteracting influence, this raising
of the level round the mouth of the river ought to force it
back into channels higher up. The exact reverse, however, of this has been the case, and hence it may be
suggested that, while the Helmand is constantly bringing
down fresh silt, the process of subsidence to which the
Seistan depression ofves its existence is still continued,
perhaps intermittently, but on the whole a t a regular rate.
None of the silt deposited in the area under water is
removed by the wind, and it is only very rarely that more
than a fraction of the lake area is absolutely dry. Moreover, the small areas laid bare by the seasonal shrinkage
of the discharge of the river are dry precisely during tlie
period-from October to March-when, except for three
or four blizzards of short duration, there is no great wind to
scour the country in the way it is swept i n the summer by
the Wind of a Hundred and Twenty Days. Even in the case
of the irrigated lands above the submerged area it may be
reckoned that the loss by erosion during every summer is
more than balanced by the deposits of silt that reach the
land through the irrigation channels. Some explanation
would therefore certainly seem to be needed of the fact
that there is no appreciable difference produced over a
large number of years in the relative level of the delta.
I f the supposition that the process of subsidence is still
going forward be correct, then the changes which have
taken place in the course of the Helmand may be due to
other forces of Nature than those directly observable.
From the brief records of events when Seistan was conquered by the Arabs, it is lrnown that in the eighth
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century of' the present era t h e Helmand flowed into the
northern (and present) delta. There is no evidence when
a change actually occurred, b u t probably by the end of
the eleventh century the river had gone beck to the
Rud-i-Biyabiin channel, and it had been found necessary
to construct the famous Weir of Rustam in order to beep
the ab&ndoned channel supplied with water and provide
the means for iriigs~tingt h e lands around the capital.
The weir was destroyed by Tamerlane in January, 1384,
and for a short time the river flowed unhindered down
the Rud-i-BiyabSin. Then was built the weir called the
Band-i-Bulbaka, close to Rudblr, which kept up a good
head of water in the canals taking off above it on the
right bank. But the greater part of the discharge of the
river still found an outlet thiough the Rud-i-Biyabln into
the western lake area and t h e Gaud-i-Zireh.
Some time in the thirty years between 1.692 and 1722
the Helmand returned to its long-abandoned channel
leading to the northern delta, and to that it has remained
faithful up to the present time. There have been variations of course in the branch by which the river discharges
the bulk of its waters through the delta into the Seistan
Lake, but for the past quarter of a century at any rate
the Helmand has been covering with water very much the
same tract in the lake arest t h a t it is covering at the
present day.
How will the Helmand change its course in the tbne to
come? Change there is bound to be if the history of the
past affords any guide to t h e future, Will the river
circumvent the plateau of Ziihidln, which at present bars
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its progress westwards P Will it, when the forces of
erosion have completed their work, break away further
upstream, and turn north into the Inferno of Seistan, or
south into the Gaud-i-Zireh P Speculation is fascinating
but futile. The future course of the Helmand and the
future position of the Seistan Lake are the secrets of the
future ;and one can only hope that the Axbitration Award
which kept a Mission of over fifteen hundred people at
work in Seistan for nearly two and a half years will not
be impaired in value by any serious shifting of the river
for a long time to come.

THE END.
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Columns, junction of tho two, 57.
Comn~ission(ROO Mission).
Conolly, Captain Edward, 70, 145,
146, 230, 246.
Consulate, 20ti.
Coot, 183.

" Copper Smith, Loitli tl~o," 128.
Corv6es. 222.
~ossacltk entertain Indian troops,
210-212.

Cultivation (seo Agriculture).
Curiosities. one of Nature's. 44.
Curzon, ~ o r d 2.
,
Customs rogolntions, tl~o.123.
Cyrus tho samo as l<ai Rhnarau,
119.

Diidi, 201.
Dagcil Gnrdis, 107.
Dalti, ruins of, 150, 161.
Dnlbandin Plain, 162.
Diim-o-Dim, 77.
Dnrband. wells of. 45.
Dnsht-i-Margo, 08. 76,

83,

86,

173, 241.

Dnsht-i-filoslci, 83, 87, O5, 100.
Dontll, tho Plain of, 173.
Docrhounds, 25.
Doh Bnhlol, 133, 134.
Doll Dost Mulia~nrnnd, 134, 136.
130, 130, 140, 142, 177.
Dell IChiinarn, 152.
Dola's Ponk, 101.
Doprossion, a groat, 60.
Deaort, birtltc in tho, 183 ; difficulties in a, 33 ; disnntor in, 176 ;
groat lnndmarlcs of, 00; l o ~ in
t
tho, 175 ; m a ~ ~ r o l oina the, 186 ;
panoranla in the, 180 ; trncta, 18,
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INDEX
Desert lnrlrs, water-tanks visited

k, 87, 88, 90, 242.
n, 42.

by,187.

'' Desert, River of the,"

1

107, 123, 128, 130,
; a story of, 129;
lf. 79.
En, 62.
ligent, 144.

I1

1.

iworthy descendant of
.ptain Charles, 4, 63.
16. 138.

State, 228.
' 205.
remains of an ancient

I

it, 107, 121.
is, agreeable, 153.
iction of the two., 67.
(see Mission).
)tain Edward, 70, 146,
246.
DG.

nith, Loith the."

128.

tertain Indian troops,

'

<c4 I

:see Agriculture).
m e of Nature's, 44.
I, 2.
ilations, the, 123.
Etme as Kai Khasrau,

.

(

I

Deshu, 62, 64,'67, 70.
Desolate vallev.
". a., 46.
D ~ B I ~62,
, 63.
Dik-i-Dola, 101, 102, 104.
Dinner, a n open-air, 209; a
" scratch." 207 : wines a t a
Persian, 210.
.
Disease, cattle, 146.
Dogs, intruders resented by, 218.
Dolmah Barr6, 208.
Dor, the, 240.
Douglas, Major, 64.
Driinalcuh, hills of, 34.
Dress, 235.
Drought, a severe, 114 ; and flood,
years of, 246.
Drowning, loss of life by, 178.
Duclcs, G8, 167, 183.
Dud-i-Seistan, the, 167.
DuganBn, camp at, 29.
Durancl, Sir Mortimer, 26.
Durbar, the farewell, 213.
Dushak, ancient site of, 138.
Dust, discomfort caused by, 62.
Dustbin, Nature's giant, 84.
Dwellings, modern Seistani, 137.
Dyes, for carpets, 233.
$chis carinata, 47.
Echo, curious, 20.
Education confined t o males, 229.
- Persian standard of, 209.
Efflorescence, nitrous, 118.
Ellis, Mr. A. G., 246.
Entertainments of the Mission,

107.

f, 150, 151.
' d n , 162.
77.
'1s of, 45.
0,
68, 76,

.

185.

202.
83,

Escape, a narrow, 31.
Escort, complimentary, 71-72.
Explorers, early, .3-6, 11, 16, 16,

86,

28, 60, 53, 57, 65, 66, 70, 71,
78, 82, 83, 87, 94, 105, 138, 188,
232, 239, 246.
Exposure, deaths from. 67.

i, 83, 87, 96, 106;
ain of, 173.
26.
33, 134.

:uhammad, 134, 136,
40. 142. 177.

101.
great, 69.
i n the, 183 ; diffi33 ; dieaster in, 176 ;
narlcs of, GO; lost in
3ausolea in the, 185 ;
n the, 186 ; tracts, 16.

,

I
(

1
'

'I

J

Famine, 67, 117, 123.
FarBh, district of, 244.
' River of, 189, 190, 191, 200.
Ffimiwiin, attitude of the Baluch
to the, 236; average life of a,
236; the, 134, 135.
- women, intrigues of, 234.
F&rsiwEna, beliefs of, 220.
Fatal journey, a, 176.
Ferrier, M., 66.

Ferry-men, rofractory, 148.
,
Feuds, blood, 79, 103.
Fights, hand-to-hand, 103.
Fire, narrow escape of the Camp
from, 29.
Fish caught in the ice, 103.
Plies, attacks by myriads of, 170;
disaase spread by, 170.
Floods, devastation caused by, 166.
Fly, the Seistan, 169, 205.
Fodder, green, 140.
Forbes, Dr., 66, 133, 232,
Ford, a n ancient. 239; a n important, 114 ; the Saints', 40.
Fords, unsafe, 92.
Fording the Relmand, n h e view
of, 109.
Fort as a market, 90.
little mud, 89.
Fortalice, a famous, 89 ; a miniature, 101 ; a modern, 122;
For tress, a n interesting ruined,
106; an island, 130; a n unsavoury, 131.
" Fossils." supposed, 185.
Francolin, 116.
F'reebooters, 6.
Frontier, demarcation of, 27 ;
problems, 179.
- trijunction, between Afghanistan, Balochistan, and Persia,

-

41. 42.

~ u e l scarcity
,
of, 217.
Game, scarcity of, 22, 68.
Gami ChBh Mullah, 44.
Gardening, peculiar, 127.
Garmsir, district of, 73.
Gaud-i-Zireh, 4, 36, 41, 69, 187,
241, 242, 246, 247, 261, 262.

Gazajai, ualt water at, 174.Gazelle, 68, 69.
hunting with hounds, 24.
Geese, 167.
Geography of the co~mtry,16.
Ghilzai camelmen, 198.
Ghur country, tho, 244.
Girdi Cha11, 51.
Girishk, 238, 239, 241.
Goldsmid, General Sir Frederick,

-

60, 224.

Government, system of, 219.
Gramophone i n Seistan, 202.
Granary, a remote, 90.
Grass, Bunnu, 190.
Grave decorated with travertine,
32.
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Helmand, Baluchis of the, 68.
Graveyards a n d trophies, 22.
Herat, 4.
Griffith, Dr. William, 238.
Highways, desert, 89.
Gudar-i-Shah, 40, 41, 78.
Horses protected from flies, 170.
Guest. an uninvited, 140.
Guide, a brave, 176.
Hounds, extraordinary, 22-25.
EIunter, a mighty, 23.
GuicLo's Duty, a, 7.
Guides, Raluch, 1 8 4 ; di~putes Hunters, professional, 145.
between, 176 ; famous desert,
Hunting-dogs, fine strain of, 2 2 - 2 6 11-12.
IIuntinggazelle withgreyhounds, 2 4 Gun-stocks and looks from mulHurricane, a, 61.
Husen&b&l, 82, 207.
berry, 88.
Hydrophobia, 191.
Hair tonic in a mail-bag, 203.
" Hamsayah," 228.
Ibex hunted with dogs, 24 ; successHBmum, salt deposits of the,
ful stalk of, 17.
19-20; the, 18, 140, 147.
Ibmhimilbfd, 131, 133.
Ibmhim Khan, 122, 126, 133.
HBmun-i-Puza, 139, 243.
Hiimun-i-SBwari, the 190, 245, 249.
Iclo, the Mmasseni, 12, 23.
IIamdGr Channel, 130.
Hilrnun of the MLhlcel, altitude
Illusion, peculiar optical, 3Ci.
of, 16.
IltBz IFarez, village of, 28.
Hamza RhEn, the Raiiini Prince,
105.
Inlam Juma, 207.
Hozarahs, 238.
Indian escort and servants, d i n n e r s
to, 208, 211, 212.
Hazrat Ali, 40.
-- frontier question, 2.
H h u t Rud, the, 243.
Headmar. variect. 7.
gazelle, 69.
-troops, in Seistan, 105.
11elm&d.' the. 4.' 7. 16. 60. 69. 64.
Inferno, the, 83, 84, 86, 107, 194,
242, 262.
Influenza in Seistan, 171.
183, 185, 187, 188, 193, 199,
Insects i n the desert, 184.
225. 230, 242 : basin.. the,. 240 : Inundation, yearly, 152.
bif&catibn of- the, 110, 134 ; Irrigation expert, the, 222.
-methods of, GO, 118, 135 ;
branches of the, 110 ; chmgo in
water for, 240.
course of the, 50, 82, 95, 135,
the, 108 ; Irvine, Major, I.M.S., 196.
260 ; crossing of
delta, the, 59, 128, 212, 249,
251 ; delta, vnriation of populaJackal, a mad, 191, 192, 200.
tion in the, 224 ; failure of the,
Jacltals, 117.
123 ; future course of the, 262 ; Jacohabad, 4.
importance of the, 244; mariJah&nBeg, 129.
mum discharge of the, 246 ; Jallc, 4, 8.
meaning of the name, 237 ; JallalBbEd, 110, 165, 194.
overflow of the, 162 ; present bed
Jiilwar, fortress of, 10-11.
of the, 80 ; rise and fall of the,
Jamok the Ltlri, 9.
72, 146, 151,156, 191, 2 4 1 ; rnins
JtLn Beg, 84, 86.
in bed of the, 243 ; sailing on the,
Jehannam, 84, 107, 174-177.
202;
sandbanlcs in the, 108 ; Journey, a pluclcy, 128.
Jungle, tamnrislr, 68, 70, 104, 108.
set of the, 169; t h e empty,
246, 247 ; the source of the, 238 ;
tributaries of the, 240 ; variable
coiuse of the, 58, 2 5 1 ; weir
across the, 224.
- Lower, 106.
-Middle, 70, 88, 153.
I<ad ~ i l ~ L 219,
d ~ 222,
,
225.
-- Vnlley, 56, 57, 66, 71, 75, ICaiEnian race, the, 119.
Iiai Iihesrau, 119, 163.
89, 241.

ICala Bist, 73, 241.

Landi Muhammad

KtlmBl Khan, 89.
KambarBn, 52.
,

Rarez, the, 174.
'
ICBrguzBh, tho, 206, 207, 227.
RBrku, mound of, 137.
ICLkuieh, 136.
ICRsamiibQd, 200.
Kasauli, Pasteur Inatitute at, 200.
Kerosene oil tins .as water tanlts,

-

-

Iaiinishin hill, 56, 60, 62, 76, 77.
IChSrcin, 5, 8, 9, 11, 18, 22, 62, 93.
the wind of, GO.
IChish, oasis of, 243.
River, the, 129, 139.
IChuspiis Rud, 243.
IChorassan, 1, 4, 162.
IChwLbgah, 113-116.
Iihwiija Ali, 66-68, 70-73, 241.
IZirman, 4, 89.
I(irtGkBh, 34, 35.
IGshingi, 51.
Rohlc~lc, mound of, 138.
ICora Gaz tree, 87, 229.
Iioshk-i-Dukhtar, 120.
ICuhak, fort of, 114, 115, 224.
Ruh-i-Chagai, 52.
ICuh-i-Dalil, 77.

79, 180, 187.
Kuh-i-Safed, 18.
ICuh-i-Sultcin, 10, 43, 77.
ICul-I-Ielots, the, 236.
Icullah, the national cap, 128.
ICuls, the, 227.

Ladgesht, palm groves of, 18.

besin, 186, 180, 191.

I

a

Amin ICh&n,

Langar-i-SultBn, 20.
Larks, desert, 183.
Legend of a green dragon, 13-14 ;
of Pir SultBn Weis, 10, 46, 47 ;
of the " Maiden's Bower," 120 ;
of the Malilr's daughter, 229.
Levies, tho, 12, 78, 180.
Lijji Spring, the, 14.
Locks, ingenious wooden, 88.
Lockwood, Captain R.B., 4, 5, 43.
Lor&Defile, 17, 18.
Hiimun, 16, 18, 29.
- River, 16, 17, 28.
Lunatic, a harmless, 140.

-

ManGregor, Col. C.

M.,4.

- Sir Charles, 43,

162.
Maclrenzie, Captain R. J., R.E.,
27.
McMa.l~on,Sir Heniy, 5, 26, 27,
28, 33, 49, 51, 72, 70, 97, 140,
142, 177, 179, 187, 202.
Mad Animals, narrow escapes
from, 192.
horse, attaclr by, 199.
- jaclral throttled, 200.
wolf, narrow escape from,
197.
wolves, animalo bitten by, 199.
Mail rider, holding up of a, 203.
Maiwand, battlefielcl of, 9, 22.
MBla IChBn, 66, 67 ; fort of, 64,

-

" Malilr," 41.
Malilr Azim Khan, 163.

Manor houses, remains of ancient
fortified, 80.
Manzil, 45-47.
Map, Khan Bahadur's, 177.
March, a cold, 53 ; a, terrible,
36-39.
Margo ferry, 144.
Marriageable girls, buying of, 234.
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M&hi, 104, 108, 198.
Mtkhkel HLmun, 4, 8, 9, 18.
Masjid Cathedral, 120.
Jlatches, scarcity of, 248.
fiIattoclr, the Seistani, 134.
Maynard, Captain, 33.
Mejlis, or assemblies, 219.
Melons i n the desert, 174, 181.
Memorials, sad, 56.
Menu, a Persian, 210.
Merv, 125, 126.
Meshed, Seistan wind at, 162.
Rleski plateau, 104.
Metal work, 231.
Mitin Rangi, 116, 133, 136,
139, 142, 144, 146, 151171, 177, 189, 102, 215,
220, 223.
Milak. 188.
Minto, Lord, 3.
Mir Ab, the, 222.
-- Gul, plot a~ainst.
. 141.
SBbik; 8.
Mirlibiicl, hendland of, 96.
Bfirare. salt. 19.

-

- British officers of the, 33.
-- camps, the, 113, 1G6.
-- farewell banquet to the,

208 ;
few casualties among the, 173,
178 ; in Seistan, 94, 100, 160;
introduction to the Althundzaa,
8 9 ; of 1872, 123; of 1894-6,
27 ; of 1896, 41, 79 ; of 1903-6,
survey work of, 179 ; route of,
in 1886, 67 ; Seistan, 42, 61,
94, 160, 215 ; split up of the,
53 ; work of the, 161.
&fission's escort, 106.
Mohi-ud-din, 173-177.
Money, silver, scarcity of, 227.
1CIonolitl1, a vast, 43-44.
Afortar, clay, 106.
Afuhammad Amin KhEn, aehtlement of, 57.
Reza Chah, 187, 189.
- IChiin, 188, 214, 247.
Mulberry trees, 70, 87, 88, 156.
Mulla Baffi, 168.
MurEd Kl15n, 51.
" Alustansk-ud-Daulall," 209.

-

Nrid Ali, 116-122,126, 128,136139
228, 243 ; mad jackal at, 193.
Napoleon Buonaparte, 3.
Nirui Sardnr Said Khan, 157.
- shepherds, 46.
NesratBbricl, 127, 163, 205-6, 210.
Nauroz, the, 168, 224.
Nausl~irwlnthe Just, 101.
Neh, 138.
Neza, 43-44.
Neza-i-Sultb, 77.
Ftre-coated glen, 46.
Noah, year of," 245, 240.
Nomad tales, 12-14.
Nomads, encnmpment of, 64 ;
scanty dress of, 6.
Nunhlti, 1, 3, 4, 51, 62, 63, 70,
1G2, 203, 214.
Opium used in Seistan, 226.
Ovens, native, 216.

'

Padeg, 81.
PBdzalok, 96-101.
PEDOS.220-222. 249.
Paranglin ~ u h , 138,
.
186.
Palchota, 52.
Panorama, 76, 77.
Panther Mountains, the, 186.
Pariun, the, 122, 144, 147,
156-159, 215, 217, 220,
n d a

449.

Partridges, Black, GS, 116.
Pasteur Institute a t Kwauli, 200.
Pattinson, Lieut., 66.
Persia, 1-6, 16, 60, 61 ; frontiers
of, 4, 16, 26, 49, 130, 133. 180.
Persian education, standard of, 208.
Government, the, 228.
-- Gulf, 4.
-- officials, 208, 200 ; problem,

2.

Resident, the, 208, 209, 227.
Petroleum, Russian in Seiatan.
181.
Pig, wild, 116, 144-146.
Pillar, an old memorial, 90.
Pillars, boundary, 41, 79, 187.
Pillau, a sweet, 208.
" Pilu," 41.
Pir SultLn, Legends of, 46-48.
Weis, 19.
" Pis6," 106, 231.
Plague-ridden country, a, 169.
Plateau, a cold, 28 ; a waterlesa,
57 ; barren, 169 ; rifts torn in,
163 ; theory of fraoture of, 59.
--A

--

pollock, Colonel, 57.
pomegranates, 1-55.
pool of Manzil, 45-48.
p o p a l z i landlord, the. 68population of Soistan, 223postal service, 203.
Pottery, 80, 231.
pottingar, Lieut. ( a f t ~ r w a r d s f
Henry), 4s 5.
prayer-carpets, Seistmi. 121.
" Priestly families," the, 228.
prince of Soistan, logondary, 11:
princess, n capricious, 120pyrcstun, o farnous, 98.

RabBt, 30, 31, 32, 33, 44-45.
Rabies, epidemic of, 191-199.
Rafts, 72, 112.
Raids, 6 , 124, 125Rainfall, scanty, during 189
-.
32.
Riia Kuh, 62.
Ravens, 103, 183.
RawLinson, Sir s e n r y , 66Reclamation, l a d , 154.
Reed-beds. 138, 139, 248.
Refraction, a disappointing, ;
Rolic-hunters, p r ~ f o ~ S i ~ n 1:
al,
Religious beliefs, 228.
Reminiscences, 77.
Reuter's daily telegrams, 203.
Revenue tax, 221.
Ride, a night. 99.
Rifles stolen from Ka$ohor,
tllo,
" River of the Desert,
Biver-beds, ancient, 38, 136.
Rock-gaugo, natural, 245.
Rodin, 90.
Rud, or, the River Vnlloy, 89.
camele of the, 93 ; Inor
of, 90.
'.
Rudbkr, 74, 79, 84, 89, 00, 24:
Rnd-i-Biyabiin, 96, 107, 185
251.
Rud-i-Gaz, the, 244.
Rud-i-IC~lchk,tho, 247.
.Rud-i-Pariun, tho, 132, 136
156.
Bud-i-Seistan, the, 223, 224
canal, the, 114.
Ruins, agriculture among, '
ancient, 98,137 ;nonr Ru?
of JallalHbBd, 160 ; of b
107.

-

INDEX
Pollock, Colonel, 57.
Pomegranates, 155.
Pool of Manzil, 45-48.
Popalsai landlord, the, 68.
Population of Scistan, 223.
Postal aervice, 203.
Pottery, 80, 231.
Pottingor, Lieiit. (afterward8 Sir
Henry). 4$ 6.
Prnyer-carpets, Seistani, 121.
" Priestly families," the, 228.
Prince of Seistan, legendary, 113.
Princess, a capricious, 120.
Pyraeuxn, a famous, 98.
Ql~etta, 1, 0, 12, IG, 22, 28, 49,
51, 144, 203.
Rabiit, 30, 31, 32, 33, 44-46.
Rabies, epidemic of, 191-199.
Rnfts, 72, 112.
Raids, 6, 124, 126.
Rainfall, scanty, during 1896-6,
22.
-

blom,

.-.- ---.- ., - -.

Rnvens, 103. 183.
Rawlinson, Sir Henry, 06.
Roclanlation, land, 184.
Heed-beds, 135, 139, 248.
Refraction. a clisappointing, 74.
Relic-hunters, professionnl, 121.
Religious bsliofs, 228.
Reminiscences, 77.
Reuter's daily telegrams, 203.
Revenue tax, 221.
Ride, a night, 99.
Rifles stolen from ICandahar, 10.
" River of the Desert, " the, 97.
River-beds, ancicnt, 38, 130.
Rock-gauge, natural, 245.
Rodin, I 90.
Rud, or, the River Valley, 89.
camels of the, 93 ; momorios
of, 90.
RudbL, 74, 79, 84, 89,90, 241, 261.
Rud-i-BiyabBn, 95, 187, 185, 188,
251.
Rud-i-Gaz, the, 244.
Rud-i-ICuchk, the, .247.
Rud-i-Pariun, the, 132, 136, 151-

-

155.

0.
[CBS,

in,
j.

Rud-i-Seistan, the, 223, 224, 242 ;
canal, the, 114.
Ruins, agriculture among, 74, 80 ;
ancient, 98,137 ;near Rudbfir, 80;
of JallaliibBd, 150 ; of SarotBr,
107.
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R u s s i ~ ninfluence, extension of, 2.
Rustam, a legend concerning, 113.
-- City of, 96-99.
the famous weir of, 281.
- weir, 91, 120.

-

Saddlebags, 234.
Said Rhnn, 168.
Saida, 17G.
Saindali, 34.
Saint, an influential, 47.
Snlrzais, 130.
Salihiin, pool8 of, 54.
Salt collectec~by carayans, 19, 21.
-- mirage, 19 ; sprlngs, 242.
Saltpetre extracted from ruins, 119.
Salvadora persica, 41.
Salyx babylmica, 81.
Samuli peak, 30.
Sand blast, a natural, 183.
Sandeman, Sir Robert, 616.
SnnjarEni chief, 82,142; immigrants,
129.
" Sarais " along the trade routes.
said& Gul Mahornmad. Khan,
Afghan Commissioner, 27.
ShariE Khan, the rebellion
of, 154.
SarfarEz IIhan, 8.
Sarotkr district, the, 174, 230,
249 ; ruins of, 107, 121.
SBrunis, 135.
SIiwari Hiimun, the, 191, 244.
ShEh, 190.
Scenery, mountainous, 77.
Seals, intaglio, 230.
Seeds of Bulrushes, clouds of, 194.
Sehkuha, 188.
Seilds, 145, 148, 160, 228, 236.
Seif-lid-din, 201.
Seistan, 1, 2, 7, 41-42, 49, 67, 66,
70, 84, 88, 02, 102, 104, 132,
133, 135, 141, 155, 160, 165,
187, 191, 202, 204, 211, 217,
220, 230, 235 ; Alsatia of,
157 ; anarchy in, 224, 231 ; as
a musoum, 160 ; average rainfall
in, 168 ; barter in, 227 ; building
in, 106; camels of, 93; canals
in, 90, 169, 223 ; capital of, 152 ;
cattle of, 1 2 3 ; conquered hy
Arabs, 280; delta of, 123;
dialect, 249 ; disputed ownorship
of, 50; droughts in, 123, 247;
dust in, 164 ; famine in, 123 ;
floods in, 121, 246 ; high priest

-

-
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of, 207 ; Inferno of, 107, 174,
194, 242, 282 ; influenza in, 171 ;
insects in, 169, 170, 205 ; invasion of, 105 ; legendary Prince
of, 90, 113 ; Malilts of, 128 ;
native's history of, 145 ; Persian,
230; plains of, 83 ; population of,
161, 223-224; revenaes of, 200 ;
rivor of, 224 ; Russian petroleum
in, 181 ; snow in, 168 ; stwvey
morlt in, 179 ;trees in, 118 ;n7eavers
of, 232 ; wind of, 61, 101, 163 ;
windmillsin, 1 6 9 ; wincsin, 210.
Seistnn Lalre, 35, 42, 96, 106, 129,
243-245, 251 ; altitude of, 16 ;
shrinkage in the, 136 ; subsidence
of, 260 ; boundary through, 50 ;
catchment a r e a of the, 237 ;
cultivation i n t h e bed of the, 248 ;
deposit of silt i n the, 280 ;
future position of the, 252 ;
sailing on, 202 ; water flowing
into the, 247.
" Seislan, City of," 246.
- Smolre of," the, 167.
Seistani, the, 122, 149, 171, 226.
Seistanis, dwollings of, 216.
Senn Rud, 102, 182, 184, 186.
Shah-Godar, 4.
- Jahan, Grand Mogul, 108.
- Sawkr, 12.
- Sulemkn, murcler of, 9.
Shahristh, 167, 216, 216, 220,
221, 223.
Shim-i-Rlukhtasar, 207.
ShnmsEbld, hamlet of, 102.
Sheeraz, 4.
Sheilth Husen, 52.
- Weisi, 193, 194, 200 ; township of, 192.
Shela, stories of the, 73.
- River, 35, 37, 39, 40, 247.
Sher Muhammad, 143, 144.
Shiahs, 228.
Shorltwak, 18, 28, GO, 92.
Shrine of Bibi Dost, 193, 200, 204.
sacrifices at a, 204.
shrines, 14, 40-42, 48, 205, 228 ;
trophies at, 69.
Siihdalr, 142, 144, 145, 146.
Siltsar, the, 119, 132, 133, 134, 135,
166, 187.
Silver money, scarcity of, 227.
S l ~ m i s ha, short, 78.
Slave-boy musician, a n escaped, 22.
Slaves, trade in, 6.
Smoke, a pall of, 167.

-

Snalte-bite, 47.
Snow, heavy, 195; in Seistan, 168.
Sorlr-ICuh, 77.
" Sprite of the Blaclr Hills," 42.
" Staff," a giant's, 44.
Sulttini Canal, the, 115.
Sunni doctrines, the, 228.
Superstition, a strange, 199.
Survey officer, 49 ; work, early, in
1886-7, 10.
Talcht-i-Shah, 139, 140.
Tamarislc, 41, 73, 87, 116, 125,
134, 136, 137, 160, 182, 190, 216.
a causeway of, 226 ; fuel, 88 ;
great size of, 104 ; in blossom,
153 ; jungle, 117, 118, 138,
147, 152, 192.
" Tamarislts, place of," 84, 174.
Tamerlane, 251.
Tarnalr, the, 240.
Taxes, farming of, 222.
Teal, 183.
Telegraph station, nearest, 203.
Temperature, 39, 63, 54, 167, 193,
195.
Tents, effects of friction on, 162.
Terrnces, a peculiar ccolour, 56.
Thieves, fight with, 78 ; trail, 102.
Thirst, deaths from, 56 ; sufferings
from, 37-39.
Timur Leng (Tamerlane), 91, 224,
229, 230.
Tod, Major, 239.
Tombs as shelters, 85.
l'rade of Seistan, 6.
-- overland with Persia, 1.
-- restricted nature of, 227.
Trade route, 1, 3, 30, 51, 53, 188,
203, 214, 247.
Triikun, 90-99.
Transport, great mortality amongst
the, 171 ; train missing, 64.
Travertine, 32.
Treasure-seelters, professional, 107.
Turltomans, 'I Alamrins " of t h e
124 ; a raid by, 125.
" Tutins," 112, 148, 161, 248.
Typhus, heavy mortality from, 170.
Unexplored country, 179.
Uniforms, old British, 126.
Vegetables, 127.
Vegetation, 57, 128 ; luxuriant.
115; parched, 99, 182; wild,
165.
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Ventilators, ilsa of, 217.
Views, extensive, 75, 128, 138.
Village gardon, tho, 3 18 ; street,
the, 218.
Vines, dostruction of, 165.
Viper farnily, 47.
Vultures, 103, 117.

Blaclc Hills,"
1t's. 44.
42.
the, 115.
3, the, 228.
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jrs, 65.
I , 5.
vith Persia, 1.
n a t u r o of, 237.
3, 30, 61, 63, 188,

Wali Muhamnlad Khan, 92.
Wanliss, Major, 133, 140, 142,
143, 162.
Ward, Mr. T. R. J., 96, 97.
WarmB1, 188.
Wnter in the desert, difficulty of
carrying, 180 ; provision for,
181 ; scarcity of, 33.
Water-slrins, repair of, 181.
Weaving, carpet, 232.
Webb-Ware, 83.
Webb-Ware's Jemadar, 94.
Weir, a temporary, 114 ; building
of the, 226.
-of Rustam, the famous, 50,
90, 242, 251.
Wells sunlr, 188.
Wild fowl, 28 ; migration of, 183.
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Wind, a terrific, l9G ; fierce northwest, 107 ; wearing effect of,
163.
" Wind of 120 days," the, 35, 88,
162, 105-169, 202, 250.
Wind-storm, 197.
Windmills in Seishn, 169.
Winds, prevailing, 60-01.
Willow, the Babylonian, 81, 88,
190.
- trees, 87, 118, 144.
Wolf, a mad, 197 ; a tnme, 214..

" Yalc G~unbns," 185, 187.
Yalrub the B~tigltnd, 157.
" Yamin-ul-NizB~n," tho, 209.
Yaxdiin, 124.
Zihidiin, ruins of, 138, 152, 169,
163, 169, 229, 231, 246 ; plateau
of, 206, 224, 242, 251.
ZBru, 53.
Zeh, plains of, 34.
Ziarats, 228.
Zireh, iiollow of, 95.
Zoroaster, 229.
Zorosstrian Tolver of Silence, 90.

